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ABSTRACT
A Field Study Investigation
To Define the Roles of University Inservice Educators
Working in a Selected High School

(September 1980)
David Lynn Mutter, B.S., Old Dominion University
M.A. , College of William and Mary
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Harvey

B.

Scribner

Inservice education programs for teachers are now typical activities in the nation's school systems.
school

In

recent years, universities and

systems have been experimenting with collaborative approaches to

provide inservice programs.

In this

study, the researcher presents an

analysis of one collaboration between university inservice educators
and a high school faculty during the 1977-78 school year.

In

the analy-

sis, particular attention is focused on the influence of personal,

social and power relationships in the high school

involved.

The

researcher used the method of participant observation as the primary
form of data elicitation within the field study methodology.
The first purpose of the study was to identify the behaviors of

inservice educators and the effect of those behaviors on the faculty
and the school.

The second purpose was to determine which faculty mem-

bers, including the principal, the inservice educators were effective

with and why.

A third purpose of the study was to provide an oppor-

tunity for the researcher,

experience functioning as

a

a

school

principal, to acquire further

participant observer.
vii

This study sought to define the roles of three
inservice educators
in their efforts to bring about not only
professional

changes in

faculty members, but also organizational changes in the
school.
The study identified two roles for the university inservice
educa-

The two roles are inservice professor and interventionist.

tors.

The

researcher believed the inservice educators were more effective in
the
role of inservice professor than in the role of interventionist.

The

following definitions were presented for the two roles:
Inservice Professor
is

orchestrating
(a)

The role of the inservice professor

balance between:

the inservice objectives specified by the
school

(b)

a

.

system, and

the personality needs of teachers.

Interventionist

.

The role of interventionist is using

political methods to obtain educational goals.

The study concludes with the researcher discussing effective teaching and suggesting a more appropriate role for inservice educators.

The researcher suggests that

a

definition of an effective teacher

more a matter of decree by school leaders than

a

scientific fact.

is

An

appropriate role for inservice educators then would be to help school
systems decree the kind or kinds of teachers they want.

Based on this

information, inservice educators can then decide to help or not to help
the school

train teachers to meet the decreed description.
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CHAPTER

I

THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Inservice Education:

Background and General Problems

Inservice education programs for teachers are now typical activities in the nation's school systems.
school

In recent years, universities and

systems have been experimenting with collaborative approaches to

provide inservice programs.

In this dissertation, the researcher pre-

sents an analysis of one collaboration between university inservice

educators and

a

high school faculty during the 1977-78 school year.

In

the study, particular attention is focused on the influence of personal,
social and power relationships in the school

involved.

The researcher

used the method of participant observation as the primary form of data

elicitation within the field study methodology.
Inservice education generally refers to professional development

activities for practicing teachers designed for the purpose of maintaining or upgrading their knowledge and skills.

Historically, university

professors have been called upon to provide this training

workshops or courses.

in the form of

However, many school districts have also used

leaders,
teachers, supervisors and administrators to serve as inservice

particularly for one or two-day workshops.

In

most recent years, pri-

education for
vate consultants have been used to provide inservice

schools.

been that
The rationale for teacher inservice education has

training.
students are the direct beneficiaries of teacher

The argument

2

has been that as teachers increase their knowledge and skills, they will

apply what they have learned and student learning will be enhanced.

There are two distinct assumptions underlying the need for teacher
inservice education (Jackson, 1971).
the two respective assumptions.

Two models have evolved based on

First, the deficit model assumes that

teachers lack some knowledge or skill, and inservice education is one

corrective measure.

The number of teachers in need of remediation varies

according to whom you consult.

Second, the growth model assumes that

teaching is like most professions in that the knowledge revolution manThis

dates continuous or periodic learning to keep up in one's field.

model assumes that most teachers are competent, but that all teachers

need some form of professional education on

abreast of new findings.

a

regular basis to keep

Therefore, teachers can maintain their effec-

tiveness by attending appropriate inservice programs.
In the past,

teachers teach.

inservice programs have focused both on what and how
Mann (1976) concludes that after decades of reform mea-

sures, including inservice education in which vast sums of public funds

were expended, few fundamental changes have occurred in teaching.

New

knowledge and methods have not been widely translated into practice.

As

without
Goodlad (1975) has noted, many teachers adopt the innovative name

implementing the innovative practice.

But teachers face

a

real

dilemma.

or inept if
Specifically, teachers are criticized for being old-fashioned

often, their critics
they do not change; however, if teachers change too

claim they are merely riding the latest bandwagon.
are critical
Both university inservice educators and teachers

.of

3

many past inservice programs.

Some inservice educators and teachers

direct their frustrations at each other, others remain indifferent, while
the stalwarts and hopefuls plan for the future.

The few successes and

many failures in inservice education have not been well understood and

conceptualized, so that today's educational leaders have limited information and principles to guide new programs (Massanari

most part, the available literature either presents
inservice education ought to be or gives

a

1977).

,

picture of what

a

retrospective account of what

Retrospective explanations are written after

it has been.

For the

a

project has

occurred with the result that many of the complexities, both human and

programmatic, have been lost or distorted.

There is

a

need to know what

is occurring in inservice education today, complete with all

its daily

complexities.
Inservice education projects have not been abandoned in spite of

dissatisfaction characterizing many past efforts.

A new collaborative

model of inservice education has emerged and is being adopted throughout
the country (Aquino and Davies, 1975).

tures.

This model

has two primary fea-

First, the model calls for the formation of an inservice collabo-

ration between

a

university and

a

public school system.

the collaboration involves a school of education from

a

Specifically,

university and

a

and
single school joining their talents and efforts to plan, implement,

evaluate

a

mutually desirable project.

the inservice program is school -based.

inservice activities occur at
on

a

university campus.

a

Second, the model specifies that
School -based means that all

given school

for its faculty, rather than

are
Some inservice educators from universities-
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now going to elementary and secondary schools to work with faculties.

This represents a change because traditionally teachers wanting or needing additional

knowledge have had to come to university campuses.

In

the past, professors attempted to help these public school educators;

however, many teachers felt this occurred in

reality of schools and classrooms.

In

a

vacuum away from the

characteristic fashion, teachers

labeled the professorial solutions as either not workable in their
schools or too theoretical

(Lorite, 1975).

Now with the formation of

inservice partnerships, university inservice educators are spending an

increasingly greater share of their time in public schools.

In this new

collaborative relationship, inservice educators are coming face-to-face
with the realities of public schools.

However, in spite of this advance,

the proper role and effectiveness of inservice educators remains unclear.

The Specific Problem Addressed by the Study

Educators are often accused of looking for panaceas to solve their

problems (Hertzberg, 1976).

This researcher believes that inservice

education might be elevated to that lofty but precarious status of educational

panacea.

is not the final

However, like panaceas of the past, inservice education

answer in solving the problems of schools.

less, inservice education may serve a useful

Neverthe-

purpose.

The basic problem centers around the fact that although inservice
what
educators are working in schools every day throughout the country,

they actually do is not well documented.

Consequently, the role of

inservice educators is not well understood.

The researcher maintains

5

that inservice projects, particularly those involving the newer
inser-

vice collaborative model, are natural

sites for serious research.

Research on inservice collaboration is needed to contribute to the data
base which will

assist in conceptualizing inservice education.

The site for the research was City High School. 1

The focus of the

study was on three of the five inservice educators who comprised the

inservice team from Central University working in
rative inservice project at City High School.
from Central University and City High School

a

three-year collabo-

The School of Education
in the Middle City Public

School System were the organizational components of the collaborative

agreement.

The agreement specified that the inservice educators would

help the current teaching staff at City High School prepare for their

new teaching roles, at
tion in June 1978.

a

new, modern high school

scheduled for comple-

The inservice collaboration began in the Fall of

1975 and officially ended in June of 1978.

The inservice training of

the faculty was designed to be voluntary with flexible provisions for

teachers both to enter and to leave the program.

However, the project

hoped to include the majority of the faculty by offering
formal and informal

inservice activities.

a

diversity of

The researcher studied the

inservice educators during the last school year of the three-year project by assuming the role of

a

participant observer.

This particular

method of data elicitation has been pioneered by social anthropologists
for
in the study of alien communities and is particularly fitting

to
and other pseudonyms are used throughout the dissertation
organizations.
and
ensure confidentiality to both individuals

Whese
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unbiased examination of the interactions of teachers and inservice educators.

Essentially, this role allowed the researcher to observe and

to participate in the full

ing the actual

spectrum of inservice activities.

By observ-

behaviors of the inservice educators working at City High

School, the researcher was seeking to define the role of inservice edu-

cators within

a

collaborative model.

As outsiders, the inservice educators had to intervene into the

existing social system of City High School and develop their roles.
ever the school as

social

a

How-

system was not passive to their intervention,

so it acted and reacted to the presence of the inservice educators.

While not present for the first two years of their role development, the

researcher sought to define the roles of inservice educators by using
field study approach.

a

A field study approach was chosen so that the

researcher could document the actual behaviors of the inservice educators
The methodology includes interviewing

over an extended period of time.

both the inservice educators as well as teachers and administrators from
In addition, an

City High School.

extensive document analysis was done

in order to fully explore the project.

The Purpose of the Study

The first purpose of the study was to identify the behaviors of

inservice educators and the effect of those behaviors on the faculty and
the school.

Inservice educators working in one school in

relationship with

a

faculty is

a

a

relatively new occurrence.

sustained
This study

their efforts to
sought to define the role of the inservice educators in
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bring about not only professional changes in faculty members but also

organizational changes in the school.
The second purpose was to determine which faculty members the inservice educators were effective with and why.

Were the inservice educators

more effective with some faculty members than others?
the inservice educators in working with the principal?

How effective were
How did the

inservice educators and City High faculty evaluate the outcome of the
inservice project?
A third purpose of the study was to provide an opportunity for the

researcher,

school

a

principal, to acquire further experience function-

ing as a participant observer.

As a principal

on leave from a school

district, the research skills learned were determined to be helpful for
the future.

Since school systems have limited funds allocated for

research, principals must often serve as researchers to monitor and evaluate established and innovative programs.

Explanation of Terms

The following terms are used frequently throughout the study:

Behavior

:

The actual behavior (activities and interactions) of

a

person occupying a particular position.

Inservice Education

Professional development activities designed

:

for practicing teachers and administrators for the purpose of maintaining or upgrading their knowledge and skills.

Participant Observer
pates in the natural

:

A field researcher who observes and partici-

life of the organization being studied.

8

Rolej

A collection of expectations and the rights and duties of

person occupying

a

specified position.

School -Based Inservice Education
a

a

Inservice education occurring at

:

school

School/University Inservice Collaboration
between

a

school

and

a

:

An inservice project

university for the purpose of accompl i shina one

or more goals of professional development or school renewal.

University Inservice Educators

:

Those people employed by

a

uni-

versity who spend part or all of their professional time working on
inservice education projects.

faculty status at

a

Inservice educators may or may not have

There are five university inservice

university.

educators on the inservice team, and the study focused on three of them:
the project director, the field-based professor and the project evalu-

ator.

Significance of the Study

Although university inservice educators are working

in

public

schools throughout the country, what these educators actually do or what

they are asked to do needs to be clarified.
the role of inservice educators.

There is

a

need to define

This study is significant because it

in
proposed to define the role of inservice educators already working

City High School.

The researcher observed the actual behaviors of the

High faculty, both
inservice educators as they interacted with the City

formally and informally.

In addition,

available documents examined.

key people were interviewed and

Therefore, the roles identified are'
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grounded in the data, rather than being deduced from inservice
model s.
To the researcher's knowledge, a field study approach has not been

used to define the role of school -based university inservice educators.

The methodology utilized in the study was significant because it allowed
the researcher to gain an inside perspective on the daily operations of

inservice educators interacting with teachers over an extended period of
The methodology allowed the researcher to study the cultural,

time.

social, and political dynamics inherent in the school.

The role of

inservice educators must be understood by grounding it in the reality of
a

school.

tion, only

Without the context of the school and its constituent populaa

partial

picture of the inservice educators can be presented.

A field study approach allowed the researcher to use a variety of

research methods, including participant observation, formal and informal
interviewing, and document analysis.
ful

The approach is particularly use-

in ground-breaking studies or exploring areas not well

Massanari

ized.

ment.

a

(1977) has argued that inservice education is not well

University inservice educators working in school as

conceptualized.
part of

conceptual-

collaborative agreement is

a

relatively new inservice arrange-

Therefore, the researcher believed that

was an appropriate choice as

a

a

field study approach

methodology for the investigation.

Limitations of the Study

There are

a

number of limitations to the study.

researcher observed the inservice educators for

a

First, the

total

of fifty days

10

during the last year of
in the first two

a

three-year project.

Naturally, much happened

years of the project that the researcher had no first-

hand knowledge of and which invariably affected their roles.

Second,

the researcher observed a team of five inservice educators working in

a

school with seventy-five faculty members, but the study is confined to

three primary inservice educators.

It is impossible for one person to

observe five school -based inservice educators at the same time unless
they are in a group together, which they rarely were.

The researcher

had to observe one inservice educator at a time unless other inservice

educators were nearby.

Third, the effectiveness of the inservice eduThe study considered effec-

cators is not traced directly to students.

tiveness in a narrower sense, focusing on how effective the inservice

educators were in working with teachers and the principal.

The

researcher was not able to observe all the inservice activities, but
interviews helped to reconstruct behaviors the researcher was unable to
observe.

Fourth, the researcher studied one inservice collaboration in

depth rather than many projects.

may not be

a

representative case, so the results obtained must be interFifth, the researcher used

preted with this in mind.
approach.

The inservice collaboration studied

The eye is not

a

neutral

a

field study

instrument, and so the study has

limitations due to any of the researcher's unchecked biases or cultural
blindness.

The researcher tried to control for this limitation by hav-

ing a theoretical

framework for observing

principal, the researcher had to resist

cipal's side of an issue.

a

a

social

system.

Sixth, as a

tendency to see only the prin-

On the other hand, because the researcher saw

11

the inservice educators two or three days

friendships developed.

a

week for nine months,

The researcher tried to restrict the influence

of these friendships on his objectivity by acknowledging them in field

notes.

In addition,

the researcher's neutrality was further restored

after absences during December 1977 and February 1978 for writing and
analysis.
times

a

Furthermore, the researcher discussed the dissertation two

week with

a

confidant who consistently reminded him to be

neutral; moreover, the confidant did not hesitate to point out biases
that showed and in need of corrective action.

Dissertation Overview By Chapters

Chapter

I

introduces the dissertation by providing background infor-

mation on inservice education.

Next, the specific problem addressed by

the study is explained and the three purposes of the study are given.

The chapter concludes with an explanation of terms, and with sections on
the significance of and limitations of the study.

Chapter

II

reviews selected aspects of inservice education rele-

vant to the research, explains

a

field study approach, and gives

a

theo-

retical framework for presenting and interpreting the research data of
the study.

Chapter III explains the field study methodology used to define the
roles of the university inservice educators.

The chapter also explains

observation
how the site of City High School was selected, specifies the
observer's
agreement for conducting the research, details the participant

utilized for data
role and research schedule, and explains the methods

collection.
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Chapter IV gives an overview of public school education in the
state in which City High is located.
cal

The chapter also describes physi-

aspects of City High School and gives demographic data about its

faculty and student body.

The chapter concludes with specific informa-

tion concerning the collaboration between City High School and the
School of Education of Central University.

educators are introduced by means of

a

The university inservice

brief biographical sketch, and

the educators' espoused theory is given.
In Chapter V the first major phase of the researcher's data is

presented.

The data is in narrative form extracted from the research-

er's field notes.

This chapter defines the role of inservice professor

by first presenting the narrative data followed by an analysis.

In the

role of inservice professor, the inservice educator acts essentially as
a

university professor transplanted to City High School.
Chapter VI contains the second major phase of the researcher's

data.

The chapter develops the inservice educators' second role— that

of interventionist.

In the role of interventionist, the inservice edu-

cators assume an activist role and attempt to make changes in the

organization.
In Chapter VII

the two roles of inservice professor and interven-

tionist are further developed and analyzed.

Here the researcher argues

that the inservice educators were more effective as inservice professors
than interventionists and explains why this was the case.

The disserta-

personal
tion ends with recommendations for further research and the

reflections of the researcher as

a

more experienced participant observer.

CHAPTER

II

THE PROBLEM AND THE THEORY

Chapter

reviews selected aspects of inservice education relevant

II

to the study, explains a field study approach and gives a theoretical

framework for presenting and interpreting the research data of the study.
First, the concept of inservice education is explained.

Second, the

rationale for school-based inservice education is presented.

explanation of
given.

collaborative model between

a

Fourth,

a

a

cludes with
social

a

university and school is

field study approach is explained and

studies using participant observation is given.

Third, an

a

review of

Last, the chapter con-

theoretical framework for conceptualizing

a

school

as a

system.

Inservice Education

The concept of inservice education

.

A number of researchers, including

Parker (1954) and Edelfelt (1976), have developed guidelines for inservice programs.

However, Massanari

tional professional

(1977) concludes that "any educa-

(K-19) who has thought seriously about professional

preparation must conclude that what we know about inservice education

critically inadequate"

(p.

41).

This conclusion is

a

striking indict-

particularly since
ment of the state of the art of inservice education
Education,
Massanari, as Director of ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher

throughout the nation.
should be uniquely knowledgeable about programs
13

is

Basically, Massanari believes that inservice education lacks
clear

formulation and therefore direction.
Inservice education is not

a

clear concept because there are multi-

ple referents, that is, activities that people conjure up in their

minds.

In

addition, some people differentiate among inservice educa-

tion, staff development and graduate school courses while others use

the terms interchangeably.

As part of her dissertation, McMahon

(1954)

surveyed six school systems and identified fifty-four different types of

inservice education activities.

Hass (1957, pp. 32-33) reports that the

new-teacher orientation workshop is one of the most widely used inservice activities.

Other activities which are used frequently throughout

the country include conferences, workshops, study groups, preparation of

curriculum materials and observing other teachers.

Hass (1957) explains

that "Broadly conceived, inservice education includes all activities

engaged in by the professional personnel during their service and

designed to contribute to improvement on the job"
to Hass'

(p.

13).

In contrast

definition of inservice, Edelfelt and Johnson (1975) do not

mention improvement as

a

necessary requirement:

Inservice education for teachers (or staff development,
continuing education, professional development) is defined
as any professional development activity that a teacher
undertakes singly or with other teachers after receiving
her or his initial teaching certificate and after beginning
professional practice (Int.).

Denemark (1977) argues that preservice and inservice teacher education have different emphases.

Preservice education cannot be situation-

specific because when student teachers graduate, they will be employed

15

by a variety of school

systems.

What is sought in preservice education

is generic teaching knowledge and competencies so that
teachers can

adapt to

wide range of settings.

a

education has two dimensions.
teaching experience itself.

According to Denemark, inservice

First, teachers learn directly from the

Second, the teacher, in conjunction with

the school district, decides and makes provisions for additional

learn-

ing needed by the teacher relative to the teacher's assignment.

"The

culmination of the inservice component of the teacher's professional

development is an education which has enabled that individual to function effectively in the particular school culture to which he or she has
been assigned" (p. 8).

Crosby, Goddu and Massey (1977, pp. 24-25) differentiated among

teacher education, staff development, and inservice education.

Teacher

education is seen as the domain of the university for providing course
offerings and learning experiences usually culminating in undergraduate
and graduate degrees.

Staff development is pictured as

a

dated after-school activity controlled by administrators.

largely manWhereas,

inservice education involves mutual decision-making of all parties with
the ultimate outcome being personnel who learn to be more effective in

their jobs.

Agne and Ducharme (1977) see "inservice education as employment-

oriented education, i.e., site-specific training designed to meet the
needs of

a

particular school system or community" (p. 16).

Bishop

the subject,
(1976), in one of the most comprehensive books to date on

uses inservice education and staff development almost interchangeably.
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but sees staff development as a career counterpart of
preservice educa-

tion.

Bishop argues that staff development must be

a

not a series of isolated activities; it is essentially

planned process
a

growth approach

that recognizes the need for change and renewal with real participation

from all segments of society.

Staff development has three dimensions:

personal, role and institutional.

It emphasizes

"those attitudes, com-

petencies, and knowledge that enhance learning, program effectiveness,
and professional

adequacy" (p. 1).

Although some of the explanations

of "inservice education" given so far are similar, the concept of staff

development provided by Bishop

is

the one applicable to the collabora-

tion discussed in this dissertation; however, the term "inservice educa-

tion" will continue to be used because of its widespread use.

Inservice education has the following purposes (Hass, 1957):

provides training for educators new to

(1)

tion;

(2)

provides

a

a

particular school or posi-

means for employees to keep abreast of new knowl-

edge and methods, including curricula changes; (3) functions to remediate weak teachers or administrators;

(4)

serves as a means of school

reform (Mann, 1976), including recent court-ordered inservice programs
such as those in Dallas and Philadelphia (Armistead and Davis, 1975).

However, with the continuous call for school reform, inservice programs
will

likely serve an important role.

plished through existing personnel.

"School

reform must now be accom-

More than ever before, those who

seek to change schools must change teachers while they are working in

schools.
p.

323).

The euphemism for that is staff development" (Mann, 1976,
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School -based inservice education

Historically, the personnel focus of

.

inservice projects has fallen into three categories!

specific groups

of individuals, specific schools or the whole school system.
sonnel

focus is

The per-

major determinant of the nature of the project and how

a

it is delivered.

For example, the type of inservice program developed

in a single high school

will

be significantly different from the kind of

program involving all science teachers in an entire school system.
Sarason (1971) and particularly Goodlad (1975) have argued for con-

ducting inservice programs at the single school level.

Since 1965,

Goodlad has been involved in an extensive reform effort involving individual

schools.

Using funds from the Kettering Foundation, the

Institute for Development of Education Activities (IDEA) was formed.

Goodlad met with superintendents in Southern California and explained
that the IDEA organization was looking for

a

single school from each of

the surrounding districts to engage in a somewhat unspecified collabora-

tive agreement.

Basically, IDEA and UCLA would encourage and support

schools in efforts at self-improvement if the schools would allow IDEA
to do research in the schools.

Goodlad (1975,

p.

84) notes,

"we pro-

mised little other than to encourage school improvement and to encourage
exchange of ideas and projects.

There was to be no direct financial

contribution, although we expressed willingness to help schools write
grant proposals."

Eighteen schools were selected and formed The League

of Cooperating Schools.

A series of books have been written by col-

leagues of Goodlad examining various aspects of school reform.
One of the books (Berchin, et

al

.

1974) that is

a

product of the
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research examines organization renewal in the league
schools.
tion renewal

is the process by which some schools

Organiza-

"are able to adapt

themselves to the pressures of change, to set goals for
themselves and
achieve them" (p. 2).

The researchers rank-ordered the league
schools

according to organizational renewal and used the Getzels-Guba
model as
a

basis for the study.

In the

the importance of school

effecting change.

book's introduction, Getzels discusses

culture and the complexities involved

He writes

"the school

relation to the culture of which it is

a

In

cannot be understood without
part."

Getzels (1974) and

Sarason (1971) argue that the impact of culture is underestimated in
schools because it cannot be seen, in the same sense that one sees

classroom, textbook or teacher.

a

Although change agents have attempted

important reforms in schools, they have been unsuccessful because they

underestimated the complexity of the change process itself as well as
the school's own unique social

system.

Goodlad (1975) believes "that entire schools can and should be
regarded as malleable and capable of changing, and that as schools

change in their cultural characteristics, so do the people in them"
(p.

115).

In order for

something identifiable must be ascertained as the

be a desire to change,

subject of change and

non-authoritarian change to occur, there must

a

support mechanism is necessary to enhance and

sustain the effort.
While Goodlad is convinced that educational changes must be fieldbased, Denemark (1977) offers some caution.

gram is conducted at

a

school

The mere fact that a pro-

is no guarantee for improved effectiveness.
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Simply transferring teacher education programs from the
university

classroom to

a

group of teachers in a given school is not the answer.

Goodlad would likely agree.

Nevertheless, Denemark has made

tively simple point about school -based programs.
is only the first of many steps.

in a school

a

Establishing

decepa

program

The steps that follow are

the crucial ones for determining program effectiveness.

Nonetheless,

Goodlad's notion of educational change at the school level is also

deceptively simple.
school, real

He reasons that unless programs are conducted at a

problems will not likely be addressed; if they are

addressed, the school culture will not be considered, and the project
not achieve its intended outcomes.

will

Inservice collaboration

.

A recent and promising development in the

field of inservice education is the formation of inservice collaborations (Aquino and Davies, 1975).

Collaboration is not

a

precise term

but it "generally refers to the cooperation of interested parties in

the development of teacher education programs" (p. 274).

tion is composed of two or more of the following:

A collabora-

"(a) school

dis-

tricts; (b) teachers (or their professional organizations); (c) schools,

colleges, or departments of education; (d) state departments of education;
(p.

(e)

274).

administrative school personnel; and (f) school boards"

Teacher Corps is an example of

a

nation-wide program that

has a collaborative approach as one of its basic tenets (Massanari

1977, p. 42).

Although an inservice collaboration is

a

comprehensive means by
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which to confront the full-range of educational programming
from needs
assessment through evaluation, each group noted above has vested
interests, or at least, a different perspective as how to proceed.

Aquino

and Davies (1975) came to this conclusion after analyzing the
five

National

Field Task Force Reports on the Improvement of Reform of

American Education sponsored by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.

The reports indicate that there is conflict among participat-

ing groups.

On the one hand, there is

a

desire to collaborate; while on

the other hand, each group wants to maintain its independence, power and

status.

Agne and Ducharme (1977) from the University of Vermont researched

why inservice collaboratives floundered.
(1)

Three reasons were given;

the university's structure (its value and rewards) is not publicly

understood; (2) public schools have committed little resources to inservice planning and universities have committed little time to develop

collaborative arrangements with schools; (3) "both the university and
schools have parasitized each other's needs" (p. 17).
remedy, Agne and Ducharme suggest
An essential

a

As a possible

model for inservice collaboration.

feature is the formation of

a

Center for Inservice

Education staffed by professors willing to participate voluntarily.

A

professor would work for the Center as part of the regular teaching
load.

Contractual arrangements would be made between the Center and

public schools with the funds going to operate the Center, not indi-

vidually to faculty members.

Agne and Ducharme claim such an arrange-

ment would allow coordination of inservice programs, increase the quality
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of service provided, encourage planning rather than
last-minute requests,
and help prevent professors from being overwhelmed.
It is

likely that Edelfelt, employed by the National Education

Association, reflects the average teacher's opinion of inservice
education.
a

He has a different proposal

than Agne and Ducharme.

Speaking to

Leadership Training Institute on Inservice Teacher Education sponsored

by AACTE, Edelfelt (1976) has stated that he is an advocate of public

school/university collaboration if the higher education community views
and treats public school personnel as colleagues.

He predicts such

a

working partnership would be difficult because of cultural and sociological differences between teachers and professors.

Professors have

more control over their schedules and courses than teachers.

Inservice

educators do not have to be concerned about discipline problems, while
teachers are preoccupied with discipline as

a

result of working with stu-

dents who must attend school under compulsory attendance laws.

Edelfelt's (1976) message to higher education is that some changes
are needed immediately.

"If some changes in attitude and functions are

not made, it could be that the traditional graduate program will go on
in higher education,

but the main action in inservice education will

handled largely outside the structure of schools of education"

(p.

be

14).

Edelfelt argues that the teacher center is the inservice alternative
being advocated by many teachers.

Teachers want complete control of the

center with representatives from the community, universities, and the

administration only serving as advisors on

a

board of directors.

In summary, there is uncertainty about the specifics of a
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school/university inservice collaboration and the
role of the inservice
educator.

Nevertheless, inservice educators are working
in schools

everyday trying to develop

a

meaningful role.

The dissertation sought

to define the role of inservice educators, at
least from the perspective

of one project.

A Field Study Approach

The purpose of this section is to explain the methodology used in
the dissertation.

A field study approach is an adaptation of standard

sociological and anthropological field research methods.

Iannoccone

(1975) explains that a field study approach is a "pattern of activities

which consists of

a

reiterative cycle of sequentially collecting data,

analyzing it to develop crude hypotheses which guide the next stage of
data gathering, collecting additional data, reanalysis and further

hypotheses, developing and rechecking with additional data collection
followed by continued reanalysis" (p. 220).

Participant observation is

one of the major research methods available to the field researcher.
the study, the researcher was introduced to City High School

In

faculty mem-

bers as a participant observer studying the role of the team of uni-

versity inservice educators working in the school.

Therefore, this sec-

tion is heavily weighted with past studies explaining participant obser-

vation.

Before these studies are presented,

a

brief rationale for

a

field study approach is given.

Rationale for

a

field study approach

.

Field researchers have

a

diversity

of research methods available to them, including participant observation.
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Powdermaker (1966) maintains "that the participant observation method
of which intensive interviewing is

a

part, continues to be basic to

meaningful field work, often in combination with other methods"
(p.

286).

Anthropologists and sociologists have used and elaborated

upon field research techniques for decades, while educators have only
used these techniques occasionally.
D.

Wilson (1977a), Wolcott (1975),

Smith (1975), Smith and Keith (1971), and Henry (1966) have docu-

mented how anthropologists can work in education or how educators can
apply field research methods to education.

For example,

a

field study

approach can be used to study school innovation, to determine the effectiveness of

a

school

and its personnel

of schools in our society.

,

and to understand the function

Qualitative field methods are appropriate

for some investigations, but the particular problem under consideration

should help determine the method (Whyte, 1951).

Qualitative field
Homans (1950)

research methods should complement quantitative methods.

has argued that researchers should not try to qualify everything;

rather, researchers should quantify that which is worth quantifying.

Glasser and Strauss (1967) argue that both qualitative and quantitative
methods are needed for generating and evaluating theories.

While quali-

tative and quantitative methods complement each other, qualitative

methods are often more appropriate for ground-breaking work.

Boyd and

Devault (1966) explain that "the natural field experiment is frequently
and correctly a logical first step in the sequence of

a

study where

theory and previous findings are lacking" (p. 547).
The researcher contends that

a

field study approach was needed, for
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the study.

A detailed account of the research procedures used
is

presented in Chapter III.

It is the researcher's belief that given the

state of knowledge about inservice education and given the purpose
of
the study, a field study approach was an appropriate choice.

researcher believed there was

a

The

need to know what inservice educators

were doing in school and how effective they were.

A field-study

approach seemed to be an appropriate choice for defining the role of
inservice educators.

However, this research is only

a

beginning.

After

sufficient data has been gathered and analyzed, the researcher and
other interested researchers would likely employ quantitative methods
for future investigations.

Examples of studies utilizing participant observation

.

An initial

explanation of

a

participant observer is offered followed by

description of

a

number of studies using participant observation.

a

brief

The participant observer gathers data by participating in
He
the daily life of the group or organization he studies.
watches the people he is studying to see what situations
they ordinarily meet and how they behave in them. He enters
into conversations with some or all of the participants in
these situations and discovers their interpretations of the
events he has observed (Becker, 1956, p. 652).

Sociologists like Becker use participant observation to understand
stantive problem or organization.
studied

a

medical

school.

a

sub-

For example, Becker and his colleagues

They participated in formal and informal

activities with medical students.

Specifically, they attended classes,

observed oral examinations, went on rounds and night calls, and visited

fraternity houses.

The research included taking notes over

a

two-year
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period.

Gathering descriptive data is

pertinent function of

a

a

par-

ticipant observer; however, the crucial element is the analysis
of the
data
A well-known participant observation study is described in
Street

Corner Society by Whyte (1943).

While attending graduate school at

Harvard University, Whyte began studying two groups of boys, "corner
boys" and "college boys" in

a

lower-class Italian section of Boston.

Through the friendship of Doc, his chief informant and leader of the
corner boys, Whyte participated in the daily activities of young men
hanging out on Norton Street.
life and society.

,

His purpose was to understand Cornerville

He concluded that the difference between the corner

boys and college boys was not intelligence, but patterned behaviors and

attitudes which began developing around junior high school age.
A similar but more recent study is Tally's Corner written by

Liebow (1967).

Anthropologists usually refer to their description of

society as an ethnography, and to the researcher as an ethnographer.

Participant observation is one of the many functions of an ethnographer.
Liebow'

s

"study is an attempt to meet the need for recording and inter-

preting lower-class life of ordinary people, on their grounds and on
their terms" (p. 10).

He argues that questionnaires and structured

interviews could not give him the detailed, firsthand account of life as
it is.

He was not interested in testing

understanding "street corner" Blacks.

a

priori hypotheses but in

Liebow helps the reader under-

stand the street-corner man by analyzing his multiple roles:

winner, father, husband, lover and friend.

bread-
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Wolcott (1973), an educational anthropologist, studied
an elementary school principal for

a

year.

Elementary school principals con-

sider themselves instructional leaders.
pal

spends

a

Wolcott found that the princi-

considerable amount of time as

conflicts or prevent them.
left for instructional

a

mediator trying to resolve

Accordingly, there is little time or eneray

leadership.

A number of educational researchers have studied classrooms.
(1974) adapted anthropological
school open classroom.

Fagan

field techniques to study an elementary

He concluded that Barth's well-known assumptions

about children and learning should be considered goals to be sought and
not facts to be assumed.

In

addition, he found

a

definite social sys-

tem had been formed in the classroom early in the school year.
(1970) used a multiple methodology approach that included

analysis, case studies and participant observation.

a

Green

statistical

He evaluated a one-

week summer inservice workshop and concluded that all three approaches
are useful and that each yielded information that the other two did not.

From his observations, Green concluded that the participant's feelings
for and against the mandatory workshop affected their reception of the

ideas being presented.

Wilson (1977b) from the Center for New Schools has described the
use of educational ethnographers in a number of innovative schools and
The task of the ethnographer is to

projects throughout the country.

gather data that will be used by

a

technical assistance team toward

solving local problems.
In a

unique study, Smith observed Geoffrey teaching

a

seventh grade
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class.

Smith functioned as

non-participant observer while Geoffrey

a

was the participant observer (Geoffrey and Smith, 1968).

Smith found

that even though students spent most of their time in separate
desks
(and were not supposed to be talking to each other most of the
time),

social

structure developed.

and elaborate model

a

Smith and Geoffrey engaged in continuous

building as part of their analysis, abstracting

generalizations from the data.

For example, they developed models of

classroom control, teacher as decision-maker, homework, textbook teaching and personalized interaction.

Smith and Keith (1971), functioning as participant observers,
studied the opening of an innovative elementary school
The school

had seemingly everything for success:

tendent; an innovative and energetic principal;
a

a

a

for two years.

supportive superin-

hand-picked faculty;

curriculum-approach that recognized and respected individual dif-

ferences; and

a

modern building.

Smith and Keith were able to document

the difficult realities of innovation and offer an analysis.

The staff

was young, inexperienced and from different parts of the country.

Smith

and Keith characterized the faculty as having

"The

a

crusading spirit.

commitment, however, was to non-existent structures, that is, to

abstract ideas and ideals at best, and at worst, to vaguer more poorly
The grand change strategy in the

defined personal needs" (pp. 397-398).
school created unintended outcomes and

a

high level of uncertainty.

Smith and Keith developed models to explain how the internal

strife in

the school was met by faculty self-deception and rationalization.

A

masking model explained how the faculty banded together to embellish- or
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hide aspects of the school

program from the media and parents.

authors' book is appropriately named, Anatomy of Educational
In summary,

a

Innovation

.

field study approach has been used widely by anthro-

pologists, sociologists and more recently by educators.
is

The

The methodology

particularly useful when combined with more quantitative approaches.

However, in ground-breaking studies, such as this one,

a

field study

approach is appropriate.

The School as

a

Social

System

The purpose of this section is to provide

a

theoretical

framework

which will serve as the basis for interpreting the data generated from
the research.

The theory presented here will

in Chapters V, VI and VII.

be referred to as needed

Before the theory is outlined, there is

need to establish the purpose of theory.

a

Homans (1967) has demystified

and clarified the purpose of theory by maintaining that theories are our

explanations of social phenomena.
dealing with the problem of complex explanations, no good
will be done by failing to recognize what explanation is.
Only by asking how we actually explain social phenomena can
we begin to understand what the real difficulties of social
No good will be done by treating theory as if
science are.
it were something other than explanation, by abandoning the
standards of the other sciences in explanation, as I think
they are often abandoned in theoretical work in sociology,
or by writing one kind of 'theory' for the record, while
cannot
I
keeping our actual explanations under the table.
speak too often that our actual explanations are our actual
theories (pp. 106-107).
In

If a school

has a social

is

classified as an organization, and that organization

system, the terms organization and social

system need to be
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di

scussed

Barnard (1938) maintains that there are three elements of

.

organization.
An organization comes into being when (1) there are persons
able to communicate with each other, (2) who are willing to
contribute action, (3) to accomplish a common purpose.
These elements are necessary and sufficient conditions initially, and they are found in all such organizations
(P. 82).

Organizations have
able goals.

a

formal

structure for obtaining publicly acknowl edge-

For example, one such goal

ing high school, students will

The formal organizational

is that as a result of complet-

be literate.

structure helps to define boundaries of

an organization, provides a means to explain the purpose of the organiza-

tion, and contains

positions.
informal

a

structure to indicate who its members are and their

Just as important as the formal

structure of an organization.

structure, however, is the

Selznick (1969) concludes that

research supports the following propositions:
1.

Every organization creates an informal structure.

2.

In every organization, the goals of the organization
are modified (abandoned, deflected or elaborated) by
processes within it.

3.

The process of modification is effected through the
informal structure (p. 197).

Sarason (1971) and Goodlad (1975) are among the researchers who

advocate conceptualizing each school as

a

social

system.

The single school falls nicely between the depersonalized,
complex, amorphous school system and the somewhat intimidated, impotent, individual teacher. The schoolhouse is a
physical entity (even when schooling is treated as a concept
rather than a place, which I favor, there can still be a
place called school); it is occupied by real people--not
just 'they' --who can be seen and talked with, face to face;
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it has an identity characterized by roles and people who
occupy them, activities, ways of behaving, perceptions,
and even elements of a special language.
It satisfies at
least some of the components of a culture, shaped in part
by those who occupy it and, to a degree, shaping them
(Goodlad, 1975, p. 173).

Homans (1950) has given

a

clear and concise explanation of

social

a

system.

The activities, interactions, and sentiments of the group
members, together with the mutual relations of these elements with one another during the time the group is active,
constitute what we shall call the social system.
Everything that is not part of the social system is part
of the environment in which the system exists (p. 87).
.

A social

.

.

system includes individuals who interact often enough so that

they have firsthand knowledge about each other (Homans, 1950).

period of time, members of
ior from each other.

a

social

a

system come to expect certain behav-

The behavior of an individual

is a function of many factors,

Over

in a social

system
Parsons

including the individual's role.

and Shils (1951) explain the relationship of role and social

system:

For most purposes the conceptual unit of the social system
The role is a sector of the individual actor's
is the role.
It is the point of contact between
total system of action.
the system of action of the individual actor and the social
The primary ingredient of the role is the
system.
What an actor is expected to do in a
role-expectation.
given situation both by himself and by others constitutes
the expectations of that role (p. 192).
.

.

.

.

In

.

.

addition to role-expectations, Parsons and Shils (1951) add that

sanctions are

a

necessary element to the concept of role.

"Sanctions,

being responses interpreted as gratifications or deprivations, are

organized about

a

positive-negative axis"

(p.

154).

that sanctions are consciously applied when there is

Fried (1967) states
a

breach, and that
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such an application can have intended and unintended consequences.

Sanctions serve as the major mechanisms for correcting
breaches that have occurred.
It is both obvious and important, however, that sanctions have great latent affect and
that expectations of their use may lead to the avoidance
of breach.
One of the most common types of reinforcement
is the telling of stories about sanctions, which is
probably a universal cultural component (pp. 10-11).

Sanctioning power is available to both leaders and followers
social

system.

For example, leaders usually control

in a

key resources such

as currency, land, or materials which can be withdrawn or denied to

offenders, while supporters of

a

leader can be rewarded.

usually have few, if any, tangible resources to use as

a

Followers

means of sanc-

tioning their leaders, but an important sanctioning act for followers
is

simply to withdraw support for the leader (Fried, 1967).
The use of sanctions or the threat of their usage is certainly one

means to control the behavior of individuals in

a

social

system.

How-

ever, some researchers believe that other important means of social control

exist.

For example, Spiro (1961) and Fromm (1944) state that cul-

imperatives (e.g., holding down

tural

so that individuals in a social

a

job) can become personal drives

system act in prescribed ways.

order that any society may function well, its members
must acquire the kind of character which makes them want to
act in the way they have to act as members of the society.
They have to desire what objectivity is necessary for
them to do (Fromm, 1944, p. 381).
In

.

.

.

Spiro (1961) contends that
the personality of its members.

a

study of

a

social

system must include

"There is an intimate relationship

between social system and personality:

social

systems operate by means

of personality, and personality functions by means of social

systems"
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(p.

95).

It

is

in the concept of role that personality and social

sys-

tem intersect.
If personality is viewed as an organized system of motivational tendencies, then it may be said to consist, among
other things, of needs and drives.
Since modes of drivereduction and need-satisfaction in man must be learned, one
of the functions of personality is the promotion of physical
survival, interpersonal adjustment, and intrapersonal integration by organizing behavior for the reduction of its
drives and the satisfaction of its needs.
If some of these
needs can then be satisfied by means of culturally prescribed behavior--if , that is, social roles are capable of
satisfying personality needs--these needs may serve to motivate the performance of the roles.
But, if social systems
can function only if their constituent roles are performed,
then, in motivating the performance of roles, personality
not only serves its own functions but it becomes a crucial
variable in the functioning of social systems as well
(p. 100).

Spiro (1961) continues his argument saying that one's culture deter

mines what goals are acceptable for individuals to pursue; moreover, pre
scribed goals can be drive reducing.
By stipulating that only a limited, out of a potentially
large number of objects or events may serve as goals for
drives, and by prohibiting all others, the cultural heritage
insists that if a drive is to be gratified at all, it must
be gratified by means of these stipulated, prescribed or
sanctioned goals. Thus, though a New Guinea headhunter must
bring home a head if he is to gratify his prestige drive, an
Ifaluk must not; and though an American is permitted to
gratify his hunger drive by eating roast beef, a Hindu is
not.

But the fact that goals are prescribed does not imply--as
some theorists take it to imply— that they do not or cannot
On the contrary, culturally prescribed
gratify drives.
By pregoals may be as rewarding as non-prescribed goals.
frustrate
scribing goals the cultural heritage does not
drives, it merely limits the number of ways in which they
may be gratified. To be sure, since man has a few
instincts, he must learn to perceive the prescribed goals

But this is the function of child-training.
not only
In the process of socialization, children acquire

as rewarding.
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drives, but they acquire goals as well; they learn which
objects or events--the culturally prescribed goals--are
drive reducing (pp. 104-105).
The point of this theoretical discourse is that the behavior of

individuals in

a

social

system (e.g., school) is not random.

vidual's behavior is in part

a

An indi-

function of his/her personality and role;

however, one's culture determines which formal roles are permitted and

which drives can be reduced or satisfied by pursuing or obtaining certain goals.

The theoretical framework has been outlined.
mal

The school

is a for-

organization, although it has an equally important informal strucThe study researched the role and impact of an inservice team

ture.

which intervened into the life of City High School.

Organizations and

people are complex, and theories that explain them must account for this

complexity.

The reaction of City High School and its members to the

inservice team is explained in Chapters

described here.

V and

VI

using the theory

Nonetheless, all analyses have limitations; all vari-

ables cannot be accounted for.

In the real

world, schools exist in an

environment which constantly places demands on them.

The study was

mindful of the real world, although it could not account for its full
impact.

The problem for analysis then became determining what factors

were sufficiently crucial for explaining the data.

Chapter Summary

Inservice education is

a

term that has been and is still being used

for a variety of professional activities for teachers.

A new model

of
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inservice education has emerged recently.
and another organization, such as
to achieve specified goals.

a

The model

involves

university, forming

school

a

collaboration

a

The school/university collaboration has

changed the job descriptions for some university educators.

More

specifically, university inservice educators are working in schools with
teachers rather than on university campuses.

However, what the inser-

vice educators have done with teachers has not been well understood.

Also in this chapter,

a

field study approach is explained.

It is

the researcher's contention that this approach is both logical and

timely given the current state of knowledge about inservice educators
working in public schools.

The methodology is sufficiently broad to

include participant observation, formal and informal

interviewing as

as document analysis.

well

The purpose of the theory presented is to serve as

explaining the data generated from the research.
was

a

public high school, and the school

organization with
social

a

social

system.

is

a

basis for

The site for the study

conceptualized as

a

formal

The behavior of individuals in

a

system is determined by their role and personality, with the cul-

ture delimiting and channeling the drives and goals of its members.

CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Overview of the Research

The primary purpose of the study was to define the role of

a

prac-

ticing team of inservice educators from Central University who were

working on site with the faculty of City High School.

City High School

and the School of Education from Central University were the organizational components of the collaborative agreement which specified that
the inservice educators would help the current teachers at City High

School prepare for their new teaching roles at

scheduled for opening in September 1978.

a

new, modern high school

The inservice collaboration

began in the Summer and Fall of 1975 and officially ended in June of

The researcher studied three of the five inservice team members

1978.

during the last year of the three-year project using the method of par-

ticipant observation as the primary form of data elicitation within the
field study methodology.

Chapter III explains the research procedures

used in the study, while Chapter IV describes the inservice project

including the inservice team and gives information about City High
School

Site Selection

Between January 1974 and June 1976, the researcher was involved
in several

attempts to develop an inservice collaboration involving
35

a
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university and one or more public schools.

Most projects never get

beyond the planning stage because of unresolved differences between

university and public school personnel.

Also, one project was fully

planned but had to be abandoned because of inadequate funding.
The researcher's interest in inservice projects continued while

doing doctoral work at the University of Massachusetts during 1976-77.
At the dissertation planning stage in the Summer of 1977, the researcher
learned that an inservice project at Central University was advertising
for the position of third-party evaluator.

The job description called

for a participant observer to study and document the last year of

a

three-year inservice collaboration between Central University and City
High School.

The researcher had little knowledge of the inservice col-

laboration, so arrangements were made to travel to Central University
for an appointment with the project director.

The researcher was inter-

viewed by the project director for the position of third-party evaluator.
The researcher was interested in the position because it could also provide an official role in which to study an inservice collaboration for

dissertation.

The researcher did not consider investigating any other

inservice collaborations as possible sites for research because this

particular project more than met the researcher's expectations.
the researcher would have an official

investigating an inservice project.

role--third-party eval uator--for
Second, the project was in full

operation, and the researcher had seen several
never got beyond the planning stages.

First,

inservice projects that

Third, the project was designed

school
as a collaboration between a university and a public

and little

a
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research had been conducted in this area.
wide range of inservice activities.

Fourth, the project had

a

Fifth, the five inservice educators

(inservice team) were working on site at City High School.

Observation Agreement

The researcher was employed to be the third-party evaluator for the

inservice collaboration.

The main form of data elicitation was speci-

fied as participant observation.

approval

of

a

The project director also gave his

for the researcher to study the inservice team as the subject

dissertation.

Therefore, using the role of participant observer

the researcher was (1) the third-party evaluator for the inservice col-

laboration, and (2) upon obtaining the necessary permission, was also

a

dissertation researcher.

Dissertation researcher

The researcher obtained permission from the

.

inservice team members to write
the inservice project.
be made several

days

a

dissertation based on their roles in

The researcher explained that observations would

week and that confidentiality would be maintained

by the use of pseudonyms.

the City High School

a

The researcher also obtained permission from

Principal and the designated Research Administrator

in the Middle City School

System.

The researcher agreed to send

a

let-

ter to City High teachers and administrators explaining the research and

giving people an opportunity to be excluded from the study.

The follow-

ing is quoted from the form letter which was sent to teachers and admin-

istrators at City High School:
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have been given permission by Middle City School
administrators, including Mr. Mark Todd (the principal) to
write a
dissertation on the role of the inservice team.
I
will
adhere to the customary standards and ethics of social
science research including maintaining the confidentiality
of individuals, the school, the school system and
the university.
Although my focus is primarily on the inservice
team, I would like to interview, informally, as many
of the
faculty as possible.
If you do not want to be interviewed
or included in any way in my dissertation, please sign this
sheet and return it to the project director.
I

No responses were received.

Third-party evaluator

The researcher had responsibilities to fulfill

.

as a third-party evaluator.

The researcher was not employed to be

a

traditional evaluator because the designated job description was

evaluator/participant observer.

However, the researcher wants to state

clearly that the role of "evaluator" could have influenced the role of
"dissertation researcher" and vice versa.

The researcher hoped the

influence was minimal; however, this section is included so the reader
can judge for himself upon reading the study.

The researcher agreed to write three reports
1

February 1978; and

1

(1

November 1977;

June 1978) documenting inservice activities

with special emphasis on the identification of the more "demonstrable

aspects" of the project.

Also, the researcher agreed to evaluate the

effectiveness of the inservice team (contained

in

the final June

report)

Only one person expressed concern over the reports that the

researcher would be writing.

The Deputy Superintendent of the Middle

City School System expressed concern about the content of the reports.
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In response,

the project director and researcher developed the following

review procedure that was affixed to the three written reports:
1.

Copies of the reports will be available for teachers,
administrators, and inservice team members to read.
The report will be typed, but it will not be considered a final draft.

2.

Any comments regarding the content, wording or
accuracy of the report should be submitted in writing
to the project director and/or the researcher.

3.

If any written comments are submitted, the researcher
will agree or will not agree to change the report
before it is considered final.

4.

If the researcher does not agree to change the report,
the written comments will be submitted in unedited
form as amendments to the report.

The researcher wrote all three reports and no written responses

were received.

The only suggested changes came from the principal who

wanted to change the wording "open space" to "flexible space" and the

researcher agreed to the wording change.

Researcher's Role and Schedule

The researcher observed the inservice team for fifty days from

September 1977 through May 1978.

Thirty-two days were spent observ-

ing inservice activities at City High School, and eighteen days were

spent in observations at Central University.

At the suggestion of

inservice team members, the researcher confined the early days of observation to inservice team activities at Central University.
from

9

September 1977 until

7

Therefore,

October 1977, the inservice team members

were observed on five consecutive Fridays during their regularly
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scheduled staff meetings.

The staff meetings were usually held from

9:30 a.m. until 12:00 p.m., but several team members generally returned

after lunch so there was an opportunity for further observations and
interviews.

During this five-week period, the time was used to get to

know the team members and to conduct an intensive document analysis of

written data concerning the inservice project.
The researcher's first scheduled day of observation of the inservice team at City High School was

11

October 1977.

During the month of

October, the researcher spent six days at City High School.

At the sug-

gestion of the inservice team, and confirmed by the principal, the

researcher was introduced to teachers in the course of everyday activities.

For example, inservice team members introduced the researcher to

teachers in the hallway, main office, cafeteria and resource room.
the researcher was introduced, either the researcher or

a

As

team member

explained the role of participant observer, and time was taken to answer
questions.

At the suggestion of the project director, the researcher

also offered to answer questions regarding the researcher's background
and experience.

City High School was located about fifty miles from Central

University, so team members often made car pool arrangements to meet at

different points along the way.

minutes each way.
to City High School

The trip took about seventy-five

On approximately half the days, the researcher rode

with one or more team members.

The usual time of

arrival at City High was between 9:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m.

reference, second period classes began at 8:56 a.m.

As a point of

Some days, team
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members left for home after lunch, but on most days the
researcher and
team members would stay until 2:30 or 3:00 p.m., which is when
most

teachers went home.

The university courses were taught on Thursdays

after school, so departure time for those who stayed for this purpose
was around 5:30 p.m.
In

the role of participant observer, the researcher was consciously

aware of the importance of getting along with people and of being as

unobtrusive as possible.

While at City High School, the inservice

team's base of operation was the resource room, so the researcher spent

most of the time there.
During the month of October, the researcher was introduced to over
half of the faculty members.

However, during October, the researcher

did not initiate conversations with teachers or the principal.

The

researcher spent the majority of the time in the front or back of the
lounge area of the resource room watching and listening to teachers and
the inservice team.

Gradually, during the month of October, the

researcher began taking notes in the presence of others.
the researcher went to

complete notes.

a

Periodically,

nearby room or out in the hallway to write more

By the end of November, the researcher was able to

write notes without attracting much attention.

One of the inservice

team members, the field-based instructor, often took notes, so the

researcher's note-taking was less of an oddity.
By November, the researcher knew many teachers, so the researcher

was able to initiate conversations.

Typically, the researcher would ask

if teachers were taking university courses with the inservice team.
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Also, the researcher would inquire about the
teachers' opinions of the

inservice team.

The researcher asked teachers to give specific
examples

of when the team had been helpful

to them or not helpful.

Later in the study, the researcher began narrowing the
focus of

observations.

One way the researcher did this was by staying with one

member of the inservice team for
team member went.

a

day.

The researcher went where the

Using this procedure, the researcher went to class-

rooms, the teachers'

lounge, the guidance office, the gymnasium and

other areas of the school.

This procedure also took the researcher out-

side the school to places like the Middle City Administration Building,

teachers'

homes, community agencies and once to

a

funeral

home when

a

teacher's husband died.

Field Study Methodology:

Data Collection

Field researchers have a diversity of research methods available to

them, including participant observation.

Powdermaker (1966) maintains

"that the participant observation method of which intensive interviewing
is a

part, continues to be basic to meaningful

bination with other methods" (p. 286).

field work, often in com-

The two main forms of data elic-

itation used by the researcher were participant observation and interviewing.

Both formal and informal

researcher also conducted

a

interviews were held, and the

document analysis.

The following sections

explain each method.

Participant observation

.

According to Lofland (1971), the fundamental

task for a field researcher is getting along with people in the setting
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where one is observing.

The first step for

a

participant observer

watch and listen while being as unobtrusive as possible.

In the

to

is

early

stages of the study, the researcher could only take brief notes, but by
the end of November, more complete notes could be made without having
to

leave the room.
The researcher observed

a

diversity of inservice activities, but

everything could not be recorded.

The researcher used the conceptual

framework suggested by Homans (1950).

The activities and interactions

of the inservice team members and teachers were recorded.

The third ele-

ment suggested by Homans is sentiment which must be inferred.
Homans'

Using the

framework, the researcher began to develop data categories.

One

category contained all the different inservice activities such as teaching classes and support groups.

In

addition, the researcher developed

lists indicating which people attended the different activities and with

what frequency.

The researcher developed other lists such as which

teachers talked to which team members.

Next, the researcher began to

look for patterns.
As patterns emerged, the researcher looked for data to try to dis-

prove them.

For example, during October and November, the researcher

noticed periods of high and low activity in the resource room that
seemed to be directly linked with the prevailing mood of certain team

members toward the project.
tern.

The researcher could not disprove this pat-

When team members became discouraged, the activity level

slowed

and then
down; they began to talk to each other more than with teachers,

the activity level would pick up again.
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During the first several months, the researcher
rarely initiated

conversation with teachers.

When acquaintances developed, the

researcher asked questions trying to find
vice team and the teacher.

a

linkage between the inser-

Since the base of operations for the inser-

vice team was the resource room, the researcher
spent the majority of
the time there.

The resource room was known as the team's territory.

The researcher kept

a

list of who came to the resource room, at what

time and how frequently.

Not surprisingly, teachers came during their

planning period, at lunch time and after school when they did not have
teaching responsibilities.
As a check on observations during the day, the researcher ques-

tioned team members on the return trip home or the next time the person
was seen.

Also, since the team met on most Fridays for staff meetings,

time was available for further questioning.

Often the researcher's

questions were answered automatically because the events of the week
were discussed at the staff meeting.

Formal and informal

informal
room.

interviewing

.

The researcher began conducting

interviews with teachers who came regularly to the resource

The interviews extended throughout the year, and gradually the

researcher was able to interview about twenty teachers
The researcher developed

a

in this manner.

habit of making a list of questions to ask

team members, teachers and administrators.
The researcher also scheduled formal

interviews with team members,

the principal, other administrators and with five teachers who came to
the resource room every day.

However, these five teachers had positive
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opinions of the inservice team, and the researcher
wanted to know why
other teachers were not participating in inservice
team activities.

Therefore, three days were set aside in March and May to
conduct formal
interviews with teachers and administrators, and the
results are
included in Chapter V.

Field notes and analysis cards

rough notes.

.

During the day, the researcher took

Later in the evening, the researcher expanded upon the

notes and wrote each event on

a

separate uni-sort analysis card.

analysis cards were used so the events could be coded.

The

As the

researcher developed the system for coding, the cards were helpful for
detecting patterns and indicating areas of possible investigation.
Over

a

thousand cards were coded and used for writing the disserta-

tion.

Document analysis

.

The researcher was given access to the inservice

team's files at Central University.

The researcher read such documents

as the project grant, bulletins sent to faculty members, bulletins sent
to parents, descriptions of courses taught, monthly schedules of

resource room activities, minutes of Inservice Team Advisory Council
Meetings, and innovative proposals.

The researcher also read several

professional articles written by inservice team members and

compiled at the end of the project.

In all,

a

sourcebook

the researcher carefully

reviewed about three thousand pages of material and quickly reviewed
several

thousand more.
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Chapter Summary

The site selected for the study allowed the researcher to have
dual

a

position of third-party evaluator as well as dissertation

researcher.

The researcher was mindful of the necessity of getting

along with people and being as unobtrusive as possible.

straints, data were obtained using

a

With these con-

field study approach.

The primary

form of data elicitation was participant observation, supplemented by
formal

interviewing and document analysis.

The researcher observed

a

wide range of inservice activities at first using the conceptual framework suggested by Homans.

As the study progressed, patterns began to

develop and the researcher looked for data to try to disprove the pattern.

The researcher had confidence in patterns that withstood this

testing.

The remaining chapters of the dissertation have data obtained

from the research, and Chapters V, VI and VII have sections on data

analysis

CHAPTER

IV

PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS, CITY HIGH SCHOOL,
AND THE INSERVICE COLLABORATION

Introduction

Overview of the research
define the roles of

a

.

In the study,

the researcher was seeking to

practicing team of university inservice educators.

The inservice team members were from Central University, and they are
among

a

growing number of university personnel in the nation who are

working in public schools rather than university classrooms.

The inser-

vice team was attempting to collaborate with the faculty of City High
School

in

planning and implementing an inservice program that would be

unique to the needs of the school.

The basic feature of the inservice

plan specified that the inservice team was to help prepare the City High

faculty members for their new roles necessitated by the impending closing of traditional City High School and the transfer of the faculty to
a

new innovative high school.

The inservice training of the faculty was

designed to be voluntary with flexible provisions for both entering and
leaving the program.

However, the inservice program hoped to include

the majority of the faculty by offering
mal

activities.

a

diversity of formal and infor-

The researcher studied the inservice educators during

of particithe last year of the three-year project by assuming the role

pant observer.
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Overvi ew of the chapter

tions.

.

The chapter is organized in three main sec-

The first section contains an explanation of public school
edu-

cation, at both the local and state levels, in which City High
School
was located.

The researcher believes that in order to understand the

inservice collaboration, one must consider the larger environment influencing the faculty of City High School and the inservice educators from
Central University.

For the purpose of this study, the major forces in

the environment influencing the inservice collaboration were the educa-

tional, governmental, and political structures comprising the city and
state public school

systems.

Second, the chapter describes physical

aspects of the City High School and presents demographic data about its

faculty and student body.

Also included are the results of

naire given to students at City High School.

a

question-

The questionnaire was

developed by the inservice educators to assess the needs of students.
Third, the inservice collaboration is explained and its goals are given.
The university inservice educators^ are introduced by means of

a

brief

biographical sketch, and the espoused theory of the team's two leaders
is documented.

An important outcome of the chapter is to describe how people at

City High School were expected to behave.

In this regard,

the main

actors are the principal, teachers, and inservice team members working
at City High School.

While this chapter focuses on how these individuals

For the duration of the dissertation, the university inservice
educators are referred to as the inservice team or simply the team.
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are expected to behave, subsequent chapters investigate how they

actually behaved and the disparity between actual and expected behaviors

.

o

The State and Local School Systems

The state school system
to control

The state legislature has the legal authority

.

education within its borders.

City High School is in

a

state

that has mandated that all children under sixteen years of age attend

public or private school.

a

The legislature has specified that public

schools must be in session for at least one hundred and eighty days per

year and students must receive at least five and one-half hours of

instruction per day.

It also has prescribed certain academic

(i.e.,

four years of English) and non-academic requirements (i.e., four years
of physical education) in order for high school

students to graduate.

Although the state legislature enacts laws regarding education, it
empowers the state board of education to monitor its laws and to formulate policy.

The state board of education is appointed by the governor:

in turn, the board appoints a full-time chief administrator, the state

school

superintendent.

The state superintendent makes recommendations

to the state board of education and carries out the laws and policies

from the state level.

An important function of the state superintendent

is to provide and to obtain

information from local school superintendents

about the
The state mentioned here and the sources of information
the
maintain
to
order
in
given
not
state and local school systems are
III.
Chapter
in
agreed upon confidentiality as explained
2
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throughout the state.

The local

school

system

.

The state legislature has passed legislation

that requires each city or town to have

a

school

committee.

City, the school committee is elected every two years.

elected directly to the school committee.

In

Six members are

The seventh member and auto-

matic chairperson of the school committee is the mayor.

The mayor is

not elected directly by the voters, but the elected city council
the mayor.

With

a

Middle

selects

joint position as mayor and school committee chair-

person, the incumbent holds
bers are paid an annual

a

powerful

stipend.

position.

School

committee mem-

Being a committee member is not con-

sidered full-time work, and generally speaking, most committee members

work or have another source of income.
The state board of education determines eligibility requirements
for professional

each local school

positions from teachers to superintendents.

However,

system hires its own personnel provided the person

meets the state requirements

The superintendent of Middle City Public

.

Schools recommends personnel to the school committee to be hired, dismissed, or transferred to a different position.

Officially the school

committee has final approval on all personnel matters, but the private,
unofficial rule is that the committee approves the superintendent's

recommendations.

If the committee does not regularly approve the

superintendent's recommendations, it is viewed by the superintendent
symbol of declining power for the

and other school

employees as

superintendent.

Either losing power or the appearance of losing power

a
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affects the superintendent's ability to function effectively.

In

reality then, the superintendent attempts to recommend personnel changes
that will meet with school committee approval.

The school committee of Middle City employs

a

full-time superin-

tendent to implement its own policies as well as laws and regulations
from the state level.
the school

The superintendent is the highest paid person in

system and is directly responsible to the school committee.

The superintendent advises the school committee, prepares an annual

operating budget, and manages the everyday affairs of the school system.
In this

state, a prescribed system is used to determine the per-

centage of local and state funds comprising the school budget.

The

state legislature allocates funds earmarked for schools directly to
local

governments based on the number of pupils enrolled in

a

school

tem.

The local school committee and superintendent prepare

a

budget and

submit it to the local government.

sys-

The local government acts on the

budget allocating local funds to be combined with anticipated state
funds.

Once

a

budget is approved, the school committee officially

approves all financial disbursements within the budget amount.

Principal

.

Principals are hired, dismissed and transferred by the

superintendent after the school committee has acted upon the superintendent's recommendation.

In

Middle City, principals are not dismissed

unless they are found guilty of
school

funds.

a

major offense, such as embezzling

They are not dismissed for being ineffective leaders.

Instead, principals considered ineffective are transferred to

a

less-
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desirable school or given obscure positions in the central office until
their retirement.

Officially,

a

principal

is the

superintendent's representative for

directing and being responsible for the overall operation of

a

school.

The following are some examples of the official rights and duties of the

principals in Middle City that the researcher was able to identify:
1.

develop an instructional schedule using the city's
computer which includes which courses teachers will
teach, including the time and place of the courses,
and what period (forty-four minutes per day) each
teacher will have for planning and preparing for
classes; develop a compatible non-instructional
schedule which includes what time (twenty minutes
per day) students and teachers will eat lunch, and
what non-teaching duties (i.e., controlling student
behavior in the lunchroom) teachers will have;

2.

plan a procedure so students can select or be
assigned to courses, and once in class, plan a procedure so students can change or withdraw from a
class;

3.

4.

5.

plan a procedure regarding what students may or may
not do when students do not have a scheduled class
during school hours;

supervise and evaluate the teaching and non-teaching
duties of teachers;

develop a school budget and after approval, plan a
procedure for obtaining and distributing to teachers
supplies, books, equipment and furniture for teaching classes;

6.

deal with disruptive students referred by teachers
for possible disciplinary action;

7.

deal with requests from students, parents, and
teachers; deal with problems presented by others;

8.

obtain information regarding students, parents and
teachers as specified in required reports from
local, state and federal educational authorities;
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appoint and meet monthly with an advisory council
consisting of teachers and parents.

9.

Teachers

Teachers are hired, dismissed and transferred by the superin-

.

tendent after the school committee has acted upon the superintendent's

recommendation.

Teacher personnel changes are usually initiated and

thus unofficially controlled by principals.

There is

dismissing teachers in Middle City, but after

a

a

procedure for

teacher has taught for

three consecutive years, the teacher acquires tenure.

Theoretically,

a

tenured teacher can still be dismissed, but the process is involved; in

addition, it is politically unwise for the career aspirations of
cipal

or superintendent to attempt to dismiss

a

a

prin-

teacher except for fla-

grant, clear-cut cases in which there is public knowledge.

Instead,

undesirable teachers are transferred to another school or transferred
from school

to school

every few years.

Teachers are directly responsible to the principal of the school
in which they are working.

Teachers are expected to perform the teach-

ing and non-teaching duties prescribed by laws, policies, regulations,

memoranda or oral directives from the principal, superintendent and
state educational authorities.

The following are some examples of the

official duties of Middle City teachers that the observer was able to

identify:
1.

2.

teach five courses per day; usually the teacher
teaches two or three courses, so the same course
(i.e., United States history) may be taught to two
or three different classes of students each day;

teach courses using approved textbooks or curriculum guides; this expectation does not preclude
teachers from supplementing the course with other
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materials; however, teachers teaching college
preparatory classes (e.g., algebra) are expected
to complete the required book so that the next
teacher will have a starting point for the next
sequential course in an instructional area (e.q..
math)
3.

evaluate the learning of students, usually by
weekly tests, and assign students grades every
nine weeks; at the end of the school year in June,
a teacher determines if a student fails or passes
a course;

4.

meet with parents to discuss academic, emotional or
other problems of their child, usually with a guidance counselor present;

5.

maintain an acceptable level of student control in
the classroom; supervise student behavior in the
halls between class periods and during special duty
time (e.g., before school or lunchroom supervision);

6.

complete all reports requested by the principal
(e.g., student attendance).

City High School

Physical aspects

connecting hall.
structure.

.

City High School consists of two buildings with
The main building is

a

a

seventy year old three-story

The first floor contains administrative offices,

an auditorium, a faculty lounge, guidance offices and several

a

library,

classrooms.

The cafeteria and the resource room from which the inservice team

operated are located in the basement.
tain classrooms.

An annex was built fifty years ago directly behind the

main building, and contains
floor while classrooms and
The school

The second and third floors con-

a

a

gymnasium and locker rooms on the first
teacher's lounge are on the second floor.

grounds are small, having roughly the same square footage as
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the buildings.

There are no athletic fields on the school grounds, no

parking lot for students and visitors, and only
ing lot for the faculty.

a

small

overcrowded park-

Practice sessions for team sports are held

after school on an athletic field about
is located in a residential

a

mile from school.

neighborhood one block away from

and shopping area consisting of small

The school
a

business

stores and various eating

establ ishments.
In addition to City High School,

in the Middle City School

there are three other high schools

The other high schools are not as old

System.

as City High but have about the same number of students.

Relative to

the other high schools in the city, most teachers rank City High School

third, maybe fourth, in terms of its academic prestige and student body.
One high school was unanimously ranked first.

City High School's daily schedule

.

7:35

Teachers report to school

7:45

Student warning bell

7:50

Student tardy bell

7:50-8:04

Homeroom registration

8:08-8:52

Period One

8:56-9:40

Period Two

9:44-10:28

Period Three

10:32-11 :16

Period Four

1 1

:20-l 2 04

Period Five A (Half the students go to class,
the other half go to first lunch)

11

:16-11 :36

First Lunch Period

:
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11

:

40-1 2 24
:

Period Five

B

12:04-12:24

Second Lunch Period

12:28-1 :12

Period Six

-2

:

Student body

.

1

:

1

Period Seven

00

Approximately one thousand students in grades nine

through twelve were enrolled at City High School in September 1977.

According to census information, the school draws from the second poorest population in the city.

Most students walk to school, while stu-

dents living several miles away usually ride

transportation system.

a

bus operated by the city's

Approximately ninety percent of the student popu-

lation is Caucasian and the remaining ten percent are Black Americans
and Puerto Ricans.

The size of the entering freshman class in past

years has been approximately three hundred and fifty students, while the

graduating class four years later has been around two hundred students.
The guidance counselors indicated that the largest percentage of stu-

dents leave school during their junior year when many reach sixteen

years of age.

State law does not require students to attend school

after age sixteen.
Official attendance reports from the last four years show that

approximately sixteen percent of the students were not
given day.

In

addition, on

a

typical

in

school

on any

school day administrators report

that approximately forty students are tardy, and about fifty students
leave the school without authorization, failing to attend all required

classes.

All

students are required to remain at school during regular
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hours except for seniors who have the privilege of leaving
the school

when they do not have

Student questionnaire

a

.

class.

In

December 1975, students from City High

School were asked to complete

a

sixty-seven item questionnaire which

sought information about the students' school experiences.

One member

of the inservice team had the major responsibility for developing the

questionnaire.

The hope of the inservice team was that the question-

naire would provide useful data for future planning and decision-making.
The rationale of the inservice team was that students as

a

group are

most affected by schools and yet are the least consulted; therefore,

teachers and administrators should seek students' opinions about their

education at City High School.

The inservice team received the neces-

sary approval to conduct the questionnaire and worked with teachers,

administrators and the parent advisory council to develop and field test
this instrument.

The approved questionnaire was completed by approxi-

mately eighty percent of the students during their English class on
4 December 1975.

Two hundred students were not in attendance so their

answers were not obtained.
by computer.

Student responses were tallied and analyzed

A report was written and presented to the faculty which

included data results and analysis.
The questionnaire asked students to respond in one of five ways to
each of the sixty statements about their school experience at City High.
The responses were:
1.

I

2.

I

strongly agree with this statement.
agree with this statement.
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3.

I

4.

I

5.

I

have no opinion about this statement.
disagree with this statement.
strongly disagree with this statement.

The following information summarizes both the
positive and negative

opinions of students and is quoted from the report
written by the member
of the inservice team who developed the questionnaire.

Highly Positive Statements by Students
1.

Eighty-nine percent of the students agree
that:
"If I work harder, my marks will
improve
Ninety percent of the students agree that:
"There are some really good teachers at City
High School
Seventy-eight percent of the students agree
that:
"I like being a City High School student."
Eighty-three percent of the students agree that:
"Most teachers are willing to give extra help
when I need it."
Eighty-eight percent of the students agree that:
"I care a lot about the marks I get."
Seventy-six percent of the students agree that:
"I respect my teachers."
.

2.

.

3.
4.

5.

6.

.

Student Relationship With Teachers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Fifty-four percent of the students report that:
"Kids today are different than teachers think
they are.
Forty-nine percent of the students report that:
"Most of the teachers don't give the real reasons
for why they do things."
Forty-three percent of the students report that:
"A lot of the time school seems like a battle
between teachers and kids."
Twenty-five percent of the students report that:
"They wish they could be more honest with their
teachers.
Fifty-seven percent of the students report that:
Their teachers "encourage them to ask questions."

Curriculum of the School
1.

Twenty-four percent of the students report that:
"School is not interesting."
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Thirty-five percent of the students report that:
They "need to learn how to read better."
Thirty percent of the students report that:
"Most things they learn in school do not seem
important to their future."
Twenty percent of the students report that:
They "are only staying in school to qet a
diploma.
Forty-seven percent of the students report that:
"It's important for them to learn to write better than they do.
Sixty-two percent of the students report that:
"There are lots of things they would like to
learn about, but they don't get a chance to
learn them in school."
Twenty-eight percent of the students report that:
They are "dissatisfied with how much they learn
in school

.

Pace of Instruction
1.

2.
3.

Twenty-four percent of the students report that:
"Most teachers go too fast for them to learn
things.
Eleven percent of the students report that:
"Most teachers go too slow."
Thirty-five percent of the students report that:
They "often feel confused in class."

The Guidance Department
1.

2.

3.

Thirty-nine percent of the students report that:
The "guidance department does not give them
enough help about their futures."
Twenty-six percent of the students report that:
The "guidance department does not give them
enough help scheduling classes."
Forty-two percent of the students report that:
The "guidance department does not give them
enough help with personal problems."

Unfortunately, the student questionnaire was not given to students
at a later date, so more recent and comparative data were not available.

Nonetheless, the data provide an indication of the thinking of students
who attended City High School.

Although the researcher studied the.
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inservice team during the 1977-78 school year, the previous
information
is

considered useful.

Students who were freshmen and sophomores in

December 1975, when the questionnaire was given, were juniors and
seniors during the 1977-78 school year.

Teachers and administrators

The faculty consisted of sixty-six teach-

.

ers, five guidance counselors, three assistant principals, and one principal during the 1977-78 school year.

According to information

obtained from the Middle City personnel office, the average member of
the faculty was forty-four years old, and two-thirds of the faculty had

taught ten or more years

in

the faculty was female.

Before the project began, ninety percent of the

teachers had

a

Middle City.

About twenty-five percent of

Master's Degree or higher.

According to School of

Education records, during the three years of the inservice collaboration,
two teachers received Master's degrees, and seventeen teachers received
a

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study which is awarded by Central

University for thirty semester hours beyond
school administrators and all

a

Master's Degree.

All

but three teachers were Caucasian.

four

The

remaining three teachers listed their race as Black, Puerto Rican and
Hispanic.

Table

1

is a list of the faculty by department.

During the Spring of 1977, the superintendent sent out

a

notice

advertising vacancies for the principal and assistant principals for the
New High School.

The notice specified that the administrators would

work at City High School during the 1977-78 school year in preparation
for moving to the New High School

in

September 1978.

In

addition, the
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TABLE

1

CITY HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY DURING THE 1977-78 SCHOOL YEAR

ADMINISTRATION
Mark, Principal
Frank, Assistant Principal
Richard, Assistant Principal
Murray, Assistant Principal

ART

Jerome
Mildred
Ruth

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Wanda, Chairperson
Vance
Constance

READING
Ellen

SCIENCE

Bill

BI-LINGUAL
HOME ECONOMICS

Wyman
Francis

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Patricia, Chairperson
Lawrence
Mitchell
Brian
Daisy
Thelma
Aaron

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION

Tim
DRIVER EDUCATION
Ben

ENGLISH
Bob, Chairperson
Sue
Hilda
Roy
Harvey
Vince
Burt
Teresa
Kurt
Bob
Marshall
Curtis

Brenda

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Ernie
Bert
Leonard

LIBRARY

Randy

MATHEMATICS
Margaret, Chairperson
Barry
Peter
Roger
Ed

Les
Faye

MUSIC
Hugh
Bruce

PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Bonnie
Yvonne
Hank
Wayne
Evelyn
Elaine

Shirley, Chairperson
Raymond
Mike
Robbie
Terry
Lester
Bessie
Paula
SOCIAL STUDIES
Woody, Chairperson
Percy
Hubert
Teddy
Rosser
Hilda
Torrance
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principal and assistant principals would have different
roles from traditional

school administrators because of the innovative
features of the

school.

In May 1977, Mark was appointed as principal

School.

Mark and the former City High School principal, Herman,

exchanged principal shi ps effective

1

of the superintendent and approval

by the school

sidered the move

giving him
office.

a

a

of City High

July 1977 upon the recommendation
committee.

Herman con-

demotion, and privately blamed the inservice team for

poor image with administrators in the Middle City central

One assistant principal at City High School during the 1976-77

school year was transferred to another high school while the other City

High assistant principal retained his position.

Two additional assis-

tant principals were hired for City High School, both of whom had worked

with Mark before.

The Inservice Collaboration

The development and goals of the inservice collaboration

.

Before dis-

cussing the role of the inservice professor in Chapter V, an overview of
the development of the inservice collaboration will

be given.

inservice project (hereafter, project) was initiated as

a

The

result of dis-

cussions between the Superintendent of Middle City and the Dean of the
School of Education of Central

year.

University during the 1973-74 school

The Superintendent requested that the School of Education assist

the faculty of City High School

in

preparing for their future teaching

assignments when the entire faculty would be transferred to New High
School.

City High School,

a

traditional school, was to be converted' to
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junior high school

a

,

and

new, modern flexible space school

a

School, was to be built to replace it.

,

New High

The Superintendent wanted the

School of Education to prepare the City High School faculty for this

transition to New High School.

School of Education administrators and

the Middle City Superintendent agreed to try a school -based collabora-

tive approach to inservice.

A proposal, written primarily by personnel

from the School of Education, was developed and signed by the Dean of
the School

System.

of Education and the Superintendent of the Middle City School

The proposal was submitted to the Trust Foundation which agreed

to fund the Project for three school years

(1975-76, 1976-77, 1977-78).

The basic argument of the proposal was that preparing teachers and

administrators for new roles takes time and needs to be done gradually.
The proposal contended that
a

university and

a

school

a

collaborative inservice agreement between

would be the best strategy for accomplishing

the goals of the Project.

The written agreement specified that City High School and an inservice team from Central University were to become educational partners

from September 1975 until June 1978.

It was further agreed that teach-

ers and administrators from City High School could volunteer to partici-

pate in the Project at any time.

The School of Education working through the inservice team had
final

approval on the majority of financial transactions relative to the

grant and had final approval on all university courses offered and

degrees earned at City High School.
the Middle City School

City High School administrators and

System retained final authority over any changes
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affecting the school.
The following excerpts are quoted from the approved proposal and

identify the problem addressed by the proposal, the long-range goals and
the objectives:

Statement of the problem
The problem that this Project
addresses is how to prepare for the move to the new
facility while teachers continue to teach at City High
School.
Put another way, what are the issues in school
reorganization and teacher education that must be addressed
to insure that students' needs are met both in the present
at City High School and in the future at the New High
.

School

Long-range goals
The long-range goal is to implement an
alternative school design of the New High School based on
the creation of a series of optional learning environments
and the development of new teaching roles and arrangements,
designed and developed to benefit the New High School student population.
.

Objective 1: To develop a variety of teaching strategies
which are necessary and appropriate for the New High School
and which may be successfully initiated within the existing
framework of City High School.
To individualize and personalize instruc1.1
tion
1.2 To utilize group learning approaches.
1.3 To apply the Diagnostic/Prescriptive Teach.

1.4
1.5

ing Model
To teach basic skills within content areas.
To adapt a wider range of teaching arrangements (e.g., team teaching).

Objective 2: To develop new norms within the faculty which
are necessary and appropriate for the New High School and
which may be successfully initiated in the existing framework of City High School.
To develop a norm of sharing and collabora2.1
2.2

2.3

tion.
To develop a norm which supports innovation
and risk-taking.
To develop a norm of professional concern
and discussion of children and the larger
issues in education.
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Objective 3: To develop a set of optional learnina programs
which are necessary and appropriate for the meeting of all
student needs at the New High School and which may be successfully initiated as pilot programs within the existing
framework of City High School
3.1
To evaluate and strengthen existing optional
learning programs at City High School.
3.2
To develop new optional learning programs at
City High School
3.3 To develop a process which provides for the
development and maintenance of a variety of
optional learning at City High School and at
the New High School

The inservice team

.

The inservice team from the School of Education of

Central University consisted of five people.

The researcher's study is

limited to the three primary inservice team members.

One member of the

team, a field-based professor, had faculty status at Central University.

Although the other four members of the team were not on the graduate
faculty, the fact that they were hired to be on the inservice team

allowed them to function in many ways as university instructors.

For

example, they had offices at the university and could teach selective

courses and independent study courses at City High School.

The non-

faculty members of the inservice team also had sufficient academic credentials to be on the graduate faculty; one had
other three were at the dissertation level.

a

doctorate and the

However, for most courses,

the inservice team assisted the field-based professor.

All members of

the inservice team obtained their degrees from well-known and presti-

gious universities.

All

five members considered themselves educational

liberals and as such were strong advocates for teachers, parents and
students having more control of schools.

All

members of the inservice
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team were Caucasian;
versity.

a

previous Black member was workinq at another uni-

A brief biographic introduction of the three
team members

studied follows:

Jerry

Jerry was the oldest member of the team at forty years
old

.

and was the director of the Project.

As director, he had management

responsibi 1 ity for the Project including overseeing all financial matters.

addition, he maintained more regular contact with the princi-

In

of City High School and other central office administrators than the

pal

other team members.

Jerry taught English in

a

high school

before teaching at an alternative public high school.

England for
in

a

year, held

a

He also taught in

number of instructional leadership positions

summer projects and served as

tems

for ten years

a

consultant to

a

number of school sys-

.

Paula

.

Paula was the youngest member of the team at thirty-two

years old and was the field-based professor and the assistant project
She was the advisor to all City High teachers accepted in the

director.

graduate program at Central University, and she generally taught two
courses each semester at City High School.

In

addition to her responsi-

bilities at City High, she also worked with doctoral students at Central
University.

Before coming to Central University, Paula taught English

in a traditional

school.

high school and later taught in an alternative high

Paula and Jerry were the major architects of the Project's grant

and they occasionally worked together to write professional articles on

inservice education.
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Jeff.

Jeff was thirty-five years old, and one of his
responsi-

bilities was evaluating the Project.

He had the major role in develop-

ing the student questionnaire described earlier
in this chapter.

Jeff

participated actively in the resource room developed by the
inservice
team.

He also had a special

interest in an alternative program at City

High for students having difficulty in school.

This program was known

as Project Able and is described in Chapter V.

Jeff taught English in

public high school and in an open classroom at

addition, Jeff has been
Carol
vital

and Mary

.

a

a

private school.

a

In

consultant for several school systems.

These two team members were not included as

a

part of the study because Mary worked primarily with community

involvement and Carol's major responsibility was working with teacher
interns.

Resource room

.

inservice team.

The resource room was the base of operations for the
The resource room was conceived of by the inservice

team and was developed with the help of some City High faculty members.

Since no office space or extra classroom was available for the team's
use during the 1975-76 school year, the team asked and received permis-

sion from the principal to use an old, abandoned coal

school's basement.

bin in the

The room was furnished with comfortable old chairs,

desks, tables, file cabinets, bookcases, typewriters, duplicating

machines, copy machines, dry mount press, movie projector and screen.
The room was stocked with supplies, professional books, journals, cur-

riculum kits and teaching guides.

Students from an art class were

.
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commissioned to design and paint one large wall

A telephone was

.

installed, electrical outlets put in, but no source of heat was provided,
so in the winter the room was chilly.

The room was arranged in flexible

but distinguishable areas including two lounge areas, machine work area,

and two work areas with desks and tables.

The physical arrangement of

the room changed periodically, and people generally did not hesitate to

move furniture from place to place to accommodate their activities.

The

room was functional, comfortable and inviting--but not one considered

it

beauti ful

Members of the inservice team spent from one to four days each week
at City High School.

Generally, two or more members of the team could

be found in the resource room at any given time during the day, except
on Fridays when the team had staff meetings.

Teachers who went to the

resource room came during their forty-four minute daily planning period,

during their twenty minute lunch period, or after school hours when students were dismissed for the day.

day, three or four

On a typical

teachers would come to the resource room each period and stay for at
least twenty minutes.

briefly to ask

a

Another two or three teachers would stay only

question or exchange information.

At times, twenty to

thirty people would come to the resource room to hear guest speakers or
to ask administrators questions about the new school.

Teaching innovations and improvement procedures

.

The team encouraged

teachers to broaden their teaching styles beyond the customary lecture-

question method in which the teacher lectures and the students ask

-
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questions when they do not understand something.

Teachers were

encouraged to develop learning contracts for students
specifying objectives, activities, and a means for evaluating the students'
learning.

Also, teachers were encouraged to take

a

typical class of twenty-five

students and to reorganize the students into three or
four small work
groups to accomplish

a

specific task.

Teachers were asked to use simu-

lations and games to make the subject matter more interesting by
requiring students to be active participants.

When possible, teachers were

encouraged to plan and in some cases to teach together.
gested that teachers use

a

The team sug-

variety of books, articles and teacher-

prepared materials to teach students, especially students who had difficulty reading regular textbooks.
The team encouraged teachers to be sensitive to both the verbal and

non-verbal

signals that students communicate to teachers.

Towards this

end, the team encouraged teachers to have their teaching videotaped and

analyzed using

a

technique known as microteaching.

Teachers were

encouraged to critique their own teaching as well as the teaching of
others.

Teachers were also asked to observe other teachers in class-

rooms both in and outside their subject area.

Graduate program for teachers

.

Two teachers were awarded Master's

degrees and seventeen teachers were awarded Certificates of Advanced

Graduate Study for meeting the requirements of Central University during
the three-year collaboration.

The inservice team taught regular School

of Education courses that were listed in the graduate school catalogue
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of Central University.

The team taught courses after regular school

hours and adapted the courses so that they had

application component.

a

classroom or school

Although one staff member had primary responsi-

bility for the university course work, all members of the team assisted
or taught courses.

In addition,

professors from Central University not

directly associated with the collaboration taught courses by request at
City High School.

Some courses were offered with variable credit from

one to six semester hours.

Independent study courses were available for

conducting school research, doing advanced reading, or planning and
implementing an innovative practice.

Staff meetings and espoused theory
vice team had

a

.

On most Friday mornings, the inser-

staff meeting at Central University.

Director conceptualized the meeting as

a

The Project

time for the team to exchange

information about what each person was doing at City High School and to
discuss problems in an effort to gain

a

clearer perspective.

His hope

was that the meeting would not be primarily for future planning, but

rather would be used for reflections and analysis of past and continuing
events.

The Director's belief, shared with differing degrees by other

team members, was that many aspects of schools were unpredictable; therefore, staff meeting time would be better spent in gaining clarity on

what had occurred at City High School, rather than trying to speculate
on what might occur in the future.

This strategy was referred to by the team as school situational ism.

According to Jerry, the Project Director, the first step was to use

-
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information from past occurrences as data for theory-building and

clarifying their thinking; second, team members could then use this perspective when they acted or reacted to events at City High School.
School

situational ism was only one aspect of the theory base of the

inservice team.

The inservice team operated from

referred to as the School

Inservice Model.

a

core theory that is

The following statements are

taken from papers written by Jerry, the Project Director, and Paula, the

field-based professor, and specify key elements of their espoused theory.
Basic to the development of our model is an acknowledgement
of the tension that exists between the personal concerns of
teachers and the institutional needs of schools.
Teachers are constantly moving between institutional and personal
to
Our efforts have a dual focus:
levels of concern.
impact on individual teachers and to impact on the social
We see teacher growth and school
system of the school
Individual change occurs most
change as interdependent.
effectively and lastingly in a situation which supports
Conversely, we believe that organiorganizational change.
zational change is most effective and lasting where individual change is supported and encouraged.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The inservice team considered the School

amalgamation of two recent research projects.
the Concerns Based Adoption Model

Inservice Model as an
The Model was based on

(CBAM) by Hall

and Rutherford (1975)

and research from the Institute for the Development of Educational

Activities (IDEA) by Goodlad (1975).

The inservice team has described

how the two studies were the conceptual

basis of the School

Inservice

Model

Taken together, the CBAM and IDEA studies provide a concepThe studies
tual basis for the formulation of our model.
indicate an interdependent relationship between school
They justify a concentration on
change and teacher change.
as a first step in a change
concerns
individual teacher
rationale for viewing change in
a
process, and they provide
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terms of a development from individual to organizational
concerns.
We begin with individuals and their concerns,
move to collaborations through the use of extensive dialogue, and then move to institutional change based on those
collaborations. The institutional changes, so developed,
provide a supportive framework for new growth and change
on both the individual and institutional levels.
The
process is developmental and cyclical.

—

This next section presents the inservice team's explanation of how
team members translate their theory into practice.
We begin with individual teachers and engage them in a
variety of personal interactions, most of them directed
toward professional development as classroom teachers. We
encourage and support individual teacher actions which
change and improve upon instruction. We then enter into
dialogue about the teacher's new behaviors, and we encourage dialogue/conversation among teachers who have taken
similar individual actions. This dialogue/conversation
is initiated and maintained through a variety of structures, some of which already exist in the school, some of
which are newly invented. Eventually, teachers who have
been involved in dialogue/conversation decide to take colFor instance, a group of teachers may
laborative actions.
design a new program; others may decide to team teach or to
share classes; while others may decide to solve a problem
These collaborative actions
that members have in common.
take hold, either on the formal or informal level, and
become part of the social reality of the school. The
school has, in effect, undergone a change; and in so doing,
Such institutional
has proved itself receptive to change.
change becomes the basis for and encourages more individual change; the process continues on the personal level,
the group level, and the institutional level.

The inservice team has described its role of interacting and sup-

porting teachers, as teachers move from one developmental stage to
another.

attention to the dialogical and dynamic nature of
development within the model. We do not view development
This means that at any given time, a teacher or
as linear.
group of teachers may be at any level and is capable of
It is the role of the staff
moving to another level.
We call
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developer to interact with teachers at their present levels
of concerns and to provide conditions which enable movement
~
'
from one level to another
]

Chapter Summary

This chapter explains the legal structure and formal operation of
the state school

system in which City High School is located.

Authority

for public schools begins with the state legislature and is further

delegated to the state school board and state school superintendent.
The state legislature mandates that governmental units such as towns and

cities have local

school

committees charged with the responsibility of

operating schools within state law.

Middle City has

consisting of seven people which employs
operate its school system.

System.

school committee

full-time superintendent to

City High School

in the Middle City Public School

School

a

a

is one of four high schools

The description of City High

included information about the building, students and

faculty.

People associated with schools have both official and unofficial

ways of behaving.

This chapter is interested in pointing out that this

official-unofficial dichotomy exists, but one main emphasis of the chapteam memter was to explain how the principal, teachers and inservice

positions at
bers were officially expected to act in their respective

City High School
about the inserThe chapter concludes with specific information
goals.
vice collaboration beginning with the project

The university

resource room is explained
inservice team members are introduced, the
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as the team's base of operation, and the espoused theory of the project

director and field-based instructor is given.

CHAPTER

V

INSERVICE PROFESSOR

Restatement of the Objectives of the
Inservice Project

What did the inservice team members do to achieve the objectives of
the project?

How effective were the team members in improving the teach-

ing methods and working relationships among teachers?

Using the objec-

tives of the project as initial guidelines, the researcher observed the

inservice team members leading and engaging in various activities and

interactions with faculty members at City High School.

The objectives

of the project applicable to the role of inservice professor are as follows

:

Objective 1: To develop a variety of teaching strategies
which are necessary and appropriate for the New High School
and which may be successfully initiated within the existing
framework of City High School.
To individualize and personalize instruction.
1.1
1.2 To utilize group learning approaches.
1.3 To apply the Diagnostic/Prescriptive Teach1.4
1.5

ing Model
To teach basic skills within content areas.
To adapt a wider range of teaching arrangements (e.g., team teaching).

Objective 2: To develop new norms within the faculty which
are necessary and appropriate for the New High School and
which may be successfully initiated in the existing framework of City High School.
To develop a norm of sharing and collabora2.1
2.2

2.3

tion.
To develop a norm which supports innovation
and risk-taking.
To develop a norm of professional concern
and discussion of children and the larger
issues in education.
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A Typical Week for the Inservice Team

The researcher studied three of the five members of the inservice
team from Central University.
follows:

The official titles of the three were as

Jerry--project director; Paul

a— field-based

assistant professor; and Jeff--project evaluator.

instructor and

The three members

lived near Central University which was located about fifty miles from

Middle City.

Car pooling arrangements were usually made for two or

three team members to ride together, and the researcher often joined the
The seventy-five minute trip to and from Middle City provided

car pool.

an opportunity for the team members to confer with each other about the

project and update one another on recent events.

Typically, the team

arrived at City High School between 9:00 and 9:30 a.m.

The principal's

office and the main offices with faculty mailboxes were located near the
front door, so the team members would frequently stop and talk infor-

mally to teachers in the hallway or in the main office.

The principal's

door was usually open and team members generally waved or said "Hello"
to Mark.

During

a

typical week, Jerry, Paula and Jeff went to Middle City

two or three days

team had

a

a

week.

From September through December of 1977, the

scheduled meeting on Tuesdays with the principal in his

office from about 9:00 a.m. until 10:00 or 10:30 a.m.
once

a

month, the team invited

a

consultant to give

the faculty after school on Wednesdays.

second semesters, Paula taught

a

a

Approximately
presentation for

During both the first and

Central University course at City High
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School on Thursday afternoons after school

Except on Friday, the resource room was the base of
operations for
the inservice team.

From about 9:15 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., teachers and

team members would come and go in the resource room.

Typically, Jeff

would come and stay in the resource room most of the day.

Jerry and

Paula would leave frequently to see people in the building, but Paula

would leave more frequently, usually between five and ten times

a

day.

On Friday mornings, the inservice team had a scheduled staff meeting at

Central University.

The teachers that came to the resource room came during their planning period, at lunch time or after school.

Most teachers had one plan-

ning period per day and only about twenty minutes for lunch.

contains

a

Table

2

list of the twenty teachers who came regularly to the

resource room, and this group represents about one-third of the faculty.
Some teachers came consistently every day, while others came regularly
two or three times a week.

Table

2

identifies the planning period of

these teachers, as well as the teachers who had

a

common planning period.

Teachers with the same planning period were often in the resource room
at the same time.

Sample Observations of the Team in the
Role of Inservice Professor

The next several sections contain sample observations of the team's

work as inservice professors in the school during the 1977-78 school
year.

These observations are representative of the activities that

occurred during the year.
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Sample observations of the inservice team encouraging
dialogue as
basis for teacher action and the development of new norms
IV,

reference is made to the School

Inservice Model.

.

a

In Chapter

Jerry and Paula

from the inservice team consciously based much of their approach to

school-based inservice on this theory.
logue is the first step in

teacher action.

a

The theory indicates that dia-

developmental sequence that leads to

Also, the teacher actions encouraged by the team are

specified in Objective

2

and include the development of new norms.

This

section contains sample observations of both scheduled and unscheduled

inservice activities at City High School

in which the team is trying to

move teachers from dialogue to action in the hope of developing new
teacher norms.

Resource room and support groups
port meetings on Thursdays.

.

The team scheduled teacher sup-

These meetings were scheduled each week to

discuss ongoing projects and topics of mutual

interest to the group.

The schedule for the support groups and the inservice team members

responsible for each group is listed below:
Period

2

Mary

(8:56-9:40)

Period 3 (9:44-10:28)

Jerry

Period 4 (10:32-1 1:16)

Paula

Period 6 (12:28-1:12)

Jeff

Period

7

Carol

(1:16-2:00)

13 October 1977:

resource room

.

Today is the researcher's

second day of observation at City High School

.

It is Thursday and the

team has scheduled teacher support group meetings.

According to Paula,
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the support groups were successful

last year, so the groups are being

continued this year.
Paula is leading the fourth period support group which consists
of

five teachers.

This group chose to talk about student tracking accord-

ing to what Paula told the researcher after the group had met.

Today,

Paula began the group by soliciting their help in developing questions
for a teacher questionnaire.

A business teacher said he was not sure

how students got tracked, or really what tracking was.
said, "If a student has ninth grade general
Paula:

Another teacher

English, is that tracking?"

"Yes."

Several teachers then added that the guidance counselors probably

placed students in
Paula:

a

track.

"There is

a

book, Cicero:

The Educational Decision Maker

,

which says that guidance counselors make all the tracking decisions.
Also, there is an article by Ray Rist which explains how students in an
all

black class with

school.

a

black teacher were grouped on the third day of

Essentially, the grouping was by socioeconomic status and that

grouping did not change much when students were followed up on three

years later."
Wanda, a foreign language teacher, mentioned there was
came out sometime during the year so that

mendations to change the track of
Paula:

a

a

a

form that

teacher could make recom-

student.

"Two guidance counselors did an independent study with Jeff

last semester in order to determine if students moved from track to
track.
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Paula said she would get their report so the
support group could

review it; but according to the researcher's notes, she
did not present
the report to the group.

After several weeks when Paula did not obtain

the report, the researcher went to the guidance
office and asked to read

the report.

The report was written by two guidance counselors who did

an independent study course with Jeff to analyze the tracking history
of

seniors in the class of 1976.
dents'

The report concluded that during the stu-

four years of high school, there was some movement downward from

the honors track to the college track as well as from the college track
to the general

track.

However, the report noted that only one student

moved upward from general to college and none went from general to
honors.
22 November 1977:

resource room

It is 1:15 p.m.

.

and four

teachers in Project Able are meeting in the front lounge area of the

resource room with Jeff.

Project Able is

a

program for ninth and tenth

grade students who have academic and attendance problems.

Barry is giv-

ing examples of some of the "stupid things" one of his math students
had done today in math class, and Jeff and the other teachers laughed.

Later that afternoon, Jeff and the researcher rode home together and

Jeff said, "Barry was talking like that to keep from crying--some of
the students are so intellectually inferior."
1

December 1977:

resource room

.

Jerome is sitting in

a

looking at an IBM printout, and Jerry comes in the resource room at
9:15 a.m. and sits in
Jerry:

a

chair across from Jerome, who teaches art.

"Is that a grade printout?"

chair
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Jerome:
Jerry:

Jerome:
each subject.
Jerry:

check it out.

"Yes."
"How many grades do you give each student?"
"Three.
We use

"Can

I

A mark and a grade for effort and conduct for
'A'

through

1

F'

see the printout?

for each category."
I

have an hypothesis.

Let me

My hypothesis is that no or few students receive an

effort grade two levels or more below their mark."

Jerry looks through the printout for several minutes and then
said

Jerry:
tions.

"This confirms my hypothesis with only six or seven excep-

"

Jerome:
Jerry:

"What are you trying to say?

Say it straight out."

"Although there are three separate grade categories, teach-

ers in their heads don't use these categories as designed."

Jerry went

on to explain that teachers don't want to give students a low effort or

conduct mark if their academic work has been satisfactory.
It is around 11:45 a.m.

and Paula, Barry and the researcher have

been having an informal conversation.

The researcher has

a

young son,

and Paula and Barry, both childless, were speculating about what it

would be like to have children.

The subject then drifted to the advan-

tages of jogging, avoiding junk food and the preservatives in the food

we eat.

Later, Paula tells the researcher that she tries to know people

on two levels--one, personal, and the other, professional.

"Then when one level
on.

Paula said,

breaks down, you have the other to fall back
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Sample observations of the inservice team's efforts
to influence teaching methods and curriculum at City High School.

Student analysis of teacher lessons
17 January 1978:

.

resource room

.

Around 10:30 a.m., Jeff and

Peggy, who is an intern social studies teacher, are talking
and looking
at a piece of paper.

About ten minutes later,

I

heard Jeff explaining

the results of a questionnaire to Harold, who is an intern science

teacher.
Jeff:

"I

want to know if that kind of stuff is helpful to you or

how you can use it

Harold:

"I

.

think it will be helpful."

Harold left the resource room, so
naire.

I

asked Jeff about the question-

Jeff said that he had been explaining the results of

questionnaire to both Peggy and Harold.

a

teaching

He showed me the results of

a

sample questionnaire which consisted of three line graphs plotting on
the same sheet for comparison purposes.

Jeff explains that he gives

the questionnaire to a class of students at a prearranged time to any

After

teacher that is interested.

a

teacher has taught

a

lesson, the

teacher leaves while Jeff administers the questionnaire to students.
The questionnaire consists of

a

series of twenty-five questions.

students are asked to rate the teacher's lesson.
and corresponding number are:
(3)

"Average," (4) "Poor."

(1)

The

The possible answers

"Excellent," (2) "Good,"

Jeff said he purposely designed the question-

naire to be essentially positive by having only one negative answer,

while having three non-negative answers.
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Jeff said he compiles the results and determines
for each question, then plots it on the graph.

a

class average

Without seeing the

results first, the teacher is asked to answer the questionnaire two
times.

First, the teacher answers the questionnaire according to how

he/she thought he/she did in teaching the lesson.

Second, the teacher

is asked to answer the questionnaire according to how he/she thought the

class would rate the lesson.

Jeff explained that he then plots the teacher's response using two

different colors of ink.

The graph is then used as

ing the teacher's teaching.

a

basis for discuss-

Jeff said that he thinks this method of

analyzing a teacher's teaching is more accurate than teachers just being
on their own to improve.

Jeff:

"Kids at this school

have learned not to expect too much

from their teachers."

Jeff told the researcher that the questionnaire was an adaptation
of one used at Central
a

The Central University approach adds

University.

Jeff said he used the videotaping

further dimension of videotaping.

approach, known as microteaching, with
However, he added that videotaping

a

a

group of teachers last year.

teacher's lesson and scheduling

follow-up analysis sessions using the videotapes was time-consuming.
helpJeff said that for most teachers, his graphing approach was just as

Jeff has used this

ful, far less time-consuming and less complicated.

approach with about eight other teachers who took

University courses

.

a

class with him.

The focus of this study was not on the formal

courses.
teaching behaviors of university professors teaching

However,
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the researcher did observe Paula teaching courses at City High
School

since course work was one dimension of the total

way for teachers to earn credits toward

a

University.
9

a

inservice program and

graduate degree from Central

The following is an example of course activities:

March 1978:

classroom at City High School

.

It is a

Thursday afternoon around 3:00 p.m. and there are nine teachers
Everyone is sitting in desks organized in

class.
is

in front.

Paula has just given everyone

a

in

semi-circle.

a

the

Paula

copy of an article on pre-

paring learning guides.
Paula:
is why

I

"You need to start small with anything that is new.

suggest you start small --do one class for one bell.

the handout on learning guides.

a

post-test.

effectively at City High.
a

Look at

Learning guides have five parts:

objective; two, a pre-test; three, activities; four,
students; and last,

That

I

a

one,

self-check for

have seen learning guides used very

Kids work in groups, so it gives the teacher

greater opportunity to get around in the class.

ing guides from September to June.

But don't use learn-

This

Do it for a specific unit.

stuff can be boring, or it can be exciting."
Paula asks everyone to look at Madeline Hunter's article, "Aspects
of Individualizing."

Paula:

"Be sure to read this article; page four talks about a

taxonomy of questions that teachers can ask students."

minutes of discussion, Paula says, "One problem

I

After

a

few

have with most

references to individualization of instruction is that it just means

changing the pace of instruction.

It means more than that--what is-
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learned and how it is learned.

In doing contracts, just because there

are many options does not mean everyone has to do all

the options."

Later in the class, Paula asked everyone to walk around the
room
and to look at sample learning guides and contracts.

Paula also sug-

gested that teachers look at the sample record keeping devices for both

students and teachers.

During the next twenty minutes, teachers looked

at the materials which were displayed on tables and desks around the

room.

Paula mentions to the researcher that she is trying to demon-

strate the learning center approach by having teachers experience
it.

The class ends with Paula asking everyone to get
the four articles she has had duplicated.
is to read the articles.

a

copy of each of

The assignment for next week

Then Paula said for teachers to choose some-

thing they haven't done before, do it with one class for one day, and

come prepared to discuss the results.

Paula's suggestion was to try

a

grouping activity if they had not tried grouping yet.
class

23 March 1978:

.

Class was cancelled on 16 March 1978,

so the next class was on 23 March 1978.

The first hour of the class

was spent with teachers explaining what grouping strategy or teaching

approach they had tried in their classes in the last two weeks.
Outside consultants
a

consultant to make

a

.

Approximately once

a

month, Jerry scheduled

presentation to the City High faculty on

Wednesdays after regular school hours.

Whenever possible, Jerry tried

to arrange a group luncheon in the principal's office so the inservice

team, principal and consultants could eat together.

Privately, Jerry
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told the researcher he wanted the consultants "to
do

a

little inservice"

on Mark, the principal.

Table

3

contains

a

list of consultants who were from out-of-town,

but not from Central University.

The table also indicates the consul-

tant's topic.

Follow-up in the classroom
23 March 1978:

.

Terry's classroom

.

Paula, Terry, Sue, who is

an English and reading teacher, and the researcher were sitting in the

front lounge area of the resource room talking when the bell rang signaling the end of the period.
Terry:

"I

have to leave and go teach my physics class.

But I'm

not really worried about them because they are doing contracts."
Paula:

"That sounds exciting.

Can we go and see how the students

are doing?"

Terry:

"Sure, come on."

Terry's class.

So Paula, Sue and the researcher went to

Earlier, the researcher had learned that Terry had

started using contracts at the suggestion of the team.

Terry has been

teaching for about fifteen years and came to the resource room regularly
two or three times a week.

The researcher recorded the following field

notes.
Paula, Sue and the researcher walk into Terry's classroom, and all
the students are seated.

Sue, Paula and the researcher sit in empty

seats toward the back of the class.

introducing us.

Terry begins the class without

He asks the students to raise their hands if they have

questions on last night's reading assignment.

Four students raise their
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hands.

Terry tells the four students to bring their books
and join him

on the left side of the room, and he tells the
remaining students to

work on their contracts.

Terry and the four students form

a

circle and

talk together about harmonics for the remainder of the
period.

The

researcher stays for the entire class and alternates between listening
to Terry teach the harmonics group and talking to the other students

working at their desks.

The researcher talks to three students working

on contracts,

and they all willingly showed their assignments and work

to date.

three explain that they like contract work better than the

All

traditional teaching method of the teacher lecturing and students taking
notes and asking questions.
The following description was written by Terry and explains how he
uses contracts and his positive feelings toward contracts:

Contracts work for me and my students for a number of reasons.
Contracts are an alternative approach to learning. They add
variety to a course at any level. Contracts have built-in
choices so that students may select the mode of learning they
want.
Contracts place the responsibility for learning
jointly on the student and teacher. Finally, contracts help
compensate for various speeds at which we all learn.

There are important characteristics of the contracts which
we design.
Our contracts include a daily diary, basic
required tasks, a grading chart, a sample and final test, and
Each characteristic satisfied
variety, variety, variety.
either a student or teacher need. The diary provides the
teacher with a day-to-day record of the student's activities.
The required tasks (indicated on the contract by *) insure
that all students complete the basic material and acquire
necessary skills. The variety of learning modes are offered
to match students' learning strengths.
The grading chart insures that both parties understand and
agree at the outset on the grading process. Simply stated,
each contract item is assigned a number of points. The final
Bonus items are
grade is based on the total points accrued.
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available for added interest and to challenge more able students.
The contract includes a sample test to provide a
focus for reviewing purposes. A final test helps to insure
learning as the goal as opposed to a series of activities
performed in isolation.
This description was written by Terry and included in

a

publication

edited by Paula and given to the faculty in June 1978.
13 April

1978:

resource room

.

and waved for Paula to come talk to him.
ers and walked over to talk to Ed.

Ed came to the resource room

Paula left the group of teach-

The researcher overheard part of the

conversation, and Paula filled in some details later.

Ed enthusias-

tically told Paula how successful contracts had been with one of his
advanced math classes.

Ed, who has taught school

about fifteen years,

said he had learned about the contract idea from Paula about two years
ago in one of the courses she had taught.

However, until recently, Ed

had only used contracts with one class of general math students

academic track).

(lowest

Ed said he gave the students their assignments, told

them they had so many days to complete it, and informed them he would
help them upon request during regular class time.

class the test, two students got

a

When he gave the

grade of "C," while the other twenty

students scored an "A" or "B" on the test.

Ed said he was really

pleased since it was the most difficult test he had given all year, and

yet this was the highest grades for the class during the whole year on
a

test.

He indicated he was going to continue using contracts with the

class.

Curriculum development

.

The researcher met with two science

to trace the
teachers, Terry and Harold (an intern), and asked them
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development of the new modern science course.
rested in this course because

a

The researcher was inte-

number of teachers and the team men-

tioned this course as the best example of

successful curriculum change

a

spearheaded by the team.
Researcher:
Terry:

"How did the Modern Science Course get started?"

"The science supervisor was interested in the program.

of the supervisor's former students is now

modern science in another town.
school while on professional

about the program.

I

a

One

science teacher teaching

had an opportunity to visit his

leave for a few days.

Later Jerry suggested offering

I

a

designed to assist in implementing modern science.

talked to Jerry

university course
A course was offered

regionally in the Fall of 1976, but it did not make it because less than
ten people signed up.

I

am telling you all

would have been the end of the story.

this because normally that

But Jerry, Paula and the science

supervisor were really interested in the idea.
High were less interested;

The inservice team set up the

was curious.

I

The teachers at City

course at City High for the Spring semester in 1977.
team, you don't need ten people.

With the inservice

Anyway, about ten people came, because

some were from other schools in the City.

Dr.

Lab taught the course.

By now, this is the Spring and no one knew

It left a lot to be desired.

During the

who was going to teach the high school courses in the Fall.
late Spring,

I

said that if

I

am going to teach the course,

I

don't want

to use someone else's design who is not going to have to teach the

course.

The inservice team had offered to pay people for

workshop to help plan

a

program or write

a

curriculum.

a

two-week

The science

-
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department chairman from City High,

teacher from

a

a

middle school and

three of us (science teachers) met this Summer
(1977) to write the

curriculum.
"There is this expectation in Middle City that if you work in

Summer workshop, you have to produce
high to show how hard you worked.

a

pile of material about

a

foot

a

Since we were only being paid by the

inservice project, and not the public schools,
have to put on a show and collect papers.

argued that we did not

I

My feeling was that the

inservice team wanted me to plan the curriculum right and we didn't have
to worry about a show."

"By Thursday of the first week, we were really bogged down.

The

science supervisor was pushing energy as the unifying theme of the curriculum.

didn't think an energy theme would have much appeal to the

I

students.

I

thought students had been bombarded to death with energy

and the energy crisis.

Paula came to our meeting and we told her we

were having difficulty conceptualizing the course.

brainstorming, so we went in

a

room; and while the four of us (teachers)

called out our ideas, she wrote them on the board.
time, we came up with

a

Paula suggested

systems theme.

chemical, biological and physical.

In just a short

We could use three systems:

We could start by explaining natural

systems around us and explain the usefulness of the concept
at

1

i

fe--l ike social

systems.

Paula got it out of us.
nine weeks.

in

looking

Although we probably thought of the idea,

Each of us could take

a

system and teach it for

There were three classes scheduled for the same period, and

three teachers, so that at the end of nine weeks, we could rotate the
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classes.

At the end of twenty-seven weeks, all

learned about all three systems.

unplanned.

Dr.

students would have

That left the last nine weeks

Lab came to one of our sessions and told us not to worry

about the last nine weeks.

That could be planned later based on how

things went during the year."
"On Monday of the second week

was

a

(during the Summer workshop), there

meeting with Jerry, Paula, the science supervisor, department

chairman and the four teachers.

I

was concerned that we would not have

enough time to write the curriculum in one week.
fund us for an additional two weeks.

Jerry said he would

That decision was great because

the four of us really became a team in the next three weeks.

Although

three of us from City High were going to teach the course, the teacher
from the junior high was really important because he knew many of the
kids we would be teaching.

He had taught them in the junior high.

Also, during this three-week period, we solidified our ideas about home-

work and our philosophy of how we would deal with the kids.
the kids were active, so we designed lots of activities.

We knew

We actually

developed too many activities."

After talking to Terry and Harold, the researcher asked Paula and
Jerry about the development of the modern science course.
me her files in her office at Central

fairly well documented in writing.

Paula showed

University and said that it was

Paula said that one of the great

discoveries of the inservice team was finding Middle City School System
forms entitled,

"Proposal for Divergent Educational

Project."

According

existing
to Paula, the strategy of the inservice team was to use
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procedures and mechanisms when possible for implementing
Paula said the proposal forms provided just such

a

a

channel.

change.
The

proposal was written by the team but required the principal's signature
for submission to the Central Office.

The program was approved, imple-

mented, and in operation during the period of observation.
18 October 1977:

Project Able

It is about 11:30 a.m., and

.

there are four teachers in the front lounge area.

Paula, who is the

field-based instructor on the inservice team, and Barry,
who is in his early thirties, are talking.

a

math teacher

Barry comments that in the

next few weeks, he will start teaching consumer math to the Project

Able students, and that students usually enjoyed that kind of math.

Project Able is

a

program developed originally by several City High

faculty members and

a

former guidance counselor for students who were

persistently truant from school.

During the past two years, the team

has worked actively with five teachers to modify the program.

Cur-

rently, students in the ninth and tenth grade with academic or truancy

problems can volunteer for the program.

During third and fourth

periods, eighteen tenth grade students are assigned to one classroom

where Barry teaches them math and Sue teaches English and reading.

Twenty ninth grade students are similarly assigned to one room for two
periods to have math from Ed and English and reading from Roy.

The stu-

dents have physical education and industrial arts in regular classes,
then after lunch they are assigned to
social studies class taught by Wayne.

a

combination life skills/
Wayne is also reponsible for try-

dismissed
ing to find students part-time jobs because the students are
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from school an hour early.

Later Paula tells the researcher Barry developed the consumer math

program himself as part of his graduate work with the inservice team
through Central University.

Later in the year, the researcher's notes

contain comments from Paula, Jeff, Sue and others referrinq to the fact
that Barry is continually changing and refining this and other math pro-

grams he has developed.

Sample Interviews of the Faculty's Assessment of the Role
and Effectiveness of tne Inservice Team

Three examples of teachers who believed the inservice team helped them
and others to improve their teaching

.

The following three interviews

were conducted separately and were with Barry,
a

business education teacher; and Rosser,

a

a

math teacher; Daisy,

social

studies teacher.

Both Barry and Daisy are considered by the researcher to be members of
the inner group of nine teachers who actively supported and participated
in

inservice team activities.

During

a

typical day, both Barry and

Daisy came to the resource room during their planning periods.

The

third interview was with Rosser, who was not an active supporter of the
team, but he worked with Paula to develop his favorite course.

Researcher:

"The team helped to get teachers out of the work

groove; our focus was narrow.
was narrow.

It was routine.

It might have been good or bad, but it

The team got us thinking about how we

help
teach, how kids learn, how we interact with each other, how we can

each other.
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Researcher:
Barry:

work in.

"Why are teachers in

a

groove?"

"Just look at what teachers do and the environment
they

Teachers are placed in

for five periods

day.

a

something that works.

a

room with twenty or thirty students

Teachers look for some way to control the kids,
Once teachers have found something that works,

they tend to use it and the groove develops.

The longer you teach, the

deeper the groove."

Researcher:

"The team wanted teachers to improve their teaching

approaches and acquire new approaches, but the team especially wanted
to develop new programs and structures in the school.

How successful

were they?"
Barry:

"The team should not judge its effectiveness solely by

changes in the school's structure.

Structural changes are important,

and people should keep trying to change schools.
School change is gradualistic.

change there.

This school

There is

a

But, it takes time.

little change here,

is not the same as

it was

a

little

three years ago.

The team should judge its effectiveness on its work with teachers.

Teachers are hard to change.

If the team changed one teacher, that

would be a lot."

Researcher:

"How many teachers did the team significantly change?

Fifteen or twenty?"
Barry:
a

"No, more than that.

conservative estimate."
Researcher:
Barry:

(Total

Probably twenty-five or so would be
number of faculty is seventy-one.)

"What will carry over to the new school?"

"The team got low at times and so

I

would set them down and
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tell

them it is not the structural changes but the sharing and
talking

among teachers that is going to be helpful and will carry over
to the
new school.
will

Courses and schedules will come and go, but this process

stay after they have gone."

Researcher:
Barry:
I

"How did the team accomplish this process?"

"First, they were long distance runners, not sprinters.

think they decided on this strategy before the project began.

Second,

the type of people they are."

Researcher:
Barry:

"How did help get initiated?"

"It happens in a number of different ways.

directly to

a

member of the team and asks for help.

A teacher goes

Or by taking

a

course with someone, different things come up and you talk about it and
work out a solution.

Another way is we will be sitting around talking

and something will come up.

We either surface a problem or decide some-

thing needs to be done about

a

problem we already know about."

Barry said that some teachers initially got involved with the

inservice team at least partially because of the free courses, the oppor-

tunity to earn an advanced degree or to get
ect.

a

Summer stipend for

a

proj-

However, Barry added that now that many people had finished their

courses or degrees, they were still involved.

Researcher:
was helpful.
Daisy:

"Daisy, you told me before that you thought the team

What did they do?"

"They came in our classes.

Paula came in my business manage-

ment class two years ago and after observing awhile, she suggested
grouping.

I

do

She suggested assigning the students a problem, and breaking
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them into groups.

Appoint

a

secretary for each group, have students

brainstorm and then have each secretary write their
group's selections
on the board.

Then discuss the solutions."

Researcher:

"Have all the inservice team members been in your

classroom?"
Daisy:

The inservice team was different--they are helpful,

"Yes.

whereas administrators coming into the class are judgmental."
Daisy said she had just been observed in

a

class by the principal,

Mark, for seven minutes yesterday and for one period last week by

Richard, one of the assistant principals.

Researcher:
Daisy:

"Can administrators be helpful?"

"No."

Toward the end of the interview, Barry comes

in

the resource room

and overheard Daisy's last remark.
"It is not the administrator

Barry:

's

function to be helpful.

They are evaluative."
Rosser is the only social studies teacher who said the team was
helpful, and he confined the example to the one below.

Rosser rarely

came to the resource room, and he said his participation in inservice

activities was limited to working with Paula on independent study
courses.
Rosser:
the dismal

"I've worked mainly with Paula.

science.

I

Economics is considered

want to change that impression.

I

have done an

independent study with Paula to further develop my background for the
class.

For the past ten years, the stockmarket and the study of
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successful people have been

Researcher:
Rosser:
course.

a

hobby of mine."

What help can you attribute to the inservice
team?"

"A real

enthusiasm by Paula for doing the ecomomics

This Spring, only about seven students signed up for
the eco-

nomics course to be taught in the Fall.
class.

Paula suggested

I

That was not enough to make

recruit people for the course, so

a

got some

I

students to help, and we sold the course like Ray Kroc sold McDonald's.
All

the teachers at City High are competitors for students.

enough students for

Jerry suggested that
a

class--fifteen or twenty at least.

a

I

We now have

For next year,

have each student develop his own portfolio with

ten thousand dollar theoretical

investment spread among four or five

stocks.

Researcher:
Rosser:

"Tell me about your independent study."

"My independent study was

a

report on the material which

served as the basis of the economics course and the approach
used two books:

I

used.

I

Successful Speculation by Michael Shelton and Young

Mill ionaires by Lawrence Armour.

Two examples of the teachers with mixed and negative opinions of the

ability of the inservice team to improve their teaching

.

Mildred is an

art teacher and responded reluctantly and negatively when questioned by
the researcher about the inservice team.
has a mixed opinion of the inservice team.

Paul

is a

science teacher and

During the year, Paul came

regularly to the resource room but not every day.

On the other hand,

the researcher never saw Mildred in the resource room or at any other
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inservice activity sponsored by the team.

Researcher:

"Have you worked with the team?"

Mildred:

have not worked with them.

"I

education, the team has nothing to offer me.
are really basics.

I

am beyond all

that.

With my experience and

Courses like they teach

Such basics are probably all

right for the younger teachers still developing.

offer me?

What can the team

am in favor of a different kind of education.

I

You know,

the way people have been educated for ages is to study with

a

master

and learn by association."

Researcher:
Mildred:

"Do you consider any of the team masters?"

"No, not really."

While Mildred had not worked with the team, and had

a

negative

opinion toward the team, Paul has worked with the team and has

a

mixed

reaction to the group.

Researcher:

me about the courses you have taken from the

"Tell

team.
Paul

with

a

:

"The courses have been the same song and dance each time

different title."
"What is the song and dance then?"

Researcher:
Paul:

"First, they talk about what is going to happen in an open

classroom atmosphere.
course, we read

writing

a

book or two and write a report.

In each

What good does

report do?"

Researcher:
School?"

a

Then we talk about how students learn.

"Do you think the team has been helpful

at City High
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Paul:

"The team helped to acclimate people to the concept
of an

open-space school.

I

think we are all

less fearful about working in an

open-space school this September (1978).
could have done, that
involved.

thought they were going to do, is to get parents

If there is enough parental

heat and changes will

insecure.

I

The biggest thing the team

be made.

They are afraid.

pressure, they can create some

Teachers can't do that; teachers are

I'm afraid.

When the team leaves, the teachers will

You can't buck the system.
be left defenseless.

The

parents still aren't involved."

Researcher:

"What can the administration do to you?

Why are you

afraid?"
Paul:

"They can make things rough on you.

or stuck with bad classes.

You can be transferred,

They can give you extra duties.

They can

get you back; you can't win."

Researcher:
Paul:
school

"The team and

problems.

Researcher:
Paul:

"Was the team effective in solving school

"I

I

I

problems?"

have a different philosophy about solving

think you can have too many alternatives."

"What alternatives are you in favor of?"

think you only need three kinds of high school:

one for

slow kids, another for vocational fields, and one for everybody else.
Public schools can't do everything.
too much.

do?

That's the problem; we try to do

Another thing, what can we as high school teachers really

By the time we get the kids, they have lived for fourteen or

fifteen years.

They have already had eight or nine years of schooling.

The most important years of their lives were in the first five years -with
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their parents.

What can teachers do when we only see

or fifty minutes a day?

a

kid for forty

By the time the kids get to us, things are

fairly well set."
Researcher:

"You don't feel

like you have any influence on the

students you teach?"
Paul:

"I

didn't say that."

Researcher:
Paul:

"I

"How many students have you influenced?"

don't know.

No student has ever told me.

question should be, how many have

Researcher:
Paul:

I

harmed?

I

I

think the

worry about that."

"What is the solution then?"

"We need to teach the students who want to learn and get

rid of the two or three percent who are troublemakers."

29 March 1978:

Faculty Cafeteria

.

In order to gain more data

about faculty members' perception and the role and effectiveness of the

inservice team, the researcher put the following invitation in the mailboxes of the entire faculty, including the principal.
will be available in the Faculty Cafeteria all day on
I
Wednesday, 29 March 1980, to listen to your comments about
I am interested in talking to al
the inservice team.
faculty members even if you have not been actively involved
with the inservice team. All comments will remain anonymous.

Please try to come to the Faculty Cafeteria on Wednesday.
Coffee will be available, so take a few minutes and let's
talk about the inservice team.
The researcher talked to twenty-three teachers and two of the three

assistant principals.

Eight of the teachers had not been interviewed

previously, including two English teachers and one social studies
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teacher interviewed below.

The following remarks are representative of

the comments recorded:

English Teacher A:
positive.

"Everything I'm going to say about the team is

I'm still working on a degree, and

people at another time.

I

might run into these

space school concept.

The team helped prepare us for the flexibleThe rationale for the flexible space is that the

teacher would be more visible.

This is supposed to serve as

a

stimulus

to improve the weak or mediocre teacher."

The researcher was aware that many faculty members and the principal

considered this particular teacher to be ineffective, so the follow-

ing question was asked.

Researcher:

"Do you know any teachers in this school

that con-

sider themselves weak or mediocre?"

English Teacher A:
Business Teacher:
School.

It made the

Social

"No."
"The team brought new vitality to City High

classroom teacher

Studies Teacher:

ing techniques than content.

a

person of worth."

"The team was more concerned with teach-

Both are important, but they needed to

emphasize content more."
English Teacher

B:

"The team got teachers involved.

courses and visited each others' classes and other schools.

Teachers took
We went to

other school systems to learn about how to maneuver in an open area.

Without the foundation money, there would not have been any training
because the school system would not spend any money for this amount of
inservice.
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Assistant Principal A:

"The team has been helpful, and we have

listened to what the members have said."

Researcher:

"Give me an example of how the team has been helpful."

Assistant Principal A:
Researcher:

"Lots of ways."

"Can you think of a specific example?"

Assistant Principal A:

After about

a

twenty-second pause,

"I

can't think of an example now, but the team has been helpful."

Shortly thereafter, another teacher sits down with us and starts
talking about

a

newspaper article on declining SAT scores of students.

After several minutes, the assistant principal leaves without giving
the example requested.

Physical Education Teacher:

other classes in the school.
I

I

"The team encouraged us to visit

learned we had very bright teachers.

read the papers they wrote for university courses.

ing on videotape.

Others,

excellent math teacher.

I

I

saw them teach-

saw teaching in their rooms.

As a result of these visits,

saw an

started getting

We began to help each other."

helpful notes from the teachers.
10 May 1978 and 12 May 1978

I

I

.

The researcher put the following

invitation in the faculty mailboxes on

9

May 1978 to encourage more

teachers to explain their perception of what the team members did and

explain how effective they were:
inservice team has
I am seeking specific examples when the
been helpful or not helpful, effective or not effective.
like for each faculty member to complete the secI would
I will
tions below or talk to me about the inservice team.
from
May
10
1978,
Wednesday,
on
room
be in the resource
8:00 a.m. until 4:40 p.m. On Friday, 12 May 1978, I will
be in the cafeteria from 8:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
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If you complete the sections below, please
return this
sheet to me personally or put it in Jerry's mailbox.
If
you prefer, you may mail this sheet to me (address was
provided).
In

response to the invitation, the researcher talked to over
twenty

teachers and received four written responses.

With the exception of the

following written response to the questionnaire, all the written and
oral accounts regarding the team were mainly positive.

INSERVICE TEAM QUESTIONNAIRE

Give specific examples of how the team helped or did
following areas:

not^ help you

in the

Teaching Approaches
"Useful, standard behavioristic emphasis on classroom control.
Behavioral and cognitive aspects
of learning dominated to the near exclusion of the affective aspects."
:

Curriculum Development/ Implementation (learning packets,
courses, etc.):
'Good, useful."
Give specific examples to support or negate the following comments
about the team (use extra sheets if needed):
1

.

2

.

3.

"No-The Inservice Team has helped me in my classroom
nothing new really for a creative, energetic, skillful
experienced educator, secure in his/her experience and
love for humanity."
.

Working with the Inservice Team is a waste of time;
"True,
administrators make all the decisions.
the
Inservice
Team people
However, since
basically.
identify with authority and power rather than with the
Educational Process and Students, the Inservice Team
must be very satisfied."
Inservice Team members listen to us and give us feed"No, persons from the Inservice
back on our ideas.
Team seem disinterested (not uninterested), aloof,
manipulative, power driven. They all identify with
authority, not with students!"
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4.

The Inservice Team encouraged us to talk to each
other, not only personally but professionally.
I've
learned a lot from my peers'^
"No, I did not feel free
to discuss matters pertaining to school work.
Punitive
verbal behaviors have been expressed when someone from
the Inservice Team feels threatened."

5

Without the Inservice Team, I would never have visited
another teacher's classroom. Teachers are very inseOther teachers have the same problems I do.
cure.
"General ization--kind of statement made by threatened
people who are themselves insecure."

.

The following are representative samples of the oral and written

comments made by the faculty.
Ben:

"The team provided me with the materials to make three hun-

dred transparencies for

a

driver's education program.

transparencies before, but

I

The machine to make the transpa-

rencies is right here in the resource room.
a

The team supplied money

mini -grant for students to construct outdoor furniture and an

outdoor shed which we will sell and build something else.

money for tools that were used for
repair.

knew about

never used them until the team came along.

They supplied us with the materials.

through

I

a

We also got

course in school maintenance and

The course involved City High students repairing the school,

and building bookcases for teachers.

We fixed up the next room to be

used for peer counseling."
helped in redesigning
Ben explained that most importantly the team
the industrial
Ben:

arts program at the school.

approach to
"Through the team, we developed an entirely new

arts.
industrial arts called occupational industrial

It changes our-
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approach.

Now students come to high school and randomly choose

a

class.

Starting next year, the first course is called "Survey of
Occupational
Industrial Arts."

There are seven areas of industrial arts to be sur-

veyed (five weeks each) and five weeks of culinary arts.
the students'

there will
will

sophomore year, will be two courses.

In the

Phase Two,

junior year,

be one course for one period; and in the senior year, it

be one course but for two periods."

Ben explained that he has been replaced as an industrial arts

teacher at City High, and now has
system.

a

supervisory position with the school

One of his main jobs is to help implement this new program at

New High School next year.

Ben said that the occupational

industrial

arts program was developed as part of the Curriculum Fair.

The

Curriculum Fair is discussed in Chapter VI, but briefly, teachers were
given graduate course credit for helping to write the curricula for the

new school.

Teachers in the same subject area department were responsi-

ble for developing new courses or rewriting old course descriptions.

Les, a math teacher, told the researcher that the team made him

more aware of the individual ways students learn.
Les:

"Before the team came, my presentations were shooting toward
The team encouraged us to talk to kids--learn

the middle of the class.

about them more as people.

My content has not changed much with the

Now with my

college and honors classes, but it has with the generals.
general math classes,

I

bring in my checkbook and insurance policy.

I

try to teach them stuff they need to know and are interested in."

Thelma explained that "Introduction to Business" was

a

course that
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was developed last Summer during

a

two-week workshop funded by the team

that involved her and three other business teachers.

were three reasons for the course development.

Thelma said there

First, the business peo-

ple and others had taken a course given at City High School

by a Central

University professor that dealt with the human perspective of work.
Second, the general business course was for
felt it was too complex for freshmen.
School

a

full year and teachers

Third, Thelma said that City High

was the only school where freshmen could not take typing.

Summer, the four teachers designed "Introduction to Business" as

semester course coupled with
Thelma:

a

Last
a

semester of personal typing.

"This year, there were eight sections.

In the course, we

taught about credit, savings accounts, checking accounts and other
things.

During the Summer, we developed

a

curriculum.

about fifty books and began developing materials.

We went through

At the end, each of

us got a box of materials to use with our classes this year.

course won't be taught next year.

But the

By accident this Spring, the course

was omitted from the course selection sheet given to students."

Researcher:

"So, it can't be offered because it was not on the

selection sheet."
Thelma:

"That's what they told us."

Inservice Team Members' Assessment of Their
Roles and Effectiveness

Jerry's assessment:

Researcher:

5

May 1978

.

"What has been the role of the inservice team?"
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"A whole lot less than

Jerry:

Researcher:
Jerry:

I

had hoped."

"How would you define its role?"

"Its role has been as a trainer of teachers.

What we would

like to have done is to have been a facilitator of school change and

personal change."

Researcher:

"It's unclear to me whether you wanted people to

improve or to learn strategies."
Jerry:

"To be honest, we wanted to change them, because what they

were doing was lousy, so we wanted them to improve.

We wanted them

both to improve what they were doing and to learn something else.

other people, we were simply saying,
ways.'

Other times we were saying,

growth?'

'Here are other options, other
'Can we be part of your professional

We don't think we are better.

Marshall.

I

With

But for certain, people like

wanted to change his act and clean it up.

For Daisy,

I

am

comfortable learning together with her."
Researcher:

"What happened to the project involving the two

English teachers, Harvey and Marshall?"
"It never got off the ground.

Jerry:

Summer.

I

worked with them this past

They just refused to institutionalize it this Fall, and

wasn't there enough to get on them about it, nor did

I

feel

I

it was my job

to do that."

Researcher:

"What were they trying to do?"

"Change their approach and curriculum for general

Jerry:

they were going to team teach.
to do it.

I

gave up."

They didn't say,

kids, and

'No, we are not going

no

Researcher:

What about teaching--there are certain things
you

wanted people to know?"
Jerry:

"Teaching— what

I

wanted people to get to know

I

guess is

that some things are teachable in terms of
technique and working with

people to assimilate these techniques.

Attitudes is another thing and

that is not as easily done as lining out the things we
would like people
to have familiarity with."

Researcher:

"What kind of approaches or body of knowledge would

you have liked people to have learned?"
Jerry:

"A sense that what is learned

their content area.

in school

is not necessarily

What the kids in their classrooms are learning is

not necessarily equated with what they are teaching in terms of their

content area.
Researcher:

"What the student learns is not necessarily what the

teachers teach?

Why is that?"

Jerry:

don't know why.

"I

I

just know it happens.

absorb everything and people are different.

different and when we have
ferent ideas.
them to have

I

a

a

People don't

My attitude and yours are

conversation, we still come away with dif-

want teachers to know this and appreciate it.

I

want

appreciation for different modes in kids and real

real

willingness to try to meet those needs.

I

want the teachers to under-

stand that the kids have as much right, or more, to articulate those

needs as they do.

I

want teachers to have familiarity and comfortabil ity

with the variety of techniques.

I

want them to have the willingness and

the ability to look at what they are doing with an eye toward changing

Ill

And I'd like them to have knowledge of the school as

it.

tem.

a

social

sys-

"

Researcher:

"What are the things that you are most pleased about

in the project?"

Jerry:
fessional

"Tremendous learning experience in terms of my own pro-

life.

In terms of the impact on the school,

I

think some

teachers are doing things differently than they might have.

Teachers

like Thelma and Daisy."

Researcher:
Jerry:

"Are they doing that differently?"

"Yes, and feeling better about it and being better at it.

Roger and Barry with Project Able--a number of people are.

I

asked

Barry what he learned from the question-asking course he took from me.
He said that for the first time in his life,

the kinds of questions he asked.

I

made him conscious of

And if that happens, then Barry is

going to be better at it than he was."

Researcher:

year

"Paul

took your course in problem solving last

.

Jerry:

"He used the technique for gathering data on how many

times classes get interrupted during the day by the public address system.

He was real

Researcher:

angry at the way it turned out."
"Yes, he asked what is the sense in all

things don't change.
Jerry:

Classes are still

the work if

interrupted."

"But he learned how to do it."

Researcher:

"In other words, you think he judged the course by

its results and not on what he learned?"
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Jerry nods his heAd Affirmatively And Adds:
vAriety of things.

People feel more comfortAble, more conscious of

themselves as professionAl
is a smAll

"So we've done a

s

in their clAssrooms.

Some people, And it

minority, reAlly understAnd whAt it meAns to work together."

ReseArcher:

"DAn Lortie, in School teAcher

,

sAys thAt most teAch-

ers think they Are competent but blAme others for their problems At

Are the teachers At City High very competent?"

school.

Jerry:

"For the most pArt, teAchers Are competent.

conflicts with them, but

I

think most Are competent.

I

hAve vAlue

And given

dif-

a

ferent kind of Atmosphere, they could begin to do some chAnging or

growing or enlArging of their repertoire.

I

think some Are incompe-

tent."

PauIa's Assessment:

ReseArcher:

23 MArch 1978

.

"Do you think you hAve chAnged Any Attitudes or given

teAchers new skills or were they inclined in thAt direction AlreAdy?"
PauIa:

"I

hAve encourAged people to tAlk And shAre.

stAff gAve thAt to people.

We as

a

Structure And WAys of shAring took AWAy

some of the suspense About tAlking And shAring.

In terms of skills,

I've given people hAndles Around which to build skills they AlreAdy
hAve.

I

gAve people new WAys to think About stuff they do, to try to

improve whAt they do.

I

gAve lots of encourAgement to teAchers; to

legitimize And expAnd upon whAt teAchers do; to encourege them to go
little bit further.

I've given people WAys to see kids as leArners.

I've helped people to be self-reflective."

a
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Researcher:

"What have you tried to teach the faculty at City

High?"
Paula:

"I

started off three years ago presenting

a

heavy three-

week course--heavily content oriented.

From that point on,

ple gravitate toward and away from it.

I

your need?

First,

I

let peo-

didn't go in and say, what is

went in and gave people some stuff that anyone

I

should have access to.
cept of need and what

Then there was an interplay between their conI

could provide.

From there, we went back and

forth."

Researcher:
Paula:

kinesthetic.
tions.

"What is it that you think everyone needs?"

"First, the three learning modes:

visual, auditory and

Second, the difference between formal and concrete opera-

Third, there is

a

view of children that is developmental.

Fourth, psychological processes, cognitive processes and how people

approach problems.

Given these kinds of knowledge,

I

think people

should know different ways to organize that; different ways to indi-

vidualize, to personalize, to group kids and design

a

wide range of

activities that are based on what we know about how people learn and
their style of approach to work; and that they can keep on generating
lot of different activities.

People should know how the school affects

them and how they affect the school
social
feel
I

system of the school.

.

I

want teachers to know about the

They should learn that the things they

as teachers are not unique but a reality common to most teachers.

would like people to learn how to build support systems and how to

develop new programs.

a

Building programs is harder to do."
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Researcher:

"What will carry over from the inservice project to

the new school?"

Paula:

"I

am really struck powerfully by Ed coming down to the

resource room telling me about using contracts with his math class,
about Terry trying contracts with his science classes, about people
two years later telling me,

about it in class?'

I

tried this thing--remember we talked

'I

thought what

I

was about was to use that stuff

as an entry way to get teachers' confidence and to develop optional

That's what

grams.

thought

I

perceived idea of what
I

I

I

was about.

pro-

It ends up that what their

was about was to improve classroom practice.

think that is what is going to carry over, some of the ways that peo-

ple have developed the way they teach.

Also,

a

slow and steady recog-

nition of the need to talk to each other."

Jeff's assessment
1

.

November 1977

.

Jeff and the researcher are riding home together

in a car from City High School.

Researcher:

"What has the team been trying to do at City High

School?"
Jeff:

"To bring light to the hinterlands."

Researcher:
Jeff:
are sending.
all

"Light?"

"Basically, getting teachers sensitive to the signals kids

City High is

a

very dull place.

Teachers are lecturing

day and wondering why the kids were bored or misbehaving.

Our

do things
message to the City High faculty was that you ought to
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differently.

The countermessage we got from teachers was
that you

can't do things, at least things in Middle City."

Researcher:
Jeff:

"How did you go about working with the teachers?"

"We tried to persuade the teachers in two ways during
the

first two years (1975-76, 1976-77).

mainly courses.

We tried the rational ways using

We said this is how the behaviorists see curriculum.

This is how the affective people see curriculum.

Second, by accepting

people's ideas, by smiling and trying to get them to do anything.
Finally, as we got to know people, after about

a

year and one half or

so, we could be totally honest with some people like Barry, Sue and

Wayne and partially honest with others."
22 November 1977

Researcher:

.

"Do you have a clear idea of what the inservice team

was and is trying to do?"

Jeff:

"No, not so much a clear idea as we didn't like what we saw

at City High.

any choices.

There's

a

lot of traditional

It is difficult to tell

teaching.

Kids don't have

good from bad traditional

teach-

We wanted teachers to give kids alternative ways to learn.

ers.

saw ourselves as knights in shining armor.

We

We had some answers and

we could work with teachers to develop answers."
24 January 1978

Jeff:

.

"The team never really questions whether we are right or

not about the things we do at City High School.

elitist attitude.
have

a

tape of it.

It's part of our

One of our former team members questioned it.

Jerry and Paula seem to shy away from it.

Our

I
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analysis of

a

problem may not be workable or accurate, but we never

question that."
12 May 1978

Researcher:
Jeff:

.

"What was the role of the inservice team?"

"Don't look for the complicated things that we did.

The

inservice team did simple, but powerful things."
Researcher:
Jeff:

"Give me some examples."

"The inservice team listened to teachers.

Usually one or

more of us was in the resource room Monday through Thursday.

We

encouraged people to try something different in their classrooms to
help kids learn better.
and on their teaching.

We gave feedback to teachers on their ideas
We encouraged teachers to talk to each other

about professional things and to use each other as resources.

encouraged teachers to observe other teachers' classes.
learn from each other.
lar problems.

We also

Teachers can

Teachers learn that other teachers have simi-

Teachers can judge each others' performance.

The inser-

vice team encouraged the problem-solving process of collaboration."

Inservice Professor:

Analysis of the Data

The purpose of the analysis section is to explain the data that
have been presented in this chapter.

Using the sample data already

presented and supplemented by the researcher's entire field notes, the
analysis section will focus on two dimensions.
will

First, the researcher

to
analyze what the inservice team members did in order to attempt

develop new
change the instructional behavior of teachers and to
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faculty norms.

Second, the researcher will explain why the inservice

team was more effective in working with some teachers than
others.

Activities and behaviors of the inservice team

.

One of the purposes

of the study was to identify the behaviors of the inservice team
mem-

Table 4 is

bers.

a

listing of the inservice activities comprising the

inservice program at City High School.

Typical

behaviors of inservice

team members associated with each activity are listed.

For example,

in an activity like a university course, a team member gave direct

instruction to teachers.
Providing

a

list of behaviors of the inservice team members is

only one step in understanding the role of inservice professor.

A

more thorough understanding of the role of inservice professor can be
obtained by knowing the effect the behaviors had on the teachers at
City High School.

The duration of the analysis section will

be devoted

to explaining how the behaviors and the value system of the team influ-

enced its role development; and finally, the researcher will describe

which teachers the inservice team was effective with and why.

Role development and the value system of the team

.

In

order to iden-

tify the behaviors of the inservice team members, the researcher

observed the activities and interactions of the inservice team members.
In addition,

over

a

as the researcher began to meet and know faculty members

period of time, they were questioned about what the inservice

team was doing.

While activities are directly observable,

role is not directly observable.

a

person's

Homans (1950) explains that observing
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TABLE 4

ACTIVITIES AND BEHAVIORS OF THE INSERVICE PROFESSORS AT CITY HIGH SCHOOL

ikSERVICE ACTIVITY

Graduate Degree Program
(a) Courses Taught in
the Afternoon
(b) Independent Study
Courses

Resource Room Program
(a) Scheduled Meetings
(b) Unscheduled

TYPICAL BEHAVIOR OF INSERVICE TEAM MEMBERS

“

“““

(a) Direct instruction or give reading assignments to

increase teacher knowledge and change attitudes; give
assignments that involve trying new practices or
methods in the classroom;
(b) Plan a course of study with teacher to investigate a
subject of interest to the teacher; discuss and evaluate the outcome.

(a) Lead support groups of teachers; schedule meetings

to discuss a problem; seek or give information about

plans for New High School;
(b) Talk to teachers about their jobs; talk about every-

day, informal matters.

Teacher Consultation
(a) Classroom Observations
(b) Problem Solving

Peer Observation/Conferences
(a) City High Teachers
(b) Other Schools;
Conferences

teachers in the classroom and give feedback;
videotape class or give Student Analysis of Teaching
Questionnaire; help analyze results; give suggestions;
(b) Respond to teachers' problems by listening to their
problems, offering suggestions, probing teacher for
possible courses of action.

(a) Observe

(a) Suggest and arrange for teachers to observe one

anothers' classes; suggest to teachers that they can
learn from one another;
(b) Suggest and arrange for teachers to observe in other
schools; arrange and pay for teachers to attend conferences.

Outside Consultants

Schedule consultants to give presentations, hoping
to increase teacher knowledge and change attitudes.

Curriculum Development

Assist teachers in conceptualizing ideas; provide
money for materials or for Summer stipends for
teachers to develop courses and programs.

Professional Writing

Duplicate and distribute articles and papers written
by teachers and team members.
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an activity is a first-order abstraction, while
the term "role" is
a

second-order obstruction:

observation combined"
defined as
tion

a

(p.

it is a name given to several

13).

norm applied to

a

classes of

Homans (1950) believes that role can be

class of individuals in

a

certain posi-

:

A norm of this kind, a norm that states the expected relationship of a person in a certain position to others he
comes into contact with is often called the role of this

person.
The word comes, of course, from the language of
the stage:
it is the part a man is given to play, and he
may play it well or ill. A man's behavior may depart more
or less from the role, and if the real behavior of enough
persons in enough such positions over a long enough time
departs far enough from the role, the role itself will
change (p. 124).

When the researcher begun observing the inservice team members in
1977, they were beginning their third year working at City High School.

The positions that the team members were occupying did not exist at

Central University or City High School
began.

before the inservice project

Since there was no prior model, the team members were free to

help develop their own role.

The role that developed was influenced

by the objectives of the project, the team member's prior experience,

value system and experience at City High.
similar professional backgrounds.

All

All

three team members had

three came to the inservice

project after doing doctoral work at Central University.

Prior to

their graduate work, all three team members were high school

English

teachers, and all had taught in alternative schools.
The value system of the team is a key factor in understanding the

team's behavior and effectiveness.

All

three team members considered
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themselves to be educational liberals and held

a

common value that

schools would be better if more diverse alternatives were
available and
if teachers and students had a strong voice in
developing the alterna-

tives and choosing the alternative best suited for them.

The team mem-

bers believed most public high schools, including City High
School,

were outdated institutions and boring places for many students
and
teachers.

Another value held by the team was that most traditional teachers
lectured too much, and as

a

consequence, many students were bored, dis-

ruptive or had difficulty learning.

The team believed that nearly all

students could learn and would be less bored and disruptive in school
if teachers taught differently and if alternative school

available.

programs were

Another common value shared by the team was that school

problems should be discussed regularly by teachers and that teachers
should look for and help plan solutions for problems, instead of

problem-solving being only an administrative function.

In summary, the

team members held common beliefs that traditional forms of teaching

should be replaced with alternative teaching methods and that teachers
should have

a

more active role in solving school problems.

The inservice team members wanted teachers to change their teaching behaviors in the classroom.

In

addition, the team also wanted

teachers to change their behaviors out of the classrooms.

Instead of

complaining about instructional problems at school or feeling helpless
to make a change, the team encouraged teachers to discuss their mutual

problems and seek solutions.
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The team wanted teachers to change some of
their behaviors, and

behavior change in adults is complex.

Mann (1976) has identified some

assumptions that educators often make when they are
trying to change
people:
1.

2.

First, we believe that people can be changed--that
they are malleable, even that they may be perfectable.
Second, we tend to assume that people are rational,
that they orient themselves towards goals, that they
use information and calculation to govern their
actions. We assume that if people are provided with
more information about something, or if they are
'educated, then they will modify their behavior
accordingly.
Third, we assume that people in education share
social purposes at some lofty or abstract level.
We
tend to think that there is a unitary set of values
or goals, at some level of conceptualization, on
which school people agree (p. 314).
1

3.

The researcher believes the team members operated largely from
these idealistic assumptions.

For example, the researcher questioned

Jeff and Jerry about the likelihood of changing all the teachers at
City High.

Their response was that they probably could not change all

the teachers, but on the other hand, they had to try because they never

knew who might come around.

Role effectiveness:

providing inservice activities that satisfy

personality needs of some teachers

.

Middle City administrators and the

inservice team members offered the teachers at City High School

a

choice in the Fall of 1975 and periodically for the next three school
years.

Teachers could voluntarily choose to participate or not to par-

ticipate in all, some or none of the inservice project activities.

_
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Teachers were, however, urged to participate

in

some of the activities

because the real purpose of the inservice project was to
prepare them
to teach at New High School

scheduled to open in September 1978.

The

faculty had three years to prepare.
The team periodically placed written notices in teachers' mail-

boxes announcing

a

diversity of inservice activities, so each teacher

had to decide whether or not to participate.

The two theoretical

extremes are total participation and total abstention with multiple

possibilities between the extremes.
pens when people have

a

Homans (1967) explains what hap-

choice, labeled the "Choice Theory" by the

researcher.

Choice Theory:
In choosing between alternative courses of
action, a person will choose the one for which, as perceived by him, the mathematical value of P x V is the
greater, where P is the probability that the action will
be successful in getting a given reward and V is the value
to the person of that reward (pp. 38-39).
choice is

In

other words,

is

making for his/her benefit.

a

a

decision that an individual believes he

How do people go about making choices?
is made to Spiro's

In

Chapter II, reference

(1961) contention that one's culture determines what

goals are acceptable for individuals to pursue.

The culture of the

school determines goals or rewards and courses of action for teachers
to obtain them.

random.

In pursuing goals, an

individual's behavior is not

An individual's behavior is in part

personality and role.
the school

a

function of his/her

In the case of the City High School

teachers,

system largely prescribes which roles are acceptable for

.
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teachers.

For example, appropriate roles for teachers are instructor

of students and part-time graduate student.

Teachers not only have job-related roles, they also have personalities.

Personality can be thought of as

(Spiro, 1961).

a

system of needs and drives

The researcher believes he found sufficient evidence to

suggest that the personality needs of some teachers were met substan-

tially by their involvement in inservice activities.
The school
the teachers'

system, the school, the subject-area department, and

friends help determine which drives can be reduced and

which needs satisfied by pursuing certain activities.

For example, at

City High School, most teachers in the math department participated in
some inservice activities, while virtually no social
did.

studies teacher

Since most of the math teachers participated in inservice activi-

ties, participation was acceptable or rewarding for math teachers,

while non-participation was more rewarding for social studies teachers.
The researcher believes the attitude of the respective department chair-

man influenced the teachers.

The chairman of the math department was

on friendly terms with the inservice team members and was basically sup-

portive of the team's work.

On the other hand, team members had sev-

eral disagreements with the social

studies chairman and informants indi-

cated he was highly negative toward the team.

Personality needs satisfied by the inservice project

.

The research

er's hypothesis is that City High School teachers have personality needs
and that some of those personality needs were satisfied, partially or
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fully, by their participation in the inservice project.

The following

are three of the five basic human needs identified by Fromm (1955) that
the researcher believes apply to the inservice project:
1.

Relatedness
'The necessity to unite with other
living beings, to be related to them, is an imperative need on the fulfillment of which man's sanity
depends' (p. 30).

2.

Transcendence
'Because man has reason and imagination, he is driven to transcend a mere passive role
and to leave a mark through creativity' (pp. 36-37).

3.

A Frame of Orientation
'Man finds himself surrounded by many puzzling phenomena and, having reason, he has to make sense of them, has to put them
in some context which he can understand and which
permits him to deal with them in his thoughts'

.

.

.

(pp.

63-66).

Teachers have basic personality needs, and they seek to satisfy
those needs whether they are at work or at home.

people, act based on

a

learned (Fromm, 1955).

Teachers, like all

complex system of needs that are both innate and
A need may be conscious or, as Freud revealed,

unconscious (Fromm, 1973).

For example,

a

teacher may have

a

conscious

or unconscious need for prestige and that need may be met by being in

the graduate program at Central

University working toward an advanced

degree.

Teachers also have

a need for a

who feel they are not doing

a

"frame of orientation."

Teachers

good job of teaching, teachers having

problems with disruptive students, or teachers frustrated with some
students'

inability to learn, may seek advice and help to develop

a

systematic approach to perform their jobs better.
and not other
Because teachers spend most of the day with students
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adults, teachers have

a

need for "relatedness" fulfilled perhaps
by

adult companionship.
The inner group.

The researcher believes that certain
teachers

chose to participate in inservice activities because,
from the teachers

perspective, the participation was in some way personally
satisfy-

ing for them.

For a group of nine teachers, the researcher believes

inservice participation was very rewarding because these teachers
were
more actively involved than their fellow teachers.

In addition,

the

nine teachers gave more supporting evidence than others of the
effec-

tiveness of the inservice team.

The nine teachers in the inner group

are listed in Table 5.

The inner group of teachers is actually

groups and three individuals.

a

collection of two sub-

Barry, Sue, and Wayne came regularly to

the resource room at the same time so they could talk to each other,

usually with Jeff, sometimes with Paula, and less frequently with Jerry.
Barry, Sue and Wayne were in Project Able and taught the same students.

Project Able students were all potential dropouts and were far more

difficult to teach than the average student.

members gathered to talk about
ficult students in the school.
the teachers in two ways.

common probl em--teaching the most dif-

These group discussions probably helped

Discussion satisfied their need of related-

ness and also their need for
to deal

a

The teachers and team

a

with deviant students.

frame of orientation to figure out how
In addition,

Barry's need for transcen-

dence in the form of creativity was apparent in the math programs he

developed and in his continuous refinement of the program.
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Another sub-group was Daisy, Thelma and Evelyn.

Paula talked to

the three of them most frequently, but Jerry and Jeff also talked to

them, but less frequently.

This group was not as wel

1

-structured as

the other sub-group, probably because they did not meet regularly for
a

given purpose.

The unifying factor of the three was probably their

mutual respect and fondness for Paula.

Also, the three women were

about the same age and had older children who were married or in college.

Their need for relatedness was addressed not only through

involvement in inservice matters.

Together with Paula, they discussed

their careers as women and the problems and rewards associated with
being women today.

Through their inservice involvement, Daisy's and

Thelma's need for creativity probably gained expression

in

designing

the "Introduction to Business" course and experimenting with teaching

approaches suggested by Paula.

Both Daisy and Evelyn seemed to have

benefited from classes and classroom observations by Paula and Jeff.
Jeff's use of the questionnaire and Paula's suggestions of teaching

methods probably helped give Grace and Daisy

a

frame of orientation

for organizing and evaluating their teaching.
Five of the six teachers mentioned in the two sub-groups received
an advanced degree by completing the course work offered as part of the

inservice program.
it was an initial

When asked about the graduate program, Barry said

incentive for him and others, but being involved with

the inservice team meant more than getting

a

degree.

Barry said he

received his C.A.G.S. in September 1977 and still kept coming to the

resource room every day.

On the other hand, Barry said people like
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Roger, withdrew from all

involvement as soon as they finished their

C.A.G.S.
Sue was a member of the inner group, but she was not in
the gradu-

ate project.

Before coming to City High, she had begun

gram and was near completion of her Master's Degree.

a

graduate pro-

Since Sue was

a

relatively inexperienced teacher, the inservice team helped her with
the frustrating early years of teaching.

Although Sue wanted more

in-the-classroom assistance, the inservice team, especially Paula,
helped by teaching her how to organize her class and how to work with

disruptive students.

While the team helped Sue learn structure and

routine, the team, according to Barry, helped him to question his

routine--to analyze what and how he was teaching.

Both of these, the

researcher believes, are examples of the team helping Barry and Sue
with their need for

a

frame of orientation to sort out the puzzling

aspects of teaching.

Terry was also not in the graduate program at Central University.
He had a Master's Degree and a large number of additional

hours.

For him, the C.A.G.S. was not an incentive.

graduate

But Terry enjoyed

talking to Paula, Jeff and Jerry, perhaps satisfying his need for
relatedness.

He and Barry were neighbors and friends, and Terry often

came to the resource room during seventh period.

Terry's value system

came the closest to matching that of the inservice team.

Terry enjoyed

discussing school problems and believed that teachers should have
more active role in finding solutions.

a

Terry was outspoken, and while

the inservice team agreed with many of his ideas and supported his
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initiatives, the principal did not.

Terry found support from the

inservice team and had an opportunity to develop his
creativity needs
through programs like the modern science course he helped
develop.
Bill

and Ben were the other two members of the inner group
of

supporters.

Both the principal and the team considered Ben an excel-

lent industrial

arts teacher.

Through mini -grants that the team

awarded, he bought tools and materials so additional student projects
could be made.

Bill

was also considered by the principal and team to

be an excellent teacher.

Next to Terry, Bill's value system of teach-

ing was closest to the inservice team.

Bill was in the C.A.G.S.

pro-

gram, and he was seriously preparing to teach at the Mew High School.

However, he became disenchanted with his colleagues' unwillingness to

experiment with new programs.
the school

He told the researcher he was leaving

system at the end of the year because of his frustration

with his fellow teachers and the principal's unwillingness to use
teacher input.

Active teachers

.

About thirteen other teachers came regularly to

the resource room but not on a daily basis.

the inservice team and some were not.

Some were supporters of

Roger, a math teacher, is an

example that has already been mentioned.

He stopped participating in

inservice activities after he received his C.A.G.S.
Jerome, an art teacher, came to the resource room every day to

work or read during his planning period because he did not like the

faculty lounge, which was small, and usually noisy.
cal

Jerome was skepti-

of what the inservice team was doing and did not attend many
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inservice activities, but he did not actively oppose them.
trying

Jerome was

to play it safe," so he took several courses
from the team, but

he had a low opinion of most education courses.

Math teachers, like Les and Faye, came to the resource
room
several days a week and were both in the C.A.G.S. program.

claimed the inservice team helped them to teach better.

Both

Ann said she

made greater use of grouping techniques, and Les said he is now trying
to teach to all

levels of the students in his classes rather than the

middle of the class.

Affiliated teachers
affiliated group.

.

Approximately thirty teachers comprised the

This group was comprised of teachers who occa-

sionally or irregularly attended inservice activities.

Rosser, for

example, took an independent study course with Paula to develop his

favorite course, economics, which probably helped satisfy his need for

creativity.

Other people, like the chairpersons of the science and

business departments, came to two scheduled meetings in the resource
room in October when Richard, an assistant principal, was answering

questions about plans for New High School.

Robbie, one of the three

modern science teachers, was affiliated with the inservice team through
Terry.

Robbie could satisfy his needs for creativity and relatedness

by meeting and planning with the science team.

Through this associa-

tion, he and Terry became good friends and admired each other pro-

fessionally.
Paul

is

another example of an affiliate.

He would alternate

between thinking the team was effective and ineffective.

Paul

and the
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team members had value conflicts and this probably attributed to an

inability to maintain

a

continuous relationship.

Some teachers developed curricula changes as

a

result of Summer

stipends paid by the team and also implemented the changes
teaching.
a

in

their

Harvey and Marshall were two English teachers who worked on

new English curriculum but never completed or implemented the plan.

Jerry blamed their failure on his "not staying after them," but the
two teachers were only marginally interested and apparently curriculum

development or implementing new programs did not satisfy their needs.
Negative teachers

.

The researcher was not able to determine

exactly why some of the teachers were negative toward the team.

Although the researcher only had first-hand knowledge of

a

few negative

teachers, informants indicated that about ten were very negative toward
the team.

Some of the negativism was attributed to the fact that the

team members were "university people" who were "too theoretical" or
"pi e _in-the-sky.

"

Others, like Mildred, an art teacher, thought that

an experienced teacher like herself had nothing to learn from people

who were not "masters."

Other teachers were distrustful of the youth-

fulness of the inservice team and their "radical

ideas."

For these

people, the researcher can only speculate that the team's value system
kept some teachers from participating.

For some teachers, not partici-

pating was more prestigious than participating.

For example, infor-

mants said the chairperson of the social studies department strongly
other
opposed the inservice team, and his feelings likely influenced
social

studies teachers, because there was virtually no participation
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from the department.

Non-participa ting teachers

.

While there were strong supporters

and people with negative views, perhaps ten teachers
did not partici-

pate in any inservice activities because of outside
commitments.

Some

teachers had to use their planning periods at school,
because after
school

hours were taken up with second jobs or unusual family obliga-

tions or illness.

Perhaps outside commitments prevented participation

or perhaps the teachers could not see any personal advantage for
their

involvement.

Summary and Conclusions

In the role of inservice professor,

the teaching methods of teachers.

team members tried to change

Team members also wanted teachers

to develop new norms such as risk-taking and sharing.

In

order to

achieve the objectives of the inservice project, team members had to
obtain the involvement of teachers because the inservice program was
vol untary.

The research revealed that the team was able to involve, to varyThe inner group

ing degrees, about fifty of the seventy-one teachers.

consisted of nine teachers who participated actively

in

inservice

activities and considered the team to be very effective and helpful.
There were about thirteen active teachers, but less active than the
inner group.

Not all of these teachers thought the team was helpful.

Another group of approximately thirty teachers, the affiliates, had
limited involvement and commitment to the team.

Approximately ten
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teachers had little or no involvement with the team
because of outside

commitments, and another ten teachers were not involved
because of
their negative attitude toward the team.

This research suggests that teachers who chose to participate

in

the inservice project chose to participate because of one or both
of
the following reasons:
1.

The teachers' value system as it relates to teaching
and learning was compatible with the team's value system.

2.

Participation in the inservice activities helped to
satisfy basic personality needs of teachers.

Team members held definite educational values and tried to share
or to convert teachers to their way of thinking.

The researcher believes the team was able to attract and maintain
an inner group of teachers who shared similar educational

values.

Also, the researcher contends that the nine teachers in the inner group

were actively involved in the inservice program because the inservice

activities helped satisfy their personality needs.

The researcher

believed it is important to remember that personality needs of teachers seek satisfaction whether a teacher is at home or at school.

The other teachers at City High School had varying degrees of

compatibility with the team's educational values and varying degrees of
involvement in inservice programs.

The researcher believes that cer-

tain teachers chose to participate in inservice activities because,

from the teachers' perspective, their participation was in some way

-
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personally satisfying.

On the other hand, the researcher contends that

the negative teachers, or those who were less involved, chose not to

participate because not participating was more rewarding than participating.

The researcher believes that an analysis of the data supports the

following hypothesis:
The effectiveness of the inservice team was directly proportional to the team's ability to orchestrate inservice activi-

ties that:
(a)

were acceptable to the social system of the school,
and

(b)

could satisfy personality needs of teachers.

By restating the above hypothesis, a definition of the role of the

inservice professor can be given.
Inservice Professor
is to

(a)

orchestrate

a

.

The role of the inservice professor

balance between:

the inservice objectives specified by the school

system, and
(b)

the personality needs of teachers.

CHAPTER

VI

INTERVENTIONIST

Restatement of the Objectives of the
Inservice Project

What plans and actions did the inservice team members take to

achieve the objectives of the project?

Were the teachers, principals

and team members committed to and working toward common goals?
the principal

How did

and team members exercise leadership and were there any

leadership conflicts?

Using the objectives of the project as initial

guidelines, the researcher observed the inservice team members leadinq
and engaging in various activities and interactions with faculty members and the principal

at City High School.

The objectives of the proj

ect applicable to the role of interventionist are as follows:

Objective 2: To develop new norms within the faculty which
are necessary and appropriate for the New High School and
which may be successfully initiated in the existing framework at City High School.
To develop a norm of sharing and collabora2.1
2.2
2.3

tion.
To develop a norm which supports innovation
and risk-taking.
To develop a norm of professional concern
and discussion of children and the larger
issues in education.

Objective 3: To develop a set of optional learning programs
of all
which are necessary and appropriate for the meeting
student needs at the New High School and which may be successfully initiated as pilot programs within the existing
framework of City High School
To evaluate and strengthen existing optional
3.1
learning programs at City High.
3.2 To develop new optional learning programs at
City High School.
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3.3

To develop

a process which provides for the
development and maintenance of a variety of
optional learning programs at City High
School and at the New High School

Inservice Project History:

1975-77

The researcher observed the inservice educators from September
1977 through May 1978, which was the third and final year of the project.

The researcher, therefore, had to rely on documents and the recollection of participants to provide information on significant events during the first two years of the project that involved the inservice team.

The following points, arranged in approximate chronological order, seem
to be the most important events based on the researcher's interviews

with teachers, administrators and the inservice team.

Historical

infor-

mation is included here because the researcher believes the roles of
the inservice educators must be understood in the context of past

events which influenced subsequent events.
1.

During the Summer of 1975, twenty faculty members from City

High School took

a

tuition-free course, "Alternative Approaches to

Teaching and Learning," taught at City High School.
real

beginning of the project.

This course was the

The course was taught by Paula, who was

the field-based instructor from Central

Assistant Director of the Project.

University as well as the

The course was offered through the

School of Continuing Education, and not the School of Education.

Teachers were told that the School of Education was attempting to make

arrangements to extend its courses and degree programs to the faculty
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at City High.

In effect. City High School

would become

a

satellite

center of the School of Education.
2.

During 1976, the original Project Director resigned to accept

an administrative position in another state, and Jerry, who
was the

Project Evaluator, was appointed Project Director.
3.

In the Spring of 1976, a meeting was called by the inservice

team with about five Middle City School administrators.

The highest

ranking administrator in attendance was the Deputy Superintendent.

In

recounting the meeting with the researcher, Jerry, the Project Director,
said the team had decided in advance of the meeting to resign in mass
if Middle City administrators did not agree to some procedure for imple-

menting change at City High School.
gested forming

a

At this meeting, the team sug-

Policy Committee which would review plans for change

proposed in connection with the inservice project.
the team's motive was to develop

a

According to Jerry,

committee with sufficient power so

that the principal, Herman, could not easily block project initiatives.

Jerry said, "Herman could say no to me or stall me, but he was not about
to say no too often in a meeting in which the Deputy Superintendent and

other Middle City administrators were present."

As a result of this

meeting, a Policy Board was established and consisted of the following
voting members:

students
teachers
4 administrators (to include City High School
Principal and Middle City Director of Staff
Development)
1
Teacher Association representative
University representative (Project Director)
1
3

3
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3

4
1

1

1

Community representatives
parents
State Department of Education representative
business representative
intern

The first official meeting of the Policy Committee was held on
20 September 1976 and was chaired by

a

Middle City administrator.

The

following minutes, submitted by the Policy Committee from Jerry,
the Recording Secretary, reveal

tion

the Board's purpose and form of opera-

:

The discussion of the possible purposes of the Committee
was wide ranging.
Many of the ideas grew out of the experiences of the Inservice Project last year, the nature of
effective inservice, and the purposes and scope of the
Inservice Project.
IT WAS DECIDED THAT:

Committee should not impose the forms for
change at City High School
(b) The form change takes at the school slowly depends
upon the needs and ideas of the people who work
and learn there.
(c) The Committee and the Inservice Team should
encourage and facilitate the design, implementation, and evaluation of responsible change that
would meet the current needs of people at City
High and help people prepare for the move to the
New High School
(d) The Committee did not have the final say as to
which change projects were implemented at the
High School.

(a) The

Having reached consensus on the purposes of the Committee,
people then moved to a discussion of how the Committee might
Once again, this discussion grew out of people's
operate.
IT WAS DECIDED THAT the Committee
experiences of last year.
manner:
following
the
in
operate
would

City High staff be actively encouraged to develop
proposals for change (using Middle City's existing
'Proposal for Divergent Project" Form) with the
Inservice Team's assistance.
(b) Proposals are discussed within the school and
issues are raised for discussion by the school
staff.

(a)
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(c)

If it is possible, the proposal is
implemented and
time line for implementation and evaluation
is
established.
If implementation does not seem possible, the proposal is presented to the

a

Committee which
discusses the issues with the authors of the proposal
Final decision about the proposal is reached within
the school.
If the proposal can be implemented,
time lines are established for its implementation
and evaluation.
.

(d)

4.

January 1977, teachers from City High School were formally

In

admitted as candidates for either Master's Degrees or Certificates of

Advanced Graduate Study at the School of Education of Central
University.

Sufficient numbers of courses were to be offered at City

High School for teachers to fulfill degree requirements by June 1978.
5.

During the Spring of 1977, the Superintendent of Middle City

sent out a written notice advertising for the principalship of New
High School as well as for assistant principals.

The notice specified

that the principal and assistant principals were not traditional roles
but would call

for administrators who were able to work with innovative

programs and able to foster community involvement with the school.
notice was

a

The

surprise to the inservice team, the City High teachers and

principal, Herman.

People were operating under the assumption that the

principal at City High would automatically become the principal of New
High School and likewise the assistant principals.

In May 1977, the

Superintendent announced that the current principal of City High,
Herman, would be transferred to Good High School.
pal

The current princi-

of Good High School, Mark, would become the principal of City High

for the 1977-78 school year and also the principal of New High when ft
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opened in September 1978.

Herman considered the move to Good High

School a demotion even though Good High was the
most prestigious school
in Middle City.

Privately, he complained to

a

small

number of teachers

and administrators that the inservice team had "done him
in" and "made
him look bad in the eyes of downtown" (superintendent and his
staff).

Also, according to the researcher's sources, Herman complained
pri-

vately to a number of people that the "inservice team had been trying
to run the school

for the past two years."

principals were also made.

Changes in the assistant

One of the two City High assistants was

transferred to the least desirous high school.

Mark's assistant at

Good was transferred to City High as well as another assistant who

worked with Mark at another school.
6.

During the 1976-77 school year, over fifteen proposals were

considered by the Policy Committee.

Excerpts from an Inservice Team

Memo to Policy Committee members explain some of the frustration that
the team felt in trying to implement changes at City

H i gh

Proposals have been generThe Purposes of the Proposals
to meet the current
ated with two major purposes in mind:
needs of students at City High School and to responsibly
experiment in a protected environment with programs that
will continue to be responsive to community needs and be
consistent with the demands of the new building. Much of
the important inservice work that must be done to adequately prepare teachers and students for a flexible space
building can best be done by developing programs and
schedule changes that add flexibility to curriculum and
increase teacher collaboration in gradual stages so that
the move to the new building can be undertaken with confiThe proposals have been developed with these purdence.
It is important to note here that it is
poses in mind.
the feeling of the teachers who developed this set of
proposals that some of the earlier, more ambitious ones
may have failed because they represented too radical a
:
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departure from existing program and schedule--they were
not gradual first steps in a clearly thought-out process.
However, it is also important to note that these current
proposals reflect double first steps for the teachers who
urgently see the need for programs of this kind and that
meet the needs of students.
In this excerpt from the same memo,

the team discusses its percep-

tion of misunderstandings that have developed and explains that all new

proposals have been ideas generated by the team:
The Function of the Inservice Team
As the Grant says,
Inservice Team members are to assist Middle City in making
the transition to the New High School.
Some of the misunderstandings that we feel have arisen are that the
Inservice Team is responsible for generating programmatic
change or direction for the new school and that any new
program that has been proposed has been the Inservice
However, we see ourselves as only part of
Team's idea.
the general Middle City effort in affecting the transition
to the new building, think that the misunderstandings
probably have inhibited communication and some development
of experimental programs, and hope that the misunderstandings can be clarified as the plans for the new building
become a reality.
:

7.

In June 1977,

shortly after being named the new principal of

City High School, Mark requested

a

meeting with the Project Director,

Jerry; the Superintendent; and about eight key central office adminis-

Mark said he requested the meeting to clarify his relation-

trators.

ship with the inservice team.

know "if

I

Mark told the research er he wanted to

was the boss of them (inservice team) or whether they were

the boss of me."

The outcome of the meeting, according to both Jerry

and the New High
and Mark, was that all matters regarding City High

through the Policy
School were to be channeled through Mark and not

Committee.

Jerry told the researcher that the superintendent nodded

any decisions regarding
his approval that Mark was authorized to make
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the school.

Mark said he saw no need for the Policy Committee since

each school already has its own Advisory Committee appointed by the

principal.

As a result, the Policy Board was abolished at this meeting.

Jerry told the researcher that "the essence of the meeting was clear;
the superintendent and the system were supporting Mark one hundred per-

cent."

Jerry said, "In retrospect,

I

think the superintendent used us

(inservice team) to make Herman look bad and, therefore, made it easier
to move him to another school."
8.

During July 1977, the inservice team invited Mark Todd to

two-day retreat in

a

nearby resort area.

a

The team's reason for the

retreat was to update Mark on what the team had been doing at City High
School.

Mark told the researcher that he and the team "used the oppor-

tunity to size each other up.

I

had heard a lot of negative things

about them from Herman (the former principal)."

During the retreat, Mark said his top priority for the year was to
have a Curriculum Fair in December 1977.

The purpose of the Curriculum

Fair would be to inform the students about the New High School's cur-

riculum.

Mark said he wanted the curriculum explained in

a

variety of

ways such as course outlines, pictures, demonstrations, displays and

through student-teacher interactions.

As a result of their retreat,

the inservice team agreed to teach a university course that would have
the new school
as a major objective the writing of the curriculum for
1978.
to be presented at the Curriculum Fair in December
9.

teachers at
At the beginning of the 1977-78 school year, the

apply to teach at the
City High School learned that they would have to
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New High School.

When teachers were informed about having
to apply,

many were furious.

Without exception, about twenty-five teachers
told

the researcher that administrators, including the
Superintendent and

former Deputy Superintendent, had told them at

a

faculty meeting during

the previous school year that the entire faculty would be
transferred
to the new school.

the City High School

According to available information, all but two of
teachers applied to teach at New High School.

Researcher's Note:

By the time New High School opened in

September 1978, most of the City High teachers that applied to teach
there were accepted.
the social

The most apparent exception was the chairman of

studies department who was notified in November 1977 that he

was not being transferred to New High School.

The Development of an Alliance Between the
Inservice Team and Principal

The following section is

a

presentation of sample data from the

researcher's field notes which indicate that an alliance was formed
between the inservice team and the principal.

cators of the alliance.

There are two major indi-

First, at Jerry's request, the principal and

his assistants agreed to meet with the inservice team every Tuesday

morning to talk about the inservice project.

Second, the inservice

team agreed to help Mark, the principal, with

a

Curriculum Fair.

Dur-

ing the Summer retreat with the inservice team, Mark said he wanted to

have a Curriculum Fair in December 1977.

that it could help by designing

a

The inservice team suggested

university course so teachers could.
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receive graduate credit for writing detailed course descriptions for
their respective subject areas.
A major portion of the following data focuses on the researcher's

observations of two regularly scheduled meetings.

One of these regular

meetings occurred on Tuesday mornings and involved the inservice team
meeting with the principal in his office with his assistants.

The

other regular meeting was the inservice team staff meeting held on
Friday mornings at Central University.

16 September 1977:

inservice team staff meetings at Central University.

Today is Friday, and the inservice team holds regular staff meetings
every Friday morning.

One of the first topics of discussion was about

the principal's recent comment to Jeff.

Mark told Jeff he considered

the Middle City School publication entitled, "Program of Studies for

Senior High School," as the curriculum for the New High School.

expressed disappointment at this news.

Jerry

He was hoping that the curricu-

lum for the New High School could be written as part of the Thursday

course.

Jerry said that his reaction was that "the meat of the

Thursday class is gone."

Team members said they thought that New High

School did not necessarily have to use the same curriculum as the other

high schools in Middle City.

7

October 1977:

team staff meetings

.

Today is the regular Friday

staff meeting, and Jerry talks first.
Jerry:

"I

talked to Mark yesterday.

We like each other.

The

City
department chairmen are beginning to tell him how terrific the
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High School

teachers are.

Seniority might be an issue in choosing

teachers for the new school."
Paula:

"I'm having more teachers say,

the new school

.

"Why?"

"It's mostly the ones who have been at the school awhile,

so seniority is not a problem.

two years, so

Jerry:

I

They have been working with us for

think they realize their chances are good."

"Mark is pretty pleased with us, especially with Mary.

He thinks we are reasonable and rational.

Herman (former principal)

told him we were trying to take over the school

were irrational.

11

expect to be going to

'

Researcher:
Paula:

'I

October 1977:

.

He told Mark that we

Mark went to the Summer retreat uncertain about us."

Tuesday morning meeting

in the

principal's office.

Today is the researcher's first day at City High School.
begins

a

The meeting

few minutes after nine o'clock.

The principal and his three assistant principals are present, and
Paula, Carol and Mary are present from the team.

Jeff is at home, and

later the researcher learns that Jerry is observing in Harold's class

because he is having problems with disruptive students.

When everyone

is seated, Paula hands out a copy of prepared questions for Mark to

answer.

In response to a question about the schedule for New High

School, Mark said he could not answer questions about scheduling

because of the contract the City has with

a

computer company.

said, "His computer needs require a different program.

Mark

This change
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probably will require having to acquire extra funds, so it
becomes

a

financial question."
In

response to

a

question about the possibility of Mark or one of

his assistant principals coming to the Thursday course in which
the

curriculum was being written, Mark said, "I've already answered all
the questions.

I

don't want to add to the rumor mill by trying to

answer the same questions differently.

questions over and over again."

Teachers keep asking the same

The researcher noted that Paula did

not respond immediately to Mark's comments but waited about ten minutes.

Paula:

"By answering teachers' questions, even giving the same

answers, keeps the problem from getting bigger than it is."

Mark comments that he thinks the issue of scheduling is
out for teachers."

a

"cop-

Teachers are saying that if they do not know how

long a period is, they cannot prepare daily lessons.

Teachers are

saying if they do not have next year's schedule, they do not have anything to do now.

Mark said that teachers can go ahead and make their

plans now and make adjustments when the schedule is available.

"Teachers only know one kind of schedule

— homeroom

first, then

first, second, third periods and so forth, with lunch and planning

period thrown in.

The new schedule probably will be some kind of semi-

rotating block system.
a

It is possible that classes will

meet four days

week with lengths of periods varying."
In

response to

a

question about the courses that will be offered

at the New High School, Mark said, "I want to take the courses now
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available and figure out how to make them work at the New
High School."
A few minutes later, he adds, "Maybe at the November
School Committee

Meeting, the department heads will be named.

When we get the department

heads, we need to go from brainstorming ideas to formulating

There is

lum.

and

I

a

grave danger in curriculum development.

underline alj_ teachers

All

teachers,

want to teach the best students.

,

is a danger that teachers will

will

curricu-

a

There

design courses with prerequisites which

keep students out of their classes."

Paula asks if Mark has set a date for the Curriculum Fair, and

Mark said

4

"Not yet

,

October 1977:

.

team staff meeting

.

During the meeting, the Thursday

class and the principal's lack of involvement were discussed.
Jerry:

"What happened at the class yesterday?"

Paula:

"People are mad at things they should be made at.

basic feeling is that the administration does not show itself.
ers feel

like the administration is doing things in isolation.

is a high amount of tension and

trators.

On October 27th,

I

The

TeachThere

hostility mostly directed at adminis-

think it is very important for the admin-

istration to be at the Thursday meeting in force."
"Mark can't come because of football practice."

Jerry:
a

coach at
Paula:

a

college.)

local

"In retrospect,

Curriculum Fair.

(Mark is

I

I

wish the course was not geared to the

would rather have done

things teachers are interested in.

a

course on the kinds of

When teachers start complaining to
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me during the course,

I

ask them for solutions."

Jerry:

"Maybe somebody should talk to Mark on Monday."

Paula:

"This weekend, I'll write down my perception of what is

happening.

Administrators don't seem to understand what's happening."

Later, the subject of discussion shifts to the school's philosophy.
Paula:

"There is no school philosophy.

offer suggestions and get

a

reaction.

reaction to questions over time.

The way to get one is to

It will

come in the form of

Teachers will have

a

a

lot more power

if they ask questions."

Jerry:

think the philosophy exists.

"I

of Mark and Richard (assistant principal).

many answers yet.

It exists

in

the values

We haven't been able to get

The philosophy is there; it just hasn't emerged

yet.

18 October 1977

and Jerry.

.

The researcher rode to City High School with Paula

They told the researcher about the meeting they had with

Mark yesterday.
Paula:

"We told Mark that the teachers were operating in a

vacuum without having an administrator to interact with during the

Thursday course.

Mark said he will arrange to have one of his assis-

tant principals at the course each week, beginning this week with
Murray.
At 9:00 a.m., the scheduled Tuesday meeting began.

Attending the

meeting were Mark; two assistant principals, Richard and Murray; and
Jerry, Paula, Carol and Mary from the inservice team.

Paula spoke first
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and confirmed the fact that Murray would be
attending the class this

Thursday.
Next, there was a brief discussion about the city-wide
staff

development day coming up.

The team helped to identify and to schedule

the teachers and administrators at City High School

to visit one of the

three schools in other cities which were open-space schools.

Later in the meeting, Mark asked Jerry if the team could pay for
all

or part of the Summer workshops for teachers before the New High

School opens.

Jerry said that he would check and get back to Mark with

an answer.

Researcher's Note:

The project ended in June, so according to

Jerry, no money could be spent for the workshop scheduled for August.

20 October 1977:

resource room

.

After lunch, Paula, Jeff and the

researcher are sitting in the resource room talking.
Paula:

"I've learned a lesson this year from the course.

A

course should not be tied-in too closely with the politics of the

Middle City School System.

You lose your academic freedom.

By link-

ing the course and the Curriculum Fair, problems were presented

because the staff of the new school had not been named.

The schedule

had not been determined or the type of schedule and teaming arrange-

ments had not been determined."

21

October 1977:

dance today.

team staff meeting

.

All

team members are in atten-

During the meeting, Jerry said he thinks it is time for

the team to give its personnel recommendations to Mark for the New High
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School.

Jerry said that maybe the team could tell the administration

some of the things people have done and why they would be good for the

New High School.

Later, after a general discussion of their involve-

ment at City High School, Jerry said, "The issue now is the same as
with teachers before.

How much do we initiate and how much do we allow

teachers to initiate?

Sometimes you have to carry the ball until some-

one else picks it up."

25 October 1977:

Tuesday meeting

attendance include:
Carol

and Mary.

in

the principal's office

.

People in

Mark, Richard, Murray from City High, and Jerry,

Jeff is at home, and Paula is out-of-town.

Mark began

the meeting by announcing the decision of the School Committee on
20 October 1977 regarding the "tracking of courses."

Mark said that he

believes tracking affects the self-concept of students.

He explained

that students were tracked as early as the sixth grade and stayed in
the same track all

the way through high school.

The School Committee

approved a recommendation to eliminate tracking except where it was

absolutely needed, such as honors courses or advanced placement.

Mark

continued by saying that teachers do not want to teach general classes
(lowest track).
and the special

Most of the behavior problems are in the general track,

education students are mainstreamed in the general

track and this causes more problems.
Next, Mark gave everyone
next year.

a

copy of the schedule that will

be used

Mark said he presented the schedule yesterday at the

faculty meeting.

He thought it would "scare off a few teachers; but.
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after the meeting, he and Richard (an assistant principal) decided it
did not.

Mark then explained the schedule by putting examples on the board.
A question was asked about scheduling teams of teachers so they could

teach together and have

Mark:

a

common planning period.

"It is not possible everyday.

per week could be the same.

ning time this year.

planning.

Maybe two planning periods

Anyway, we have checked on the use of plan-

The teachers are using it for socializing, not

Besides, we don't know who will be teaming, and we will not

know until the department heads are named.

Then people can submit

If they make sense, we will

plans that are feasible and practical.

do

them; if not, we won't.
A few minutes later, Mark adds the following:

Mark:
izing.

"Some of the teachers are paying lip service to individual-

These are teachers who have participated

in team

courses, but

they speak one way and do another."

Frank (assistant principal):
it made.

"The teachers in this school

have

Only four or five teachers have more than one hundred stu-

dents to teach (in a day).

With such small numbers, we should see some

pretty good teaching around here."

Later, Jerry told the researcher

that Frank said this to try to impress the principal.

Richard (assistant principal):

"Next year the teachers are going

to have to teach to the bulk of the class.

the college kids, and the teacher will

ones who can't get it.

We still

have to challenge

have to individualize for the
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Frank, another assistant principal, says, "That's right."

Mark:

No, that is not the intention of the School

Committee to

teach college-tracked courses to general students by watering them down.
The teachers have to teach

a

course that the students need."

Later in the meeting, Mark said the department heads for next

year should be named at the next School Committee Meeting on
November 1977.

3

Jerry requested

a

meeting with Mark and the new

department heads, and the meeting is scheduled for 8 November 1977 at
1

:

00 p m
.

Richard said he would like to summarize his observations of City
High after six weeks.

teachers.

"The number one problem is the attitude of

Teachers need to be more receptive to kids.

They need to

broaden their perspective, be more flexible, show some openness and
share ideas."
Mark:

"The school contains a hard core of about fifteen or twenty

teachers who have

a

bad attitude.

If some of these teachers go to the

New High School, I'm going to tell them they are going to have to

change their ways.

About half of these teachers have participated

inservice team activities and courses, and about half have not.

in

I

don't think you've reached some of their hearts yet."
Jerry:

"I

agree that we have not reached some people yet."

In

response to Mark's concern about the special education students being
in "regular

classes" next year, Jerry said he had arranged for

Central University professor to teach

a

a

course next semester at City

High focusing on teaching special education students.

The meeting ends
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few minutes later at 10:30 a.m.

a

After lunch, Jeff, Les, Jerome and the researcher are sitting
the front lounge of the resource room.

Les has just come in the room

and announces that Woody is not going to be the new social

chairman at the New High School.

in

studies

Woody told Les that "the adminis-

tration informed him yesterday that he was not selected."

Declining Stages of the Alliance

1

November 1977:

Tuesday meeting with the principal

.

The meeting

started at 9:15 a.m., and the following people were present:

Mark,

Richard, Frank, Murray from City High, and Jerry, Paula and Jeff from
the team.

Jerry passes out an agenda with several items on it.

Mark

said he had a couple of announcements to make.

Mark:

"Later this week,

find out if the computer company

will

I

can handle the proposed scheduling.

for you to get next semester.

I

I

also have another consultant

met him when we visited the school

last Thursday (staff development day) and he can consult on the open-

space concept.

That makes two consultants

consultant can talk about teaming.

I

I

have suggested.

The other

hope the department heads will

named this Thursday night at the School Committee Meeting.

Hopefully,

by the first week in December, fifty to seventy percent of the teaching staff will

be approved.

It is a political

thing.

Since School

Committee elections are coming up shortly, this Committee wants to
have an early say about who goes to New High School.

education association will probably cause

a

be

The teachers'

controversy, pushing for
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seniority as the basis for the personnel decisions, but

I

want people

who are qualified and with the right interest to go to the New
High
.

School

When Mark finished, Jerry gave everyone

a

sheet entitled, "Rough

Draft— Inservice Activities for January Through June."

After

a

brief

discussion about "Consultants," Mark said that he thought the

Wednesday lecture service and Thursday class were

a

big commitment for

teachers, and suggested that Paula combine the two programs into just
one afternoon.

"That's

Paula:

a

good idea."

told Jeff and the researcher,

mingling with the course.

"I

Later, in the resource room, Paula

am really, really mad with Mark for

The team is being used as an arm of the

administration.

The goals of the project have been changed from the

original three.

There's

a

I'm not going to fight it.

worth it.
cipal

'

s

fl

I

feel

definite change in the nature of the project.
It requires too much energy.

like I'm not doing a good job.

I

feel

It's not

like the prin-

unky.

Next, Mark commented on the consultant that spoke last Wednesday

afternoon.
Mark:

(Mark was not there, but Richard, his assistant, was.)
"The Wednesday speaker did more harm than good.

She

started rumors and expectations among the community and teachers that

New High School was going to be an alternative school where the kids

would run wild.

She confused people.

space and alternative schools."

People started equating open-

The researcher counted twenty-two peo-

parents,
ple in attendance at the Wednesday lecture, including five

-
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Richard, and the sixteen teachers.

The consultant did not talk about

New High School, but described the alternative school she has been
working in for the last eight years.

Jerry:

"I'll

take responsibility for that.

She was

a

replacement

for the principal of the school, but he could not come."

Mark:

"Just because we have open-space architecture does not mean

you have to throw out all the old programs.

There is room for many

options, including the traditional."

Toward the end of the meeting, the researcher asked for Mark's

assessment of the inservice team members in their presence.
Mark:

positive.

"The inservice team has two heads--one negative and one

The negative came from the previous principal.

department heads said the team divided the faculty.

Also, the

The positive is,

that based on our contacts since the retreat this Summer, they are

rational, competent people.

It is a two-way street; we influence them,

they influence us."
Frank:

"The inservice team has projected an image of running

things by sending out newsletters with the Inservice Team letterhead

announcing City High events.
team is running things.
the inservice team.
Mark:

In

The image projected is that the inservice

reality, the administration is directing

They are helping us."

"For two years, the problem was the inservice team versus

the principal.

Now there is no problem.

It is the inservice team and

the principal cooperating."

Murray:

"The administration is now knowledgeable and involved'
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with the inservice team.

The team is having input with the administra-

tion."

Richard:

"Open-space is not equated with permissiveness.

High School, teachers will

At New

know where each student is academically.

The open-space program will

help.

Parents want

gram that is the epitome of quality.

We will

a

sound, rational pro-

have increased account-

ability because of the open-space because teachers will be more visible.

In an

open-space school, we can still have structure and be

accountable.
Murray:

"The inservice team is helping us implement policy that

has already been decided.

The team's role is to help us implement what

has already been decided."

In

recalling Murray's comments later in the

resource room, Paula said there are no plans for them to help implement.

29 November 1977:

Tuesday meeting in the principal's office

meeting begins at 9:00 a.m.

.

The

The following people are in attendance:

Mark and all five team members.
Mark:
Paula:
Jeff:

"So we aren't going to have
"No, she can't come."

"Can you tell us your feelings about the portable walls

that the New High School

Mark:

speaker tomorrow?"

a

is supposed to have?"

"The heck with those walls.

are going to have to try without them.

I

don't want them up.

People

We are going to store them.

If a person absolutely can't teach without them, then we will

some walls, then take them down when they adjust."

put up
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The meeting is interrupted for about ten minutes by
who wants to see Mark about

a

student.

policeman

Mark leaves to talk to the

policeman, and Paula leaves shortly thereafter.
to the meeting.

a

Paula does not return

Later she tells the researcher that she went to see

the modern science team.

Paula said she wanted to be with people who

needed her.
When Mark returns, Jerry asks if

a

decision has been made yet

regarding teachers for New High School.
Mark:
will

"Tomorrow

I

am turning in the list of eighty teachers who

be initially recommended for the New High School.

The School

Committee is on board until December 31, 1977, and says it wants to
decide most of the teachers going to New High School.
controversial people on the list.
lack seniority.

There are several

They are controversial because they

Our argument is not that we are passing over more

senior people with good teacher evaluations, but that the people we

choose would work better in an open environment than the people we
by-passed.

We did not choose all

the people we really wanted.

I

had

to watch not robbing the other high schools, particularly Good High

School

(Mark's former school where he was principal), of all their good

teachers.

Thirty-five teachers from Good High applied to New High

School, but we did not take too many.

resource, very few academic teachers.

The ones we took were mostly
I

talked to the School

Committee

member from the Good High area to prepare her for the fact that some
personnel might be leaving Good High School."
Later, Mark explained part of the proposed budget for the New
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High School.

He said the budget calls for three-hundred thousand

dollars for capital outlay to equip the school and fifty
thousand

dollars for a Summer workshop to bring people in early.

The Summer

workshop will pay the salary of the three assistant principals for
six
weeks, department heads for four weeks and teachers' salaries for two
weeks.

Mark said, "We are not sure how many students will be at the

New High School.

If there are 1,165 students, we will

ask for 90

teachers; and if there are 1,500 kids, we will ask for 102 teachers.
The attendance zones are going to be a political
tial

battle.

The poten-

new communities are split over whether they want their kids going

to New High School

After

a

.

brief discussion on possible new programs at the school

next year, Mark said that all of the School Committee members ran this
time on cutting the budget.

"I

approving many new programs.

don't think they are going to be

Given the request that the Director of

Secondary Education, the Deputy Superintendent and

I

worked out,

I

don't think we will get all of them, so new programs don't look too
likely."
Jerry:

"Mark, as a staff, we talked about making recommendations

to you for the New High School

Mark:

"I

teaching positions."

got input from the Director of Staff Development.

know who participated in inservice team activities.
we used this information as a criteria.

I

Off the record,

The superintendent just can't

use inservice team participation as a criteria to explain teacher

selection to the School Committee.

The education association would-
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holler

'Contract Violation'

and kills us."

The meeting ends shortly thereafter at 10:15
a.m.

l_December 1977:

resource room

.

The researcher and Paula were talking

together around 11:45 a.m.
Paula:

"I'm really depressed over the project:

whole semester has been

a

I

feel

like the

waste."

After lunch, the researcher and Jeff are sitting
area when Les and Faye come in.

in the lounge

The word is spreading that the

Eighty List" is posted in the main office.

Before School Committee

Meetings, proposals are posted in the schools in advance of the meeting.

Researcher's Note:

All

the teachers from the inner group were on

the list, except for Sue who has been hired as

teacher this year.

In

a

long-term substitute

addition, all the teachers who participated

actively in inservice team activities were on the list except for two
industrial arts teachers.

The industrial arts teachers were told that

no decision had been made on those positions yet.

2

December 1977:

inservice team staff meeting

.

Jerry opens the meet-

ing with these comments.

Jerry:

"I

was away for three weeks, so I'm not sure if what I'm

hearing and sensing is because of my absence or if something else is

occurring.

To what degree are we being effectively used?

I'm

a

little

ticked off because after Tuesday's meeting, Mark holds back Mary to ask
her opinion about a number of things.

Another thing, Mark calls

a

-
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Principal

s

Advisory Committee Meeting and does not mention it
to

us.

Paula:

Principal

The teachers told me they were embarrassed about
the

s

Mary:

Advisory Meeting.

They weren't sure what it was."

No matter what the meeting, Mark always includes my name.

I'm on three committees."

Paula:

"Jerry, you're not on any committees.

to get closely allied to you Mary, so you will

I

think Mark wants

not do anything on your

own without checking with him."

Jerry:

"I'm feeling estranged.

In

August, we had to make

a

tre-

mendous decision in relation to this semester (Curriculum Fair being
tied into the Thursday university course).
the spot.
pi vital

Mary, I'm putting you on

I'm interested in your reaction--the more you get put in

a

spot, the more you might feel estranged from us."

"That's why

Mary:

kept quiet about it.

I

(from Mark) in my mailbox.

munity responsibility.'

Then

I

I

get these memos

'Well, it is part of my com-

say,

Every now and then, Mark will ask about how the

Thursday class is going, but he does not ask about anything else relative to the team's purpose."
can play squash five times

Jerry:

"What do we do?

Paula:

"We can't change work.

problem.

semester.

I

I

All

I've felt compromised with the course.

ing and planning.

day."

we can do is to confront the

don't think anything will be changed.

going to be the university professor.

a

I've hated this

Next semester. I'm

I'm going to take time for read-

I'm not going to be a school changer.

That's the
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only way

know how to keep my sanity and integrity.

I

beg Mark to use my time and talents.

meetings.

I

m glad

I

I'm not interested in attending

left the Tuesday meeting (November 29) early to

see the modern science teachers.

something useful.

I'm not going to

At least

I

feel

like

I

was doing

get my worth from interactions with teachers.

I

Mark said he thinks

I

teach well, but

don't think he thinks it is

I

worthwhile.
Jerry:

"Mark uses us as a sounding board and as footsoldiers.

I'm not sure if this is just sour grapes because I'm not being used.
It is both

demeaning to be brought in or not to be brought in.

is no real

collaboration.

I

There

cancelled our meeting on Tuesday--maybe

now Mark will notice us."
Jeff:

"Now that teachers are named for the school, getting with

them to address problems seems worthwhile.

We need to form the teach-

ers in groups so that they have some kind of clout in proposing

changes.

Jerry:

I

felt and thought the same way

I'm feeling differently now.

as Paula.

change.

"Driving home yesterday,

It worked with the principal

I

want to make

last year.

a

structural

We need things to

confront Mark with."
Paula:

"Jerry, why don't just you and Mark meet?"

Jerry:

"We're going to be holding monthly meetings.

are going to see Mark on Monday.

We will

Paula and

lay out our project; ask

Mark what he would like to be happening."
Paula:

"Maybe through Mark's Advisory Committee we could raise

I
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things, get
Jerry:

a

discussion going about important issues."
"Mary, what would you think of Paula or Carol taking
your

place on the Advisory Committee?"
Paula:

"Why?

It looks so suspect.

and challenge Mark's future decisions.

teacher advocate than us.

My sense is to go with Mary

Mark sees Mary as less of

a

Mark would think we were challenging his

authority if one of us took Mark's place."
Jerry:

guess we can't change Mark's style; however, we can

"I

change other things."
The meeting ends with Carol

saying that the School Committee

approved the list of teachers recommended for New High School.

17 January 1978

.

Today is Tuesday, and the researcher rode to City

High School with Jeff.

During the trip, Jeff said the Tuesday meetings

at 9:00 a.m. with Mark had been replaced with just Jerry and Mark meeting.

The researcher had not been at City High School since

15 December 1977, so Jeff was filling in the events of the past month.

The researcher had only planned to be gone two weeks but

illness extended the period of absence.

a

two-week

Jeff said that he was feeling

better about the project, and he thought it helped to have some time
off for the Winter holidays.

through 30 December 1977.)
feeling better.

(City High was closed from 26 December 1977

Jeff said the other team members were also

He thought there was less tension in the school

teachers were named to New High School.

since

Jeff also told me that Mark

has a new administrative intern, Sandra, helping him.

Mark has put the
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administrative intern

in

charge of organizing the Curriculum Fair now

scheduled for 24 January 1978 and 25 January 1978.

After school, Jeff, Barry, Wayne and the researcher are the only
people in the resource room.

Jeff suggests that Barry recount the

details of the recent faculty meeting.
Barry:

"It is difficult to explain.

(Mark) Todd spoke for about

an hour giving more or less his philosophy--his expectations for the

faculty.

knew ahead of time Todd was going to give his speech.

I

It

is difficult to find fault with any of his expectations.

He expects

people to be prepared for class--no free-style teaching.

He expects

teachers to be on time for school

absences now and next year.

.

He expects there to be fewer

It's a young faculty and there are people

who have patterns of absences.

He expects people to be cooperative.

He said if teachers did not do what he asks, he would call

his office.

The next time, there would be

a

them into

confrontation and the

next time, that would be it."

Researcher:
Barry:

"The teacher would be transferred to another school."

Researcher:
that he will

"What does Mark mean by 'that would be it'?"

"Yes, Todd let everyone know what is expected and

treat everyone fairly."

Later, Barry commented that Mark has a lot of power.
Barry:

"Last year when Mark was named to be the new principal,

to the
he tried to get four people outside of City High transferred

school under some occupational grant.

The School Committee voted no.

--that is power.
Now, Mark has all four positions at City High School
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I

don t know how he did it, but he did it.

Two of the four people are

his original choice."

Jan uary 1978:

resource room

1

.

Daisy is in the resource room this

morning looking at some sheets on the Curriculum Fair.
she had gotten the information in her mailbox.

combination of

a

memo and

a

be held

in the school

The information is

a

map explaining the geographical location

of booths by department for the Curriculum Fair.
will

Daisy explained

The Curriculum Fair

gymnasium, but the memo said that the gym-

nasium would not be available for setting up until 6:00 p.m. on Monday,
23 January 1978.
25 January

1

(The Fair is to be held on 24 January 1978 and

978.

24 January 1978

Today is the day of the Curriculum Fair.

.

out sick, and Jerry could not come because of car problems.

Paula is

The

researcher and Jeff rode to City High together, and we arrived later
Mark saw us coming in the building and kidded us for being

than usual.
so late.

The researcher went to the gymnasium where the Curriculum

Fair was being held, but Jeff went to the resource room.

Mark did not come to the Curriculum Fair until seventh period.
The researcher asked Mark how the day had gone.

Mark:

down here.

"Fine, as far as
I

know.

This is the only time I've been

figured if anything were going to break loose, it would

happen last bell

Researcher:
Mark:

I

.

"What was the motivation for the Curriculum Fair?"

"A small

town in the state had a Curriculum Expo.

It was a
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parent-oriented school, and the Expo was held on the
weekend.
Richard (assistant principal) and
parents and kids complain that

decided to try
School

a

a

After

had listened for two years to

I

course was not what they expected,

Curriculum Fair.

I

We had one last year at Good High

.

The researcher commented to Mark that everything looked very

organized for the Curriculum Fair.
Mark:

"I

delegated all the responsibility to Sandra (administra-

tive intern) and Margaret (chairman of the math department)."

Researcher:

"Did the Thursday course last semester, sponsored by

the team, help with the curriculum guides being given to students

today?"
Mark:

"Yes, part of it, but some of it was written independently

of the course.

27 January 1978:

interview with Mark

vice team is having

a

staff meeting.

interview with Mark for an hour.

Today is Friday, and the inser-

.

The researcher has

a

private

The following questions and answers

are representative of the major points of the interview.

Researcher:

"My experience with the team really started in June or July

Mark:
in

1977.

"How effective is the inservice team?"

Everything prior to that time was just rumor, although

met Jerry at some meeting or conference.

opposite opinions of the team.
asked where

I

So

I

I

I

had

came to City High with two

went to the Central Office and

was in relationship to the team.

Is the team beside me,
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above me, below me or what?

As a result, a meeting was scheduled with

Jerry, the superintendent and others.

our concerns, and

explained what

I

I

At the meeting, we discussed
had heard.

One problem

I

heard

was that the inservice team had its own advisory council and
that this
was always causing conflict.

As a result, we changed that so that the

two councils became one."

"Another problem was that Herman (the former City High principal)
tended to procrastinate when Jerry would ask
could not get
or

I

yes or no answer over

a

would have done in the same

si

a

a

question.

Because Jerry

period of time, he did what you

tuation--he did an end run around

Herman to the Central Office."

Researcher:

"Did you clarify the procedure for the team presenting

or getting approval

Mark:

give him

a

"I

told Jerry he could talk to me at any time, and

would

I

yes or no answer."

Researcher:
Mark:

for projects or plans?"

"So everything is to be channeled through you?"

"Yes.

I

think Jerry feels like he can come to me any time.

Jerry and Herman got so it was very uncomfortable for them to talk
together.

The Summer retreat set the stage for us working together.

At the retreat, we were reading each other.

together provided
cipal

a

new perspective.

They wondered about me as

because of what they had heard, and

them to make the new school
had heard.

I

a

I

prin-

was wondering how to use

function because of conflicting things

My doubts were unfounded.

and to be respected.

Three days of working

I

have found them to be helpful

When they want something, they come and present
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things to me.

My relationship to them in a school way is
profes-

sionally very good, and in

group way, very cordial.

a

flict in my role and their role.

see no con-

I

Herman would procrastinate.

I

try

to say yes or no to Jerry."

Researcher:

"From your point of view, what is the most important

issue for the next semester?

I've heard a number of people mention

teaming.
Mark:

"No,

I

don't think it is teaming.

told you or not, but beginning on Monday,

I

beginning with the junior class,
teachers are killing us.

I

told Richard (assis-

can see all the parents, but

can see all

the kids.

Some of the

They are telling the parents and kids that

is going to be a zoo."

the school

3

I

I

don't know if Jerry

am going to start seeing

ten kids at a time in my office each morning.

tant principal) that there is no way

I

February 1978:

team staff meeting

.

During this meeting, there is

great deal of discussion about possible future plans.

a

Paula summarizes

her opinion.

Paula:
a

"Our job is to present the issue at City High and see if
We always plan things, and it doesn't

structure can be figured out.

work.

When we plan things outside of school, it doesn't work.

reason it doesn't work is that we plan it."

were closed beginning on
27 February 1978.

through

3

7

(Middle City schools

February 1978, and classes resumed on

Mark was at

March 1978.)

The

a

conference from 27 February 1978
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March 1978:

7

City High School

together to City High School.
City High School

since

2

Jerry and the researcher rode

.

Today is the first day Jerry has been at

February 1978.

Jerry told the researcher that

he heard about Mark designing course selection sheets for next year

that deleted courses that were developed as a result of the Thursday

course last semester.

Jerry talked to Mark and told the researcher

what Mark had said.
Jerry:

"I

told Mark that the teachers were disappointed that some

of the courses that they had worked hard on were not included in the

Mark gave me

selection.

were only
a

a

a

very rational explanation.

He said there

certain number of teachers and the school had to maintain

certain pupi 1 /teacher ratio.

Some of the department heads could not

find teachers to teach some of the courses.

Mark said he met with the

Director of Secondary Education and the Deputy Superintendent to decide
Also, if there were fewer courses, students

which courses to offer.

have a greater chance of getting their first choices.
is a

lines

Finally, there

city-wide curriculum, and Mark has to operate within those guide.

Later, around 11:30 a.m., in the resource room, Barry, Bill,

Terry, Jerry and the researcher are talking about yesterday's faculty
meeting.

Terry explains what Mark told the teachers.

Terry:

"Some of you have

to knock it off.

a

chip on your shoulder, and

You're nothing but

stand it if you don't get your way.

nation for everything

I

do.

I

am going

You can't

a

bunch of babies.

I

don't have to give you an expla-

The inservice team is not running this-
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school.

I

am!"

Terry said,

"I

decision on matters.

recognize the fact that Mark has to make the final
My complaint is that he does not offer explana-

tions, or when he does offer explanations, he is so demeaning.

Also,

after getting input, he makes decisions in isolation and does not check
back with people and bounce alternatives off with people."
Bill

commented that his interpretation of Mark's talk was that

Mark was only interested in getting New High School opened in September.
"Mark is not interested in developing new programs because that only

complicates trying to plan and open the school.

Why could we plan any-

thing new if Mark is going to decide everything?"
Barry:

"I

think Mark handled the meeting poorly.

I

why he said the inservice team is not running the school.
however, that Mark really wants input.
realize.

don't know
I

believe,

He gets more input than you

My experience with introducing the Project Able changes for

next year indicate that he listens and wants input."

Jerry:

"I

believe the two different messages that Barry and Terry

are getting are largely determined because of your respective past

experiences in dealing with Mark.

I

don't think Mark is aware of the

second message he is sending--no input is wanted or that teachers are
not worthwhile or competent professionals.

Mark wants to open New

High School without it making the newspapers.

He was impressed by

Consultant B's comment that one open school had to close down for
weeks because of the student turmoil.

a

few

Opening the school means appoint-

the kids to the
ing teachers; getting the right kids to school; getting
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right area for classes; feeding them; getting books,
materials and

furniture for the school; and getting the kids home again."

7

March 1978:

team staff meeting

.

It is Tuesday evening and all

members of the inservice team are at Jerry's house.

five

Last week, Jerry

had asked everyone to meet this Tuesday evening since he was going to
be out of town this Friday when the staff meetings are usually held.

The meeting begins by Jerry briefing Paula and Jeff on Mark's comments
at yesterday's faculty meeting.

School

today.)

(Jeff and Paula were not at City High

Jeff mentions that he has heard people at City High

saying that they are expecting us to be leaving soon, but he intends
to stay until

Paula:
I

the project ends in June.
"I

tend to withdraw each year.

I

was at City High one day last week, and I'll

week.

Last year at this time,

I

have

history of this.

a

be there two days this

was there only once

a

week.

This year,

I'm more conscious of it because of the talk of our pulling out (earlier

than June).

On one level,

but on another level,

Jerry:

"I

I

I

feel

like what

I

feel

O.K. about the project and my work,

guilty."
am doing, and the people I'm working with.

We have tried to function in a supportive way and operate from

a

value

base.

Jeff:
two years.

"If we laid some depth charges, maybe they will go off in

Terry might get seven people to stand up with him at

a

faculty meeting instead of just by himself and let Mark take him apart.
We really didn't change much of the structure of the school."
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jerry:

"Maybe we shouldn't pull out.

Operating from

a

value base,

maybe we should lay some depth charqes."
"There is an anthropological term--stranger and friend--

Paula:

that applies to me.
feel

At City High,

like an outsider.

always felt
sense that

I

I

I

thought

I

was an insider.

Maybe I've always been an outsider.

could enter and leave the school.

really like and care about

stranger in that

I

a

I

am

I

am

a

I

have

friend in the

a

lot of teachers.

have different values from teachers.

public school teacher anymore.

I

Now

I

I

am a

am not

a

university professor."

The next several minutes are taken up with

a

discussion on what

the team should do in reaction to Mark's speech and to finish the project.

Paula:

"I

would like to ask ten or twelve people

do you want me to do until

Jerry suggests having

I

trust--'What

the project ends?"'
a

meeting and inviting faculty members.

"I'd like to pose the question,

'How do we finish the project?'

on the meeting, we can plan activities to finish the project.

Based
Jeff, do

you think we should ask people how to plan the meeting if we want to be
faithful to their needs?

everything out."
have agreed on?

Jerry:

We need to involve teachers before we plan

Jeff says yes and Paula says, "I'm not sure what we
What is our goal?

I'm very confused."

"We are going to spend some time ending the project,

processing the project.

Also, do some kind of support system to assist

people in planning for the new school."
gives -Jeff
The meeting ends shortly thereafter, and the researcher
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a ride to his

Jeff:
for Jerry.

house.
"In the last few months, I've gotten a lot of
respect

I've always thought he was smart and well-read, but

tonight, he was terrific."

9

March 1978:

City High School

The researcher drove to Middle City

.

alone because of two scheduled interviews with Middle City administrators.

Both administrators were gone, according to their secretaries.

The researcher had confirmed both appointments by letter and telephone

calls, so there was no chance of

a

mix-up.

The next month, the same

two administrators cancelled appointments with the researcher the day

before the scheduled meetings.
The researcher drove to City High School

cancelled meetings.

still

perplexed at the

Once inside the school, the researcher saw Mark

who appeared unusually happy.

Mark said he was about to go talk to

a

group of parents whose children might be going to New High School next
The researcher went to the meeting

year, and he invited me to come.

which was held in the library of

a

nearby elementary school, and there

were about twenty parents in attendance.
a

sample of Mark's talk.

The following comments are

Mark explained to the parents that the

school's program is better described as flexible-space rather than

open-space.
It has

"The school

lots of walls.

is not like a giant

warehouse with no walls.

Each subject area is enclosed by walls.

A given

subject area, like English, is enclosed by walls, but there are eleven

teaching stations with tracks for moveable walls every twenty-eight
feet.
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The studies indicate that there are no differences
academically

between traditional and flexible-space schools.

atmosphere."

The difference is in

(Later, Mark said he had gotten this information
from

Consultant B.)
"In traditional

schools where

a

teacher is surrounded by four

walls, teachers don't have to cooperate.
will

At New High School, no longer

the teacher be a god in the classroom.

teachers have to cooperate.
to get together.

In

flexible-space schools,

There is an opportunity for two teachers

If one knows a lot about the Civil

War, he can teach

fifty kids for two weeks, while the other teacher sits in the back of
the classroom.

Later in the day, after Mark and the researcher returned to City
High School, teachers informed the researcher that Mark made the morning

paper and local radio broadcast.

Mark has been named as one of the

nation's outstanding secondary principals by

a

professional organiza-

tion.

29 March 1978:

Wednesday night meeting

.

Tonight is Wednesday, and the

team has called this meeting to ask teachers to help plan for the end of
the inservice project.
ing at his house.

At Jerry's request, Bill agrees to have the meet-

Team members have invited teachers to the meeting who

have been participating in the inservice project.
in attendance.

All

team members are

The following teachers are also present:

Barry, Sue,

Terry, Evelyn and Bill, all from the inner group; Ruth, an art teacher,
and Wanda, the foreign language chairman, are also present.
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The meeting lasted several hours, but very little time was spent

discussing the original purpose of the meeting.

Instead, the main

subject of discussions was related to Mark's recent announcement that

teachers going to New High School must attend

a

two-week workshop in

August to prepare for the opening of school in September.

Evelyn said

that many teachers are upset about the August workshop for two reasons.
The first reason is that "teachers don't like to be told what to do in
the Summer, and they think that it is not legal to have a mandatory

workshop in August.

The teachers' contract does not start until

Evelyn continues by explaining the irony of the two-week

September."

"The inservice team has been working with us for three years

workshop.

to prepare us for the New High School.

Now the principal wants

week workshop to prepare us for New High School.
Why do we need

doing the last three years?

31

March 1978:

team staff meeting

.

two-

a

What have we been

Summer workshop?"

a

During the staff meeting, the

first item of discussion was the Wednesday night meeting at Bill's
house.

Jerry:
feel

"I

haven't said anything to Mark about the meeting.

like that is playing into Mark's hand.

I

I

felt uncomfortable about

teachers."
the Wednesday night discussion, but that was the concern of
Paula:
shop.

months?

I

"I

don't think we should get involved with

a

Summer work-

would like to ask teachers what can we do for the next few
There is

a

difference between our need and their need.

can we leave in the way of

a

product or attitude?

I

What

think that means
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staying away from any involvement with the Summer workshop."
Jeff:

"I

don't think we have to have small conspiracy meetings

with teachers, but
I

I

am willing to work with teachers if they ask me.

think we can help teachers plan the workshop to make it better."

Jerry:

"Let's try to stay away from the workshop issue in the

next three months.

they can use.

Let's leave the teachers with

Teachers get

but not in the school.

a

product--a book

good deal of autonomy in the classroom

a

What the teachers choose to do about it is dif-

ferent from what we would do about it."
Paula:

"I've talked to teachers, and they are not overly

bothered by their lack of power in the school.

We are the ones that

are bothered."

Next, the meeting shifts to

Paula says she will edit.

a

discussion of

a

sourcebook that

Paula explains the proposed organization of

the sourcebook and asks each team member to write an article.

articles will be written by teachers at City High School.
the project will

1978:

Jerry says

pay for printing the sourcebook and copies will be

given to teachers.

5 April

Also,

The sourcebook was given to teachers in June.

resource room

.

It is 9:30 a.m., and Jerome comes

in the

resource room.

Researcher:
Jerome:

"What is the latest word on the August workshop?"

"We had a faculty meeting on Monday and Roger announced

that there would be a Summer workshop in August, but it was not mandatory.
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Researcher:

"Where was Mark?

Why did Roger make the announce-

ment?"
Jerome:

"I

guess Mark was in his office.

Roger was

a

member of

the group of people who talked to Mark about the August workshop.

Roger told the faculty that Jack had given him the information that the

workshop was not mandatory."

Jerry's Assessment of the Inservice Project

This section contains an interview with Jerry conducted in May 1978.
In the interview,

Jerry discusses the difficulties the team encountered

in working with Mark at City High School

Jerry:

.

"The system is supporting Mark one-hundred percent.

We

can try to get Mark to agree to an idea, but once he has made up his

mind, that is it.
us.

It has been very clear to me how Mark sees using

We are counterdependent people and that makes it difficult for us

to interact.

Things that we are interested in doing, he is not inte-

rested in having us do.

He is real

interested

in

inservicing teachers

and we find that a little counter to our values.

Researcher:
Jerry:

"Drive at them!"

Researcher:
Jerry:

"What does Mark mean by inservicing the teachers?"

"Get them to change what they are doing?"

"Yes."

Researcher:

"Looking back to your meeting last Summer with Mark,

do you think Mark made
the superintendent and the other administrators,
a

smart power move?"
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Jerry:

"It was an honest power move, and

I

think he was defi-

nitely justified in doing it."

Researcher:
Jerry:

"Was that a definite turning point in the project?"

"From my aspect,

Researcher:

I

think it was."

"At the retreat last Summer, the team and Mark agreed

to work together on the Curriculum Fair.

How did Mark bring up the

subject of the Curriculum Fair?"
Jerry:

"We presented to him what we had done

years at City High School).

(for the past two

He presented to us what he foresaw happen-

ing in the next six months, and we designed an inservice program--we
all

did."

Researcher:
Jerry:

"That was an effort at collaboration."

"It was to meet the school's needs."

Researcher:

"Did he ever lead you to believe that the curriculum

that was designed would be implemented?"

Jerry:

"No,

he never lied to us.

senting what teachers had designed.
deal

He could have done more in pre-

Last Fall,

I

said we have got to

with teachers and how they feel exploited in this way, because

I

think they were exploited."

Researcher:
Jerry:

"Why were they exploited?"

"Because what they were being asked to do was to attend

the curriculum course and produce.

Later, as an interview technique or

threat technique, Mark and his assistants would say to teachers,

'We

haven't made the decision about who is going to the New School.

By

the way, are you in the course and are you working on the curriculum?
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By this time, the teachers were sick and tired
of not knowing if they

were going to the New High School.
‘We've had enough.

I

honestly think teachers thought,

We don't want to be treated this way.'

We slipped

right in and came across as sharing the administration's side.
was saying,

The team

'We sympathize with you but we have to have the Curriculum

Fair, and you can use this stuff anyplace.'

Teachers felt exploited

writing the curriculum and not knowing if they were going to the New
High School

.

Researcher:

"The whole issue deals with not being named to the new

school ?"

Jerry:

"Yes, that issue of personnel

symbolizes being treated

poorly in terms of the process of selection."
Researcher:

"You said that Mark does not treat people like pro-

fessionals but what he does is to make all the decisions, which is not

necessarily the same thing."
Jerry:

"I

really want to split them out.

Having final control and

treating people like professionals are two completely different areas."
"You are perfectly agreeable with Mark having final

Researcher:
control

?"

Jerry:

"Yes, and so are the teachers.

for the building.

thought his was

I

think is real

important."

"Did Mark have any control over naming teachers?"

Researcher:
"I

is responsible

It is the way decisions are communicated and the way

input is solicited that

Jerry:

The principal

don't think so.
a

bad scene.

I

have some sympathy with Mark.

Mark
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Researcher:
Jerry:

Mark is

"What should he have done?"

To be present more, at least keep communication
open more.

very pragmatic guy.

a

essentially complete.
respect that.

There were certain things that were

To bitch about them was useless.

I

admire and

There are certain parameters that have to be dealt with."

Researcher:

"Are you comfortable with the amount of participation

you got in the project?"
Jerry:

created

"Sometimes yes, sometimes no.

In terms of the

large enough critical mass, that's true.

a

I

school, we

would dearly

loved to have seen the thirty other teachers who weren't involved to be

involved in some way."

Researcher:

"If you had to do it again, would you wheel

and deal

more with Mark?"
Jerry:

would not.

would probably have tried more with him, but also

"I

I

The whole process of mutual adaptation explained in the Rand

Study on Education says that one of the ways to get the system to imbed
some of the proposed changes is to do it from the beginning with

tractual

a

con-

kind of arrangement."

Researcher:

project were.

"That's what

I

thought the objectives of the inservice

Are you recommending that changes not be made until

both

parties agree to the change?"
Jerry:

walk

a

"If you are interested in school

tightrope between contract and mutual adaptation."

Researcher's Note:
is a

change, then you have to

The Rand Study explains that mutual adaptation

characteristic of successful projects.

The people proposing the
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change and the people being changed undergo

a

process of mutual adapta-

tion in which the original change is more or less mutually adapted
by

both parties.

Jerry:

"The wheeling and dealing is there.

change are there; it is not going away.

The politics of the

To pretend you are going to

graft the change unsurgically is an unrealistic expectation of outside

institutions.
school

Mark has

a

lot of responsibility.

He has to get that

opened without the kids physically destroying it.

of sympathy for him and the small

I

have

a

lot

amount of resources he has."

Interventionist:

Analysis of the Data

The data have not been presented which, from the researcher's view-

point, indicate that the inservice team members were in competition for

leadership with the principal.
will

use Bailey's (1969) concept of leadership to argue that the princi-

pal, Mark, was

team.

As part of the analysis, the researcher

a

more effective leader than members of the inservice

However, in distinguishing between effective and ineffective

leaders, Bailey (1969) contends that moral judgments regarding motives
or tactics must not be considered.

Bailey's point is that individuals

involved in competition always claim to be acting for everyone's benefit.

Therefore, the analysis will explain the actions of Mark and the

actions of the inservice team on an effective/ineffective continuum and
not on a good/bad continuum.

As

a

point of clarity, Bailey's (1969)

concept of leadership is being used as

a

frame of reference to analyze

is using
the intricacies of leadership; consequently, the researcher
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Bailey

s

concepts to analyze leadership and not to prescribe

a

style of

leadership.

Organizational leadership versus personal leadership
the principal

leadership.

decisions.

Because Mark was

.

of City High School, he automatically had organizational
By virtue of his position, Mark was empowered to make

On the other hand, the inservice team memebers were not

part of the organizational

structure of the Middle City School System.

The only organizational positions the inservice team members had were

with Central University.
bers were outsiders.

At City High School, the inservice team mem-

Although the team members were organizational

outsiders, during their three years at City High School, they developed
personal

influence with

number of teachers.

a

Since the team members

lacked organizational positions in the structure of the Middle City
School

System, they had to rely on their personal leadership to accom-

plish their objectives.

Personal

leadership is based on authority,

whereas, organizational leadership is based on power.

According to

Fried (1967), authority is "the ability to channel the behaviors of

others in the absence of the threat or use of sanctions.

Power is the

ability to channel the behavior of the others by threat or use of sanctions" (p. 13).

At City High School, the principal

inservice team had to rely on authority.
bers was based on personal

had power, but the

The authority of the team mem-

influence that Jerry, Paula or Jeff could

exert individually or collectively.
Since the team was trying to bring about changes at City High
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School, having an authority role instead of

a

at a disadvantage in comparison with Mark.

Bailey (1969) maintains

power role, put the team

that if a leader is to act effectively, he must have a position from

which decisions can be made and policies implemented.

As principal,

Mark could order changes in the school, but the team could not.

How-

ever, the team was apparently able to overcome this organizational dis-

advantage in 1975-77 with the former principal.

The team was able to

exercise leadership at City High School because the inservice team

managed to develop and control an Inservice Team Advisory Board that
included administrators from the Central Office.
the Advisory Board, the team was able to get

a

Using the forum of

number of proposals

implemented.

Mark displayed effective skills by arranging to abolish the
Inservice Team Advisory Board as soon as he became principal of City
High School.

arrange

a

Mark used his organizational position as principal to

meeting with Jerry and the Superintendent.

By calling a meet-

ing and inviting Jerry, the Superintendent, and other administrators,

Mark was able to demonstrate that he was in charge of City High School
and was being supported by the administrative structure of the school

system.

It was at this meeting that Mark clarified that all

matters

concerning the operation of City High School and New High School would
come through him.

The researcher contends that Mark showed effective

to
leadership skills by dealing swiftly and decisively with Jerry

resolve any doubts about who was in charge.

In studying former Mayor

Daley was so
Daley, Kennedy (1978) states that one of the reasons

-
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effective is that he had the ability to act swiftly and at times ruthlessly to maintain absolute control of Chicago.

Developing an alliance:

playing by the rules

.

Jerry and the inservice

team learned quickly that in dealing with Mark, they were dealing with
a

more skillful and confident leader than the former principal.

The

researcher suggests that the inservice team members were examples of
what Maccoby (1976) refers to as gamesmen.

Gamesmen are individuals

who respond to and are energized by challenges.

Perhaps in Fromm's

(1955) terms, gamesmen are able to satisfy their personality needs of

creativity by the challenge of competition.

The researcher believes

that the inservice team was energized by the challenge of dealing with
Mark.

Mark took the initiative by calling the meeting with the superin-

tendent and Jerry.
resort area for

a

The team's countermove was to invite Mark to

planning retreat in the Summer of 1977.

a

The team

wanted to review the inservice project with Mark, but more importantly,
the team wanted to win Mark's commitment to the goals of the inservice

project.

But Mark had his own agenda.

top priority was to have

a

Mark's response was that his

Curriculum Fair in December.

suggests Mark was what Maccoby refers to as
pany man with gamesman skills.
in

a

The researcher

company man, but

a

com-

Company men are primarily interested

maintaining the organization.
Fair proposal
The inservice team responded to Mark's Curriculum

as part of a university
by suggesting the curriculum could be written
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course for teachers.

The alliance between the team and Mark was begin-

ning to develop, but mostly on Mark's terms.

satisfied with this arrangement, but it was

The team was not fully
a

beginning point.

Offi-

cially speaking, the team was cooperating with the principal, but pri-

vately the team was still hoping to implement some of its own plans.
The alliance between the principal and the team is analogous to the

practical political alliances that form after political elections are
held.
a

Dissimilar political parties often form

a

limited alliance so

government can operate, but the political parties still remain com-

petitors.

Although there was an alliance between the team and the principal,
the alliance was limited to the Curriculum Fair.

When school

began in

September, Jerry asked Mark if the team could meet regularly with him
and his assistant principals.

Mark agreed, and the inservice team

hoped to use the Tuesday meetings as an opportunity to present pro-

posals and initiate action.

Quite simply, the team was trying to inter-

vene into the leadership structure of the school and to exert some

influence.

The researcher believes one way to understand the developing rela-

tionship between the principal and the inservice team is to use an

analogy suggested by Bailey (1969).

Bailey uses the analogy of

test to explain the behavior of competing leaders.

a

con-

According to Bailey,

effective leaders know about and use two distinct types of "rules" for

accomplishing their purposes when engaged

in

of rules are pragmatic and normative rules.

contests.

The two types
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Pragmatic rules are practical ways of
Pragmatic rules are

a

a

leader getting his way.

type of personal or private wisdom.

Pragmatic

rules are used by leaders to accomplish their purposes, but
the rules
are not talked about publicly or used to explain

a

particular course

of action.

Whereas pragmatic rules are not publicly discussed, normative
rules are.

Normative rules are expressions of publicly acceptable

values that are, more or less, general
a

specific course of action.

statements without prescribing

For example, both Mark and the inservice

team stated publicly in September that they were collaborating on the

Curriculum Fair.

In

agreeing to collaborate, both parties were using

normative rules because collaborating is an acceptable value
City.

in

Middle

However, both the principal and the team used pragmatic rules in

forming the alliance.

The principal

ignored the team's plans and objec-

tives and got the team members working on the Curriculum Fair so that
he could maintain control

The team also used pragmatic

of the outcome.

rules in agreeing to the alliance because
to write the New High School

curriculum.

a

university course was used

The team members used free

tuition and graduate credit to attract teachers, and the team could

exercise partial control over what teachers wrote because Paula was the

university instructor.

Officially, in developing the curriculum, the

team knew that Mark wanted to rewrite or modify existing Middle City
courses.

However, unofficially (pragmatic rule), the team wanted to

influence the development of new courses and programs for the New High
School
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The researcher is of the opinion that both Mark and the inservice
team used skillful and effective leadership in developing the
alliance
to work on the Curriculum Fair and to meet on Tuesday mornings.

Attracting and maintaining supporters
a

series of rules for leaders.

.

Homans (1950) has identified

One of the more obvious rules Homans

mentions is the fact that the leader is the one who takes the initiative to lead the followers.
the inservice team was at

a

From September 1977 until

December 1977,

distinct disadvantage in trying to lead the

teachers at City High School.

All

the important decisions affecting

teachers were being controlled by Mark or other Middle City personnel.
For example, Mark was the one making recommendations to the superin-

tendent for the teaching positions at New High School, and Mark was

determining the type of schedule to be used.

The teachers told Paula

that they needed more time to write the curriculum guides, but Mark was
the one deciding when the Curriculum Fair would be held.

When the

teachers expressed their frustration to Paula about the difficulties
they were having in trying to write the curriculum during the Thursday
course, Jerry and Paula went to Mark.

In

response to their request for

him or an assistant to come to the Thursday course, Mark agreed to send
an assistant principal

each Thursday.

Mark was making use of his lieu-

tenants, which is another rule of leadership according to Homans.

Inte-

resting enough, Mark was using Jerry and Paula as lieutenants also
because they were reporting information to him and looking for him to
help solve problems.

Paula and Jerry slipped into the role of
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"footsoldier

and they resented it.

The fifty-five teachers enrolled in the Thursday
curriculum course

were

potential group of followers for the inservice team; however,
the

a

team was not able to be very influential with the teachers
because decisions regarding the ultimate use of the curricula being written
were

controlled by Mark.

For example, Mark was making the decisions on the

teaching schedule for New High School; therefore, Mark controlled what
courses teachers would teach, and teachers' schedules.

Not knowing

their schedules in advance, teachers were uncertain if they could do
team teaching or team planning.
until

1

In

addition, the teachers did not know

December 1977 if they would be selected to teach at New High

School

The researcher contends that from Bailey's (1979) perspective Mark
was an effective leader because he was able to maintain control of

teachers and limit the influence of the inservice team.

The fifty-five

teachers in the Thursday course did not unite unanimously behind the

inservice team and make demands on Mark.

Bailey states that as ironical

as it seems, the same kind of tension that exists between competiting

leaders also exists between

a

leader and his followers.

that leadership is an enterprise, and

with his followers.

a

Bailey argues

leader must make transaction

Effective leaders maintain control over the

resources and rewards that the followers want.

The researcher maintains

that Mark was able to exercise effective leadership because he con-

trolled, or led people to believe; he controlled decisions about scheduling, the school curriculum and which teachers were going to the Nsw
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High School

.

The inservice team was aware of the tension
between Mark

and the faculty, and the team tried to
get Mark to listen to the teachers' concerns.

The researcher believes that Mark capitalized on
the

tension and maintained control of the teachers.
The inservice team also had

a

group of followers, but they were

primarily what Bailey (1969) refers to as moral followers.

Moral

fol-

lowers, such as teachers in the inner group mentioned in Chapter V,

were attracted to the inservice team because of

a

compatible value sys-

tem or because personality needs were met through activities with the
team.

The inservice team had control over resources and rewards such

as graduate credit and Summer stipends, but teachers in the inner group

maintained their relationship with the team after these rewards served
their usefulness.

Other teachers, for example, took courses-, but the

relationship with the team ended when the courses ended.
In comparison

to the principal,

following of teachers.

the inservice team had

a

limited

Mark was able to maintain an effective leader-

ship position in the school

because he maintained control of the deci-

sions that affected teachers the most.

According to Kennedy (1978),

Mayor Daley became and remained an effective leader because he made all
the decisions that affected his subordinates.

However, unlike Mayor

Daley, the researcher contends that Mark did not talk and listen enough
to his followers.

Homans (1950), likewise, includes listening to fol-

lowers as one of the rules for leaders.

Mark listened primarily to

one assistant principal, Richard, and several teachers, including
Barry.
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Barry is the only example of
inner circle as well
In

a

teacher who was

in

the principal's

as being in the inner group of the inservice
team.

September, Barry was somewhat negative toward the principal

November, the negativism had disappeared.

,

but by

Barry was able to find

errors in the principal's proposed schedule, suggest alternatives,
and
over time became helpful to Mark.

The researcher is not certain how

Barry was able to maintain his close ties with both the inservice team
and the principal.

Barry respected and was somewhat in awe of the

principal's power, but he likewise, respected the inservice team,
though he realized the team had no power.

The researcher believed

that in comparison to other teachers, Barry was confident in his own

ability and was skillful enough to maintain close ties with both the
principal

and team.

The decline of the alliance

.

Alliances that are formed by competitive

leaders are placed under stress when one or more leaders becomes dis-

enchanted with the arrangement.

The same politics that leads to the

formation of an alliance can lead to the decline and collapse of an
alliance.
in

Mann (1976a) has stated that educators trying to make changes

school often make the mistake of using educational methods or reasons

to support their proposed changes, not appreciating the fact that the

situation is fundamentally political.
tions.

Schools are political organiza-

By political, the researcher means that individuals are in com-

petition for leadership or power.
At City High School, the inservice team was in competition with
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the principal

for leadership.

As events occurred durinq the 1977-78

school year, decisions were made by both the
principal and the inser-

vice team.

The decisions that they made placed the alliance under

stress, and the alliance dissolved over

a

period of months.

The

researcher was not privy to all decisions that the principal and
the
inservice team made, but the following series of events indicate

a

pattern of stress in the alliance which ultimately led to its collapse:
1

•

Demotion in status

experienced

a

.

demotion in status as

Jerry and the Superintendent.
the principal.

Before the alliance began, the team
a

result of the meeting with Mark,

The team was told it had to work through

Homans (1950) states that

a

demotion in status creates

negative feelings toward the individual that caused the demotion.
2.
al

1

Purpose of the alliance

.

Mark determined the purpose of the

iance--preparing for the Curriculum Fair.

Having the principal

alter the objectives of the inservice project was counter to the team's
values of collaboration and teacher involvement.
3.

Writing the curriculum for New High School

.

Mark wanted

existing courses rewritten or modified, but he did not want teachers

mandating prerequisites for courses to screen out less desirable students.

Mark also did not want new courses to be designed because the

new courses would require School Committee approval and make student

scheduling more complex.

The inservice team members wanted new courses

or programs because the objectives of the inservice project called for

alternative programs and courses.

The inservice team members believed

that curriculum development was an area of strength for them, yet Mark
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maintained control and did not turn over the control
of the curriculum
to the experts

(the team and the teachers).

The team came to resent

being an arm of the administration," being "footsol
diers

academic freedom."

"

and "losing

The team disliked asking teachers to write

cur-

a

ricula when teachers were uncertain if they were going to New
High
School
4.

on school

Ego problems

.

Jerry resented the fact that Mark placed Mary

committees rather than him.

Also, after the Tuesday meeting

on 29 November, Jerry expressed negative feelings because Mark

"held Mary back to talk over

a

few things."

ling the Tuesday meeting on 6 December.

Jerry responded by cancel-

For the remainder of the year,

Jerry met privately with Mark rather than having regular group meetings.
Paula and Jerry periodically expressed feelings of "being under-

utilized" or saying "I'm not going to beg Mark to use my talents."
5.

The inservice team is not running the school

.

Despite the

fact that Mark did not want new courses developed as part of the

Curriculum Fair, the team encouraged teachers anyway.

At the end of

February 1978, the official list of courses for New High School was
given to teachers.

A number of teachers complained because Mark had

eliminated most of the new courses.

To squelch the complaining, Mark

held a faculty meeting on 6 March 1978 and told the teachers
a

"they were

bunch of babies because they did not get their way" and "the inser-

vice team was not running the school --he was."
to the team, the alliance was officially ended.

When this message got
The principal

what everyone knew, but he publicly demoted the inservice team.

stated
The
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team responded by wanting to leave
a

a

few "depth charges" and by callinq

night meeting of their supporters to plan the remainder
of the year.

Ihe I 9 March

1978 night meeting

.

.

The team called this meeting

to ask their supporters to help plan the remainder of the
year, but the

meeting evolved into
shop.
a

a

gripe session about Mark's proposed August work-

Both the team and the teachers were frustrated that Mark wanted

Summer workshop to prepare for the New High School, because the sup-

porters had been doing that for three years.
like the mandatory part of the workshop.

Some teachers did not

Mark undoubtedly heard about

the night meeting and probably thought the team was planning some form
of retaliation in response to his "I'm running the school

speech."

After Mark's speech, fewer teachers came regularly to the resource
room.

The inner group still came, but about half of the active sup-

porters all but stopped coming.

The researcher speculated that some of

these teachers were playing it safe.

The team was leaving in May or

June and the teachers did not want to incur the wrath of Mark by being
too closely linked with the inservice team at this stage.

Summary and Conclusions

The alliance that began in the Summer of 1977 was over in the

Spring of 1978.

According to Bailey (1969) and Kennedy (1978), effec-

tive organizational

their power.

leaders, like Mark, do not like or will not share

Intellectually, the inservice team members knew Mark

would not share his power.

However, the team was hopeful that it could

intervene on behalf of teachers and make some changes in the school.
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The team was hopeful

that Mark would listen and communicate more
freely

with teachers, even if he maintained final control.

The inservice team

was not effective in the interventionist role because Mark was
unwilling to change his style of communication or leadership.

When the team

continued its interventionist strategies, in spite of Mark's disapproval, Mark responded with punitive sanctions.

For example, Mark

vetoed new courses that were written and publicly announced "the team
was not running the school --he was."

The researcher's conclusion is that the inservice team members

were not effective as interventionists with Mark for several reasons:
1.

Whereas Mark was the single leader of City High School, both

Jerry and Paula shared the leadership role of the team.

Jerry was the

more dominant leader, but this division of leadership weakened Jerry's
position in competing with Mark.

Mark was unwilling to share his power

with anyone; and as principal, he had an organizational position from

which to act.

The team had to rely on authority and moral

leadership

because team members did not have organizational positions in the

Middle City School System.
2.

Intellectually, the researcher is convinced that the inservice

team members knew they were on

a

collision course with Mark, but their

value system prevented them from altering their leadership style.

The

team wanted Mark to change his leadership style, but the team was

unwilling to change its style.

One of the ironies of change agents is

that change agents always want someone else to change.

Because the researcher considered the inservice team to be

ineffective in the role of interventionist, defining the role is more
difficult.

However, the researcher advances the following as the rol

of interventionist for this study:

Interventionist

:

The role of interventionist is using

political methods (pragmatic rules) to obtain educational
goal
In

s

Chapter VII, the researcher summarizes the findings of this

study and suggests an appropriate role for inservice educators.

CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSIONS

Chapter VII summarizes and elaborates the conclusions of the study.
Also, the researcher suggests an appropriate role for inservice educators

working in public schools, offers suggestions for further research, and

concludes with personal reflections.
Before proceeding to the final conclusions, the following caveat
given.

is

The researcher studied the inservice team members at City High

School during the 1977-78 school year to identify their behaviors and to

define their roles.

The main focus of data elicitation was participant

observation within the field study methodology.

The conclusions that

the researcher makes are based on only one inservice team, in one high
school during one school year.

The researcher suggests that care should

be taken not to generalize the findings.

The conclusions arrived at

should be considered hypotheses in need of further testing.

Conclusions About Teaching and the Role of
Inservice Professor

The researcher has labeled one of the two roles of the inservice
team as inservice professor.

Inservice professor

.

The role of the inservice professor

is orchestrating a balance between:
(a)

the inservice objectives specified by the school

system, and
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(b)

the personality needs of teachers.

Edu cational

values and personality needs of teachers

.

The inservice

team had to rely on teachers volunteering to
participate in the inservice programs.

Since the inservice team members were not part of
the

organizational structure of the Middle City School System,
the team
could not mandate teacher participation.

The inservice team actively

recruited teachers to become involved in inservice activities and
was

effective in involving, but in varying degrees, approximately fifty of
the seventy-one faculty members.

The researcher concluded that the

inservice team was particularly effective with the inner group of teachers for one or both of the following reasons:

(1)

the teachers and the

team had compatible values regarding teaching and learning, and (2) some
basic personality needs of teachers were satisfied through their involve-

ment in inservice activities.

The researcher also concluded that teach-

ers who did not participate in inservice activities, did not participate

for one or both of the following reasons:

(1)

the teachers and the team

did not have compatible values regarding teaching and learning, and
(2)

not participating in inservice team activities was more rewarding

than participating.

Vague models of teaching and objectives of inservice education.

The

prescribed role of the inservice team was to help train or retrain traditional

high school teachers for their new teaching roles in

space high school.

a

flexible-

The objectives of the grant were written primarily

by the inservice team, and the Superintendent of the Middle City Public
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System signed the grant which indicated his official approval of

School

the grant.

However, the objectives are rather general.

For example,

one of the objectives stated that teachers were to learn how to indi-

vidualize instruction, but there was not common agreement among the
team, teachers and administrators regarding what it means to individualize instruction.

From the beginning of the inservice project until the

end, the inservice team said it was not able to get Middle City admin-

istrators to be specific about the teaching innovations at New High
School.

Unable to get clarity on teaching innovations for New High

School, the inservice team members proceeded to train teachers and to

encourage innovations based on their own educational values.

Although

a

number of teachers were interested in the teaching innovations suggested
by the team, the teachers expected to hear administrators specify the

innovative teaching programs that would be implemented at New High
School

Smith and Keith (1971) found
of

a

new innovative school.

a

similar problem in their field study

They concluded that the innovations being

sought were abstract ideas or poorly defined personal needs.

Lortie

education is
(1975) contends that when compared to other professions,
not intellectually as complex:

Early study of education was isolated from scholarship;
attempts to integrate it with disciplines like psychology
Nor do we find an equivahave lasted only a few decades.
in
lent to the centuries of codified experience encountered
and
law, engineering, medicine, divinity, architecture
accountancy; no way has been found to record and crystallize
teaching for the benefit of beginners (p. 58).
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The researcher believes that Lortie's criticism is an indictment
of the teaching profession and that indictment extends to inservice

education programs for experienced teachers.

The teaching profession

lacks models of teaching that have been codified and proven over the

years.

Attempting to change teacher norms

.

The inservice team not only wanted

to change the classroom behaviors of teachers, but also wanted to

develop new teacher norms such as sharing and collaboration.

The

researcher believes developing new norms was an unusually high expectation and was an area in which the team had little influence.

The team

was hopeful that increased teacher dialogue focusing on the personal

concerns of teachers would lead to teacher collaboration.

researcher believes the data indicate that Homans'
is the more likely outcome.

The

(1950) explanation

People who work and talk together at work

may become friends and the friendship may extend beyond work.

Therefore,

the researcher believes increased dialogue among teachers will more

likely make them personal friends and not necessarily collaborators.

Conclusions About Leadership and the Role of
Intervention!' st

eduThe second role of the researcher identified for the inservice

cators was interventionist.
intervention!’ st.

The following is the definition given for
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Interve nti oni st

.

The role of interventionist is using

political methods (pragmatic rules) to obtain educational
goal

s

the role of interventionist, the researcher believed the
team

In

members were in direct competition for school leadership with the
princiThe team members were not very effective in achieving their inten-

pal.

tions because they lacked
school

a

position of power in the organization of the

and had to compete with a skillful and effective principal.

Bailey (1969) and Kennedy (1978) contend that leadership is an enterprise that involves competition, and effective leadership involves getting one's way.

The terms "effective" and "ineffective" are used with-

out a moral judgment regarding good or bad.

School

leadership and politics

.

One of the researcher's conclusions is

that inservice educators should not try to compete for school

leadership

with school administrators.

leader,

the principal, and a school

superintendent.

A school

can only have one final

system can only have one final leader, the

Most organizational

leaders such as principals and

superintendents will not allow their power to be fractionalized by
competitors such as inservice educators.
The effective leader will also not allow his power to be fractional
ized by his subordinates.

Bailey (1969) maintains that, ironically, the

same kind of tension that exists between competitive leaders also exists

between

a

leader and his subordinate.

The researcher believes that in

the study, the principal was often able to use this tension to his advan

tage.

On the other hand, the inservice team members were often critical
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of the tension that existed between the principal

and teachers.

The

point to be made is that effective leaders do not have to be
liked by
their subordinates in order to be effective.

the study, the

In

researcher believed that Mark's main weakness as

a

leader was allowing

the tension to get too high because he did not listen enough to his

subordinates.

Homans (1950) believes that listening is an important

rule for leaders.

The leader should listen so he will

know his follow-

ers and not because he wants the followers to like him.

The researcher was able to discover the high percentage of politics,
or the competition, involved in City High School.

pointed out, politics is

a

As Bailey (1969) has

way of life in all cultures and in all fields

of endeavors including churches, universities and schools.

The

researcher believes that one of the reasons Mark was such an effective
leader was that he understood and was skillful

in

school

politics.

Mark

knew it was important to convince students and parents that the New High
School was not going to be too different from other traditional

schools.

In

high

Middle City, Mark knew it was politically unwise to talk

about giving students too many choices because parents were afraid
"their kids would run wild."
a

For Mark, it was politically safer to have

traditional school program, than to have

a

newspaper reporter publish-

ing articles about innovative programs for students which parents might

misinterpret.
The researcher developed two propositions on leadership which must
be considered tentative.
1.

Effective school leaders make decisions based on
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political factors (pragmatic rules) and publicly support them with educational factors (normative rules).
2.

Ineffective school

leaders make decisions based on

educational factors (normative rules) and publicly
support them with the same educational factors (normative rules).

At the same time, the ineffective

leaders either ignore, discount, or give moral reasons for not considering political factors

(pragmatic

rules)

A suggested role for inservice educator:

inservice broker

.

The study

investigated the role of inservice educators who were experimenting

collaborative relationship with City High School.

to help a school

a

a

Two roles for inser-

vice educators have already been identified and defined.

researcher suggests

in

However, the

more appropriate role for inservice educators

is

committee and superintendent make rigorous value judgFor decades, researchers

ments about the kind of teachers they want.

have been trying to prove statistically that one form of teaching method
is

better than another.

Rabinowitz and Travers (1971) provide an uncon-

ventional conclusion as to what constitutes

teacher is

a

value judgment and not

a

a

good teacher.

A good

statistical fact.

The effective teacher does not exist pure and serene, available for scientific scrutiny, but is instead, a fiction in
No teacher is more effective than another
the minds of men.
except as someone so decides and designates. Teachers are
real enough, and methods are available or can be improvised
But the effective teacher is
to study these real teachers.
of designating any
process
The
abstraction.
only an
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particular teaching practice as effective or ineffective
stems from a reasoned judgment.
The ultimate definition of
the effective teacher does not involve discovery but decree
(p.

214).

Since the effective teacher may be designated by decree, the

researcher believes the following is an appropriate role for inservice
educators
Inservice Broker

.

The role of inservice broker has three

dimensions
(1)

help a school committee and superintendent define

effective teaching.

The process must be rigorous,

and the teaching description must be written in

precise language;
(2)

design

a

program to train teachers to meet selected

parts of the decreed definition.

If the inservice

educators have unresolved value conflicts with the
school

system, the inservice educators should

unceremoniously abandon the relationship before the
design stage begins;
(3)

implement, evaluate and codify the training program.

Suggestions for Further Research

1.

Additional field study investigations of inservice collaborations
are needed, and the results should be analyzed to identify com-

monalities and to begin developing models of effective inservice
education.
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2.

Additional studies are needed to determine if personality
needs are dependent variables for inservice programs in which

teacher participation is voluntary.
3.

A study is needed to test the researcher's suggested role of

inservice broker.
4.

The following propositions, derived by the researcher based on

limited evidence, are in need of further investigation.
(a)

Effective school leaders make decisions based on
political factors (pragmatic rules) and publicly support them with educational factors (normative
rules)

(b)

Ineffective school leaders make decisions based on
educational factors (normative rules) and publicly

support them with the same educational factors (normative rules).

At the same time, the ineffective

leaders either ignore, discount, or give normal reasons for not considering political factors (pragmatic

rules)

Reflections of the Researcher

This is the concluding section of the study, and since the

researcher will be shifting from the customary position of researcher to
a

more personal position, first person rather than third person will be

used
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P e rsonal

reflections on using

what many others have written;

field study approach

a

a

I

.

can confirm

field study approach is extremely time-

consuming and requires one to be well disciplined and
organized.

routinely organized and disciplined, but

I

I

was

went through two or three

phases in which limited field notes were taken.

research,

I

After

completed my

I

learned that other field study researchers have experienced

similar phases.

Apparently, after being in

a

setting for

a

period of

time, there is a tendency for field study researchers to internalize the

routine and to think, at least momentarily, that "nothing has happened
today."

To counter this tendency,

I

tried to write notes at least every

fifteen minutes, and continuously as the activity demanded it.

Also,

I

found it helpful to make daily lists or tables and then compare them
to identify patterns.

Perhaps, the most helpful research technique
Dr.
I

Ralph Faulkingham.

learned came from

I

At his suggestion, as patterns began to develop,

wrote them down and then tried to find data to disprove them.

could not disprove the pattern over
in my findings.

For example,

I

a

period of time,

I

If

I

had confidence

was continuously trying to disprove any

relationship between the value system of the inservice team members and
their effectiveness with teachers.

disprove

a

I

could not

relationship at least for some teachers.

By accident,

neutral.

As noted in the study,

I

discovered the value of not always remaining totally

Sometimes in order to get information or

member of the inservice team,

I

at least temporarily, a neutral

a

reaction from

a

had to express my opinion and abandon,

position.

I

found that always giving
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non-committal or general answers to
to getting to know the person.

person's questions was detrimental

a

For example,

about Paula, Jeff and Jerry after

I

was able to learn more

I

shared some of my ideas or frustra-

tions with them.

Personal reflections on leadership

.

The conclusions of my study, of

course, must not be generalized to other situations at will.

On the

other hand, this section allows me freedom to go beyond customary

research findings.

For example, one purpose of this section is to allow

me to shed the more objective stance of researcher, and to express some
of my more personal views and conclusions.

For example,
tional

leadership.

I

now have

a

broader view of what constitutes organiza-

In the past,

concept of leadership.

I

I

believe

I

have had

a

somewhat naive

tended to discount leaders who were not

charismatic, polished and articulate.

I

was more impressed with leaders

who could create enthusiasm among followers, than the leaders who were

unceremoniously moving the wheels of the organization by making things
happen.

Mark, the principal

leader

I

in the study,

is an example of the kind of

have routinely discounted in the past.

Mark was an extremely

hard-working principal who often got his way, but Mark spent very little
time talking to the teachers in the school.

I

now, however, have

appreciation for Mark's ability to get things done.

a

real

Mark was not an

inspirational leader, and City High School was not an innovative school,
but everyone knew that if

a

change was going to be made at City High
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School, Mark was going to make it.
If
I

I

were Superintendent of the Middle City Public School
System,

would not be totally satisfied with Mark.

Mark emphasized the goals

of the organization and his goals, to the detriment of the
personal

needs of the teachers.

I

believe Mark has reached

his leadership effectiveness is concerned.

rather have
pal

a

plateau as far as

As Superintendent,

would

I

Mark-type of principal than an enthusiastic princi-

a

with many plans and no skill or drive to implement the plans.

as Mark's Superintendent,

I

But

would want him to be more sensitive and

aware of the personalities and needs of his teachers.

Specifically,

I

would want Mark to use his skills to learn about and channel the personal

needs of teachers to achieve more completely the goals of the

school

system.

reflections on inservice education

Personal

.

Earlier in Chapter VII,

suggested the role of inservice broker for university personnel.

I

I

believe public schools must begin to define the kind or kinds of teachers they want.
local

school

Within the limitations imposed by state law,

I

think

boards and superintendents must define effective teaching.

University personnel in the role of inservice broker can facilitate
this process, but the final decisions must be made by local

boards and superintendents.

Once effective teaching has been defined,

the inservice brokers can assist school

menting

a

school

systems in planning and imple-

comprehensive inservice program designed to train effective

teachers according to local standards.

I

contend that it is imperative
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that effective teaching be defined in writing and distributed to school

personnel, students and their parents and others in the community.
Given the diverse value system of most communities,

systems would want to define

a

I

think most school

minimum of two or three models of effec-

tive teaching.

School

systems do not have to develop unique teaching models, but

rather they can adapt or adopt existing teaching models.

For example,

Madeline Hunter from the University of California regularly conducts

workshops and has developed training materials on instructional skills.

Preliminary teaching models are also being developed by Bruce Joyce and
Marsha Weils as part of the National Teacher Corps Project.
If

were

I

superintendent,

a

I

would begin working with the school

board to define effective teaching by reviewing existing teaching

models.

Once the effective models of teaching were identified and

defined,

I

would employ inservice brokers to design an inservice program

and then secure

a

commitment from the school board to finance it.

Once

these two rather difficult tasks are complete, sufficient knowledge and
skill

are available for implementing an inservice program.
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